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DECLARATION OF OMAR RODRIGUEZ 

	

2 
	

1, OMAR RODRIGUEZ, declare and say: 

1. 	I have personal knowledge of the facts asserted herein, and if called to testify, I could and 

4 I would testify competently thereto. I am one of the plaintiffs in Los Angeles County Superior Court 

5 case Omar Rodriguez et al. v. Burbank Police Department et al., No. BC 414602. 

	

6 
	

2. 	The following facts were not contained in any of the five volumes of my Deposition. 

7 The reason that the following information was not contained in my Deposition is because the questions 

8 have not yet been asked. Nevertheless, in all other instances in this Opposition, Deposition testimony 

9 has been used. 

	

10 
	

3. 	I was an active, sworn officer with the Burbank Police Department since 1988 until April 

11 2009 when I was placed on administrative leave. The Burbank Police Department claimed I engaged 

12 in misconduct, a claim which is untrue. The true facts are that I was placed on administrative leave in 

13 retaliation for my complaints about discrimination and the harassment against myself and other minority, 

14 female, and gay officers and applicants. 

	

15 
	

4. 	Discrimination and harassment have been rampant through the Burbank Police 

16 Department throughout my career there, up to and including the year prior to my placement on 

17 administrative leave. 

	

18 
	

5. 	However, because I feared loss of employment, I lodged very few complaints about the 

19 almost daily harassment until I was promoted to lieutenant and assigned to lead the Community 

20 Outreach and Personnel Services ("COPS') program, which recruits, screens and makes hiring 

21 recommendations. 

	

22 
	

6. 	However, once I was placed in charge of COPS, with the exception of putting a halt to 

23 the rampant discrimination in the hiring process, I was able to do little to end the rampant discrimination 

24 and harassment of rookie officers in the Patrol Division, where all new officers are initially assigned. 

25 Nor was I able to remove, discipline or reassign the two detectives (Racina & Orlowski) who continued 

26 to attempt to disqualify qualified applicants for the sole reason that they were African-American. or 

27 Hispanic, Asian, female, or gay. Racial stereotyping permeated many of the decisions they made. 

28 III 
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7. 	I had no authority to hire. I only had the authority to recommend. AIthough as a 

2 lieutenant, I had the authority to direct any officer below my rank, I had no authority to discipline or 

terminate anyone, not even officers who reported directly to me. I could only lodge my own complaints, 

4 forward others complaints, and make recommendations. In nearly all cases, my complaints were 

5 ignored. 

	

6 
	

8. 	By late 2008, 1 felt helpless and depressed. Moreover, Chief Stehr had developed a very 

7 close alliance with the Burbank Police Officers Association ("BPOA"), i.e., the union. The union 

8 leadership, consisted, in part, of the same individuals who were known for making derogatory remarks 

9 about minorities, women and gays. They were known for their abusive treatment of minority suspects 

10 and witnesses. The workplace was permeated with insulting racial and sexist jokes and comments, and 

11 despite my efforts to report these injustices, no action was taken by the administration. 

	

12 
	

9. 	Because of my role within the organization as head of COPS, I witnessed more of this 

1-, offensive action and treatment, and I was deeply offended by the treatment that I received, as well as the 

14 treatment of other minorities, particularly, the rookies that I had recruited and encouraged to accept 

15 employment with the agency. I realized it was even more serious when I witnessed Chief Stehr use the 

16 word "Nigger" in a routine management meeting. I was offended and felt it was inappropriate and 

17 informed both Deputy Chief Taylor and Chief Stehr of my concerns. 

	

18 
	

10. 	Because of my well known position against racism, sexism and homophobia, I began 

19 receiving anonymous letters ;  posters, and notes that were slid under my office door and left in my 

20 workplace mailbox. I kept written notation of anonymous messages. Because I was placed on 

21 administrative leave, and not allowed to collect my belongings, I was forced to leave all of this 

22 documentation of harassment and discrimination in my office. When I asked Captain Varner for these 

2; items, I was informed that they were no longer located in the file folders, cabinets and drawers in which 

24 I had placed them. Sergeant Merich and Lieutenant Murphy stated to me in a telephone conversation that 

25 was authorized by Captain Varner, that the folders that were confiscated from my office appeared to be 

26 expanded and stretched, to accommodate many documents, but that the folders were empty. 

27 111 
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11. 	1 personally complained to Captain Pat Lynch, who was the Patrol Division Captain, I 

2 Deputy Chief Bill Taylor, and Chief Stehr, among others about the racism, harassment and unlawful 

3 I attempts to disqualify qualified applicants. 

	

4 
	

12. 	Chief Stehr refused to take any action addressing, in particular, the individuals within 

5 COPS who, despite my explicit instructions, insisted upon continuing to attempt to disqualify qualified 

6 minority, female, and gay applicants. Additionally, Chief Stehr and Captain Lynch repeatedly failed to 

7 address minority, gender and gay discrimination and harassment problems in the Patrol Division. 

	

8 
	

13. 	Chief Stehr admitted to me that the BPOA leadership had been pressuring him to appoint 

9 BPOA leaders to key positions rather than selecting the persons most qualified. 

	

10 
	

14. 	Either on or shortly thereafter April 15, 2009, members ofthe Burbank Police Department 

11 searched my office and my locker which was secured with a combination lock. They confiscated my 

12 property without my authorization or a lawful search warrant. 

	

13 
	

15. 	Sergeant Jose Duran told me that Chief Stehr had decided to blame all of the 

14 Department's problems on Deputy Chief Bill Taylor who I knew to be an excellent Deputy and was 

15 committed to a diverse Department and the fair treatment of everyone. Duran, told me that if I did not 

16 support the Chief by meeting with the City Council and the City Manager to (a) give my full support to 

17 Chief Stehr, and (b) disparage Deputy Chief Taylor, Chief Stehr would "set me adrift and bury me." 

18 When I asked Duran what Stehr meant by setting me adrift and burying me, Duran told me that Stehr 

19 "would see to it that my career was over.' I told Duran that I could not participate in destroying the 

20 career of a person who was honest, conscientious and competent and had done none of what Stehr 

21 wanted me to say he had done. 

	

22 
	

16. 	1 knew that when Chief Stehr found out that I refused to attack Bill Taylor, my career 

23 would be in jeopardy. Fearing both for my own job security and what might become of the Department 

24 that had been my "home" for over twenty years, I contacted Mayor Dave Golonski and Vice Mayor and 

25 former Mayor, Marcia Ramos, respectively, on April I I and 12, 2009. Three days later, I was placed 

26 on administrative Ieave. 
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17. 	Less than one month later, Chief Stehr removed me from Command College. This is an 

7 exclusive program which is open only to Management level law enforcement officers who have been 

3 identified as strong candidates for the administration within their respective law enforcement agency. 

4 Attached as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of the Command College brochure which sets forth the 

5 purpose, educational program and applicant requirements. 

	

6 
	

18. 	In order to be accepted into Command College, the applicant's current Chief of Police 

7 and others within the organization must nominate each candidate. Both Juli Scott, Chief Assistant City 

8 
 

Attorney, for the City of Burbank who has served as the chief legal counsel for the Burbank Police 

9 Department for approximately the last 25 years, and Chief Stehr, not only nominated, but highly 

10 recommended me for acceptance into Command College. True and correct copies of their letters of 

11 nomination and recommendation that were provided to me by Scott and Stehr are attached hereto, 

12 respectively as Exhibits B and C. 

	

13 
	

19. 	Chief Stehr and Deputy Chief Taylor had told me earlier that I was nominated to attend 

14 Command College because they saw me as a likely candidate to one day become the Chief of Police for 

15 the City of Burbank. 

	

16 
	

20. 	I was removed from Command College by Chief Stehr before the internal investigation 

17 was completed. Angelo Dahlia was interviewed three times during the initial Porto's investigation. On 

18 each of the three occasions, Dahlia stated he did not observe any misconduct by anyone. 

	

19 
	

21. 	The Porto's robbery investigation had been the subject of investigation previously by the 

20 Department's Internal Affairs Division. Not only did Dahlia and ALL other witness state that they never 

21 saw me engage in any misconduct or even talk with the alleged victim, but also the alleged victim, who 

22 was interviewed, did not positively identify me, though he was shown my photo several times and re- 

23 directed to my photo several times, by Lieutenant JJ Puglisi. The alleged victim did point out two other 

24 officers. The alleged victim further stated that one of the two officers could possibly be the one who hit 

25 him but the alleged victim was steered away from his photograph and redirected to mine. This 

26 information never made it into the internal investigation report. The alleged victim said he was punched 

27 once and hit three to four times with a metal object, possibly a gun. He did not positively identify the 

28 person who allegedly hit him - though my picture was shown to him several times during the interview. 

4  
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1 The allegations against me, for good reason, were not sustained. I was provided with a copy of the 

2 findings of that investigation ("Skelly Report") which is attached hereto as Exhibit D. 

3 
	

22. 	Dahlia just happened to decide in early April of 2009, after I reported possible 

4 misconduct and an inappropriate relationship between Chief Stehr and some BPOA Board Members, 

5 including BPOA President Mike Parrinello, to the President of the Police Commissioner, the Mayor and 

6 Vice Mayor, that he was intimidated into not telling the truth during his first three interviews about the 

7 Porto's case. Dahlia is personal friends with members of the BPOA Board, including Mike ParrineIlo, 

8 JJ Pugisi, Claudio Lossaco. Dahlia was terminated for lying and therefore his testimony in the Porto's 

9 case is tainted. 

10 
	

23. 	At the time of my placement on administrative leave, Chief Stehr did not know what 

11 Dahlia had allegedly witnessed, he did not know the specifies of his allegations, or whether his 

12 allegations were consistent with the known facts. Nevertheless he discussed my internal investigation 

13 case with subordinates, which is evidenced by their own admissions and then removed me from 

14 Command College. 

15 
	

24. 	Dahlia was not even interviewed until June 19, 2009, over a month after I had been 

16 dropped from Command College. Chief Stehr hired an outside consultant to conduct a new 

17 investigation. As a part of my disciplinary proceedings, I was provided with a copy of the consultant's 

18 summary of his interview of Angelo Dahlia. Dahlia's version of the alleged misconduct is radically 

19 different from the facts provided by the alleged victim, David Romero. A true and correct copy of a 

20 summary of that interview is attached as Exhibit E. 

21 
	

25. 	I was also provided with a picture that Mr. Romero allegedly took of himself the day after 

22 the incident in order to memorialize his injuries. The picture was dated 1/1/2008, three days - including 

23 New Years Eve - after the alleged incident took place. A copy of that picture is attached as Exhibit F. 

24 
	

26. 	The Command College Opportunity was a significant loss. In addition, unlike other 

25 officers placed on Administrative Leave, I was denied holiday pay for July 4, 2009 and September 7, 

26 2009. pro rated uniform allowance covering January 1, 2010 through April 15, 2010, and education 

27 reimbursement. 

28 1/I 
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27. The second investigation was an obvious sham. Anyreasonable person would be forced 

to doubt the credibility of Dahlia when even the alleged victim failed to positively identify me and 

Dahlia's version of what occurred is different from that of the alleged victim. 

28. Dahlia also sued me, the Burbank Police Department and others. His case was dismissed 

almost immediately after it was filed. None of the allegations are tme and were easily disproved. 

29. When I realized that Chief Stela -  was willing to sabotage the career and life of a good man 

like Bill Taylor, I realized that he would not hesitate to do the same to me. This realization shook me 

to my core. 

T declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is 

true and correct. Executed this first day of May 201 l at Encino, California. 

Omar Rodriguez (.) 
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Stale of California 
Commission on Peace Officer 

Standards and Training 
Center for Leadership Development 

Program Requirements 
The following is a list of requirements for 
admission into the Command College Program. 

All Applicants 
• Be currently employed in a management position 

or higher (as determined by POST) with a 
participating agency in the POST program 

• Have a minimum of two years experience in a 
leadership position (comparable to a lieutenant 
or higher) with ability to influence policy or impact 
operations 

~%• Be involved in community and professional 
activities 

• Possess basic word processing skills and ability 
to conduct research on the Internet 

• Be able to express an understanding of the 
dynamics of leadership in a law enforcement 
agency (written and verbal) 

• Display an interest in major issues and concerns 
facing the future of California law enforcement 

• Be nominated by your agency's chief executive to 
attend the program 

• Complete and submit a comprehensive POST 
application packet 

• Be interviewed by a panel of law enforcement 
executives and receive their recommendation to 
attend the program 

• Agree to stay at the course site during each 
session 

Sworn Peace Officers 
• Be eligible for a POST Management Certificate 

Professional Staff and Correctional Staff 
• Have completed the POST Management Course, 

OR 
• Have completed the POST Civilian Management 

Course and Advanced Civilian Management 
Course, or equivalent as determined by POST 

For an Application 
• Web site: http:llwww.post.ca.gov/command-

college.aspx 
• Call: (916) 227-4892 or (916) 227-3908 

The Cost 

Command College participation is reimbursed 
under POST Plan IV to agencies in the POST 
reimbursement program. Attendees from non-
reimbursable agencies will be charged tuition. 
Contact POST for tuition fees. 

Performance Expectations 

This is a residential program and students are 
expected to attend all sessions and actively 
participate in class. In addition to the research 
represented in the Futures Portfolio and journal 
article , course work will be assigned between 
sessions to build the completed body of work in the 
program. 

The Schedule 

Two classes are scheduled each year, with a 
maximum of 25 students in each class. The seven-
session course is conducted over an 18-month 
period. The first six sessions are five days each 
and held approximately eight weeks apart. After a 
six-month break, students reconvene for a three-
day session that concludes with graduation 
ceremonies. 

Law Enforcement 
Command College 



Our Goals 

To provide a leadership course with a futures 
perspective to prepare law enforcement leaders of 
today for the future. The program focuses on: 

• Leadership principles to influence the future 
direction of the organization 

• Skills and strategies to identify emerging issues 
that may impact law enforcement and provide a 
proactive response to those issues 

• Tools and structures to capitalize on 
opportunities and mitigate obstacles in the 
emerging landscape 

• Methods and benefits to share information 
through networking, technology and by utilizing 
advanced strategies in planning and executing 
organizational direction 

• Use of stakeholders as a valuable asset in 
problem solving 

Course Objectives 

Students will demonstrate enhanced executive 
leadership skills throughout the program by: 
• Identifying trends and emerging issues 
• Creating alternative scenarios and forecasts of 

the future 
• Developing strategies that impact the issues 
• Preparing for change 
• Developing an evaluation approach for 

monitoring forecasts 
• Sharing information with other law enforcement 

professionals 

Research Project 

One of the goals of the POST Command College 
program is to contribute to the body of knowledge 
of law enforcement. Students complete research 
of emerging issues of relevance to law 
enforcement in California. The results of their 
futures-oriented research portfolio are submitted 
as an article for publication in a professional 
journal. 

THE COURSE - SESSION OVERVIEW 

Session One — Defining the Future 
A conceptual roadmap to study the future, and the role of law enforcement leadership to help shape it. 
Using the STEEP futures forecasting scanning model (Social, Technological, Environmental, Economic, and 
Political), the students will learn techniques to identify indistinct signals and emerging issues that may be 
important to the future of California law enforcement. 

Session Two — Social Issues and Futures Research 
Forecasting methods and the importance of scenario writing. Today's vague signals and emerging trends 
as they relate to social issues, the first element of STEEP, will be discussed. The potential impact of these 
social issues on the student's agency and his/her role as a leader will be explored. 

Session Three -- Enhanced Leadership and Politics 
Leadership and ethics theories; innovation and creativity as a function of management, and how they relate 
to the students as leaders. Self-assessment instruments, facets of self-mastery, and creative decision-
making will be instrumental to identify their role as leaders today and in the future. 

Session Four —Economics and Strategic Planning 
Explore multiple forecasts of economic and political issues, including the public policy making process. In-
depth discussions will be conducted concerning the impact of these issues on law enforcement. Students 
will create alternative scenarios and define probable futures. 

Session Five — Technology and Change Leadership 
Discussions examining emerging technological issues & change leadership research and practice. 
Students will research cutting edge technology and environmental issues, share information, and assess 
their potential impact on law enforcement leadership. 

Session Six — Futures Planning Tools 
This "tool box" includes strategic planning, organizational culture, group dynamics, and human-centered 
innovation skills and concepts. Emphasis is placed on expanding the student's knowledge of resources that 
enhance leadership roles and strategies for mitigating the impact of change on the agency. 

Session Seven — Politics of Change 
An overview of the program and research results. Executive panels discuss practical application of change 
strategies. The session concludes with graduation ceremonies. 
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Home 	Hiring 	Training 	Certificates 	Resources 	Publications 	Forms 	About Us 	FAQS 

-. Command Colleoe 

Faculty Profiles Command College Pro2ram FAQS 
Search recently published 
Command College AxticiEs The LOw doforcomont Command Collage is an :8 ntntb ororem dwojveh to prepare JO-v 

Coarse Evaluation enforcement leaders o f  today for ",F- clan nec of the future. Too troeram focuseson: 

Instrument 
Leadership principles needed to influence the future direction of the organization 

Strategies to identify emerging issues and provide a proactive response 

Skills and knowledge necessary to anticipate and prepare for the future 

Ce 	IJ Methods and benefits of sharing information 

Use of stakeholders in problem solving 
Questions about Command 
College can be directed to The orimary goal OF the Commend Coliega is to provide an enhanced leadership course erith 
Center for Leadership futures perspective to prepare the law enforromeit leaders of today to lead into the futrC. The 
Development Bureau at (916) program has or 	crnphasfs on adult 	earring zheor:c5, 	placing OOCOcifltebilitv zed rCSIrOrvSihility on 
227-2821 or to Mike Davies at the Otlident, 
(916) 227-4892. 

Involvement in community and professional activities 	an understanding of the dynamics of 
lodrhip 	an understanding of issues and concerns facing the future of California law 
enforcement, letters of reference attesting to the spgic.ant'e leadership ebilities, and irneucledoc of 
computers at the word procznnirtg lovcl are minimum requirements for participation in the 
Command Collene. 

participants in the program must be nominated by their agency chief executive and will be selected 
by en interview 	panel of la-.-; enforcement leathers 	i -  hich include Clef Executives and Command 
College ciredcietea from throughout California. 

Sections o f the application correspond to the criteria used by the Interview panel to select 
purtrciprint5. 1hoe selected to the Command College vv!l he on a firnt-reme, first-SOrse basis as 
established by the date the application is received by POST. 

Additional Information Is available In the Command College 11rachure. 

Requirements 
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Applicants must meet minimum experience requirements at the time the 
application is submitted. 

All Applicants 

Be currently employed in a management position or higher, as determined 

by POST, with an agency in the POST regular or specialized program 

Have a minimum of two years experience in a leadership position 

(comparable to a lieutenant or higher) with the ability to Influence policy or 

impact the operation of the agency 

Be involved in community and professional activities 

Possess basic word processing skills and the ability to conduct research on 

the Internet 

Be able to express an understanding of the dynamics of leadership in a law 

enforcement agency, both in writing and verbally 

Display interest in major issues and concerns facing the future of California 

law enforcement 

Receive a written nomination by your agency chief executive to attend the 

program 

Receive a written recommendation from a leader in your community who can 

provide first-hand knowledge of your leadership skills 

Complete and submit a comprehensive POST application packet 

Be interviewed by a panel of Command College graduates and receive their 

recommendation to attend the program 

Agree to stay at the course site during each session 

Commit to remain in law enforcement for a minimum of three years after 

completion of the Command College program 

Sworn Peace Officers 

Be eligible for a POST Management Certificate 

Professional Staff and Correctional Staff 

Have completed the POST Management Course, OR 

Have completed the POST Civilian Management Course and the POST 

Advanced Civilian Management Course, or equivalent as determined by POST 

Application Process 

Futures Portfolio Guidelines 

Article Objectives 

CC Network 

Academic Credit Towards Masters Degree 

Recent Alumni 

Testimonials 

Recently Published CC Articles 

'rior 	to Top 	c5ntact UZ Site t-z;y  ferns; 	Conditions 1 Cot:pi 	 Calrrip. 
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Commission on Police Officer Standards and Training 
Center for Le detshiplHomeland Security 
1601 Alhambra Boulevard 
Sacramento, California 95816-7063 

To Whom It May Concern: 

The purpose of this letter is to highly recommend Burbank Poles Lieutenant 
Omar Rodriguez for acceptance into the Police Officers Stardoms and Training 
Command College program. 

I have known Orrnar personally and professionally since he joined our department 
in 198g. For the past 21) years, 1 have watched and enjoyed his dynamic 
development from new recruit, to Narcotics Detective, through a variety of critical 
Sergeant assignments, and now as one of our most active Police Lieutenants. 

Although much of ®mars successful ponce career has thus far been spent in 
field-related positions, he has recently proven his worth again, in yet a different 
capacity, as the administrative manager of our Community Outreach and 
Personnel Services Bureau. 

Not only has Orr. ar revamped this bureau through a series of fresh recruitment 
practices, he had successfully deployed a ;number of new approaches to our 
city`s problem-oriented policing concerns. In addition to this, he has been an 
active, competent and caring member of my administrative team. 

In conclusion. as my department actively prepares for the future of law 
enforcement and its many unforeseen chbilonges, I plan to rely on Omaes 
leadership skills 'and proven atiritles. To that end, I hope that Command College 
will readily welccame Lieutenant Omar Rodriguez into its next available class, and 
assist him in becoming one of our leaders of tornorrovw. 

Sincerely, 

cT4 
Tiwi Stehr 
Chief of Police 

000013 
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Ceuer Assistant C14y Atkcmey 

March l2, 2005 
WneersVIr ckplat 
te1 eI2-5'T 

Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training 
Center for LeadershipMomelnd Se of rity 
1801 Alhambra Blvd. 
Sacramento, CA 9581870 

Re: Recommendation f'or Bwbsnk Police Lt. Omar Rodriguez 

To Whom It May Conccm: 

It is with great pleasure that i recommend Burbank Police Ueuteneat Omar Rodrigue 
for acceptance Into the POST Command College program. He is already an outstanding 
leader in the Burbank Police Department and po ssesses  many of the qualities that 
could take him °all the way to a Chiefs position in the future. The POST Command 
College program would further sharpen his administrative skills and enhance his 
leadership credentials ® all to the benefit of the Burbank community and the law 
enforcement profession. 

I have been the legal advisor to the Burbank Police Department for the past twenty4wo 
years and have litigated most of the lawsuits agairdst the Department and its employees  
during that period. I have known and worked closely with Lieutenant Rodriguez 
throughout his twenty-year career here- In Burbank; From the very beginning I was 
impressed with Lt. Rodriguez' intelligence, personal Integrity and work ethic. I have 
been especially proud of his many achievements as he has matured, enhanced his 
education and progreed through the ranks of the, Department. I fully expect that he 
will be a Captain in the not too distant future end possibly even Chief of Police some 
day. 

Lt. Rodriguez has natural leadership qualities and leads by his own example of intense 
fps, commitment to the completion of the task at hand and the mission of the Burbank 
Police Department. His oral and written communication skills are excellent — in fact I 
believe he Is one of the most articulate writers In the department. He has great law 
enforcement insUricts, a broad range of a xperien , from narcotics enforcement to 
internal affairs, and a strong personal moral code. I have no doubt that he will be 
successful in the Command College program, 

Pieasiq feel free to contact me directly at (8Th) 238,571 I If you have any questions or 
would like further information an U. Rodriguez. 

ie~r~ ly, 

Chief Assi lent City At rent 

TOTRL P. 
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[BURBANK POUCL ftEPARTMENT 
MEMORANDUM  

DATE: 	July 16, 2008 

TO: 	Deputy Chief Bill Taylor 

FROM: 	Sergeant Gerry Misque1- 	1 

SUBJECT: Internal Affairs hivestigati'on (#4-26-08-1) -- Lieutenant Omar 
Rodriguez; Sergeants Edgar Penaranda and Carlos Gomez; 
Detective Angelo Dahlia; Officers Ruben Usci no and Ryan 
Benavidez  

_. 
 

its, 	

t-  
	,.,.' 

The purpose of this memoranc(um is to decument my inv sti ~gation into&=possible 
misconduct by the listed offices.  

Date of Incident 

Date of COmpiaint 

Date Competed 

Synopsis 

,! ! mb r.2.9; 20.07 

Agarij  

lJuiy,:Z~ 08 • 	. Cry . . 	-~ b"' '. L f;Y 	~: ~.n ~. ~ ~ V  

On April 26,.2008, Burbank Police Department Motor Officer Kerry Schilf approached 
Lieutenant J.J. Puglisi during an extra-duty assignment and informed him of his concern 
about a rumor circulating among some officers within the Police Department. The 
rumor concerned possible misconduct occurring during an investigation of a take-over 
robbery, that robbery occurring at Porto's Bakery, 3614 West Magnolia Boulevard in the 
City of Burbank on Friday December 28, 2007 (07-13380). 

According to the rumor, an investigator held a gun to the head of a subject who had 
been brought to the police station for an interview, in order to elicit information about 
the robbery. Officer Kerry Schilf named Lieutenant Omar Rodriguez as the employee 
rumored to be involved in the possible misconduct; however, Officer K Schilf did not 
know the original source of the rumor. Based on the information provided to Lieutenant 
Puglisi, an administrative investigation into the source and veracity of the rumor Was 
conducted. 

The Portc's Bakery robbery was perpetrated by members of the criminal street gang 
Mara Salvatrucha (MS-13), an El Salvadorian based criminal enterprise heavily involved 
in criminal activities for the benefit of the gang. Multiple suspects were involved in the 
actual take-over robbery, not including at least two employees who assisted. the 
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suspects ith information about the business, or who purposely opened a rear door to 
allow the suspects' access to the interior. The take-over robbery was especially 
heinous, as suspects armed with handguns tied employees up, dragged them across 
floors, and:forced them to comply with demands for cash. 

Numerous 'members of the Burbank Detective Bureau and other assisting officers were 
called in to immediately investigate the crime. Leads were followed up, surveillances 
were conducted, search warrants were served, and numerous interviews were 
conducted the bulk of which were conducted at the Burbank Police Department's 
Detective Bureau. 

According to the rumor, the husani of a P"'rto's Bakery employee irnplibat`ed in the 
take-over robbery was brought to the Burbank Police Station Detective Bureau for one 
of these interviews, but he was not ultimately arrested. According to flue rumor,. 
Lieutenant; Rodriguez placed a handgun up to the interview ea's head to elicit 
information, sometime during the interview process. ; , possibly in the-  detectisve.burea.0 
hallway. This action was repo:rtbd:ly witnessed by ari-urrn-am'ed officer. 

During the ;course of this administrative irivbstigdtion,'sevetal officers were iritewed 
in an effort; to determine the original source, for the rumor In addition, twc s iubjeets who 
were brought to the Burbank Police'Station during the course'of the robbery 
investigation were also intervieyd 	 . , 

Allegation 

Liegfenant Omar Rodriguez; Sergeant Edgar Penaranda; Officer Ryan 
Ber'avid.ez 

1. BPIF MOD Article V, Section C.'I.w.  --Violation of administrative rules and 
regulations. 

2. BPD Duty Il(lanu.all Part 2 g  Section 9.28  --- Violations of Law. 

3. Pen: l Code Section 149  - Assault under color of authority. 

Sergeant Carlos Gomez, Detective Angelo Dahlia; Officer Ruben Liscano 

1..  BPU RIOU Art.cle V, Section C.1.b  - lNleglect of duty. 

2-  BPS ity Manual Part `E,e€iorr 64 - Peace officers shall maintain the 
integrity of their profession through complete disclosure of those who violate any 
of tile rules of conduct, violate any late;, or who conduct themselves in a manner 
which fends to discredit the profession. 
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Involved Part ies 

Mr. David Ceron Romero (1 -26-74) 
	

12901 Chippewa St. ;  Sylmar 	818-536-2194 

Mr. Jose Arias Herrera, (4-16-75) 
	

1820 Blythe St., No Hollywood 818-764-•2580 

Sworn Witness 

Officer Jeff Barcus 	 Gang Detail 

Officer Henry Garay 	 Gang Detail 

Officer Tomas Perez 	 Patrol 	 Group 2, Team 4 

Officer Edmundo Zepeda 	Juvenile Bureau 

Officer Nick Nichols 	 Petro 	?; p ; ,rou;p ~ , Team 7 

Officer Neil Gunn 	 Patrol 	r `Group 4 ;  Team 7 `? 

Officer Jason Embleton 	Patrol. 	 Group 4 ; ' T eam T 

Detective Brian Gordon 	Juvenile Detail 	' 

Detective Chris Canales 	Vice/Narcotics Detail 

Sergeant Claudio Losacco 	Gang Detail Supervisor ; 	 w 

Focus Officers  

Lieutenant Omar Rodriguez 	C ommunity Outreach and Personnel Services Bureau 
eutenant 

Sergeant Edgar Penaranda 	ivenile Bureau Supervisor 

Sergeant Carlos Gomez 	 roperty Bureau Supervisor 

Officer Ryan is e n avid ez 	 atrol 	 Group 4, Team 8 

Detective Angelo Dahlia 	ersons Detai! 

Officer Ruben Lisceno 	 atrol 	 Group 1, Team 2 
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investigation 

My investigation into this matter included collecting and reviewing related materials, 
including the listed attachments. I then interviewed each of the involved parties. 

The following items are attached to this investigation as exhibits: 

Attachments 

Memorandum from Sergeant Misquez to Deputy Chief Taylor, along with 
supporting documents 
Photocopy of BPD crime report, DR #08-13380 (000), supplemental reports 
(001), (005), (007), (009), (010), (011), (014), (022), (027), (054), (075), & (077) 

o Photocopy of Patrol shift roster for Watch I & 3, December 29, 2007 
o Photo of David Ceron Romero by Detective Allen prior to transportation 

Photo of David Ceron Romero by Mr. Romero 
Booking Half Sheet for Marisol Rivera, listing David Ceron Romero as contact 

o Booking and Property Record for Jose Francisco Arias Herrera 
o Photocopies of overtime slips (15) for Lieutenant Rodriguez; Sergeants 

Penaranda and Losacco; Detectives Dahlia, Allen, Canales; Officers Benavidez, 
Liscano, Barcus, Garay, Zepeda, John Embleton, Nichols, and Tomas Perez, 
dated December 29, 2007 	 „.  

o Photocopy of Patrol Shift Report fop:,Watcb `f-•& 3 10Dece "'b'er 29 2007 
o Consent to search form — digital c%mera examination 
0 Letters (6) to Lieutenant Rodrigu`6z; .Sergeants Penaranda & Gomez, Detective ,; ti 

Dahlia; Officers Liscano & Benavidez 

Photo CD -. Case file DR# 07-13330  
Photo CD — David Ceron Romero 
Photo CD — Department Photo Book 	 :.'.... t  
Audio recordings of interviews (1 CD) 
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fnteniiews 

The fG[lowing is not a verbatim transcript of the interviews conducted. it is; 
however, an accurate summary of the statements made by those intery ewed. 

Witness Employees 

Lieu tenan ` J.J. Puglisi — it-fRial contact with Officer Kerry Schilf (Not' Recorded) 

On April 26, 2008, at approximately 0820 hours, I (Lieutenant J.J. Puglisi) was working 
Burbank on Parade. I was assigned to the intersection of Edison / Brighton. At this 
time, Officer Kerry Schilf contacted me and engaged me in conversation. He asked 
where I was currently assigned and I told him that I was assigned to the Professional 
Standards Bureau. He said that he was actually going to talk to Deputy Chief Taylor 
about something that had been bothering him, but went on to state that since I was 
assigned to Professional Standards, he would talk to me. 

He told me about a rumor that he recently heard about which had been bothering him 
and he thought someone should look into it. He told me he heard that during the 
Porto's investigation (DR #07-13380), ate`":,..,c'erta:ira lip€tte -Rant.:7,,.,had-$id a g,u ,to 
suspects head during an interrogation ° in order 'to :elicit`information  from th'e suspect 
Officer Kerry Schilf said that a detective had reportedly witnessed this incident and was 
bothered by it, but was afraid to report it , OOfficel -  Kerry S6.hilif ad'entGfiedcth lieut ant ~lla : 
Lieutenant Omar Rodriguez. He did pet,identify,the involved detective or the source of 
the rumor at that time. 	 ' . 

Officer Kerry Schilf expressed concern that if.the rumor were true:, this  
to the Department's reputation. He went on. to say that if the rumor were false and went 
uninvestigated, he felt it would be ha'm; fuThto°both the Department a.nd_Lie aten nit ;.r i f l° 
Rodriguez_ I did not ask any further girestioris, p:rrticjpatin g rthat a formal investigation 
would be necessary to look into this incid et: 

Subsequent to my conversation with Officer Kerry Schilf, I contacted Deputy Chief 
Taylor via telephone. I advised him regarding the above conversation with Officer Kerry 
Schilf and the report of possible misconduct on the part of Lieutenant Rodriguez_ I was 
instructed to begin a formal investigation into the allegation. 

Officer Kerry Schilf (Recorded) 

On April 26, 2008, at approximately 1630 hours, I (Lieutenant J.J. Puglisi) interviewed 
Officer Kerry Schilf in my office. Prior to the interview, I advised him that he was not the 
focus of any allegations of misconduct and that as such his employee rights with 
respect to administrative interviews di-d not apply. I further advised him that i expected 
him to answer my questions in a truthful and accurate manner and that at the 
conclusion of the interview, he was not to discuss the interview, or this investigation, 
with anyone other than Deputy Chief Taylor or me. He said he understood. 
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Officer Kerry Schilf confirmed that he had initiated a conversation with me earlier this 
morning about a rumor related to the Porto's robbery investigation (DR #07-i 3380). He 
explained that the rumor surrounded an incident that occurred during an interview of an 
unknown suspect involved in the robbery. He said he heard that Lieutenant Omar 
Rodriguez and an unknown .detective were involved in this interview_ Officer Kerry 
Schiff explained that the unknown detective was either present in the room and 
witnessed the incident, or he knew of it_ 

Officer Kenry Schilf did not know if the involved suspect was in custody at the time of 
this incident _ He did not know if anyone else witnessed the incident and did not know 
where it occurred . He could not tell me the date and time of this incident; he said it 
reportedly occurred during the time that the robbery investigation was taking place. 

When asked who had told him about this, he asked if he had to provide this information. 
I told him that he.was being ordered to provide this information. Officer Kerry Schilf 
then told me that he had heard the rumor from Officer Carol Schilf. (Officer Carol Schilf 
is Officer Kerry Schilf's wife ). When asked from whom she had heard it from , he again 
asked if he had to provide this information . Once I told him that he must , he told me 
that Officer Carol Schilf had heard the rumor from Officers Phil Wise an d rtTgd. Miafforcl. 
He told me that they had heard the rumor from a detective whose ;ideritity:he' did  not 
know. 

 Kerry Schilf told me that he heard this rumor on this last Tuesday (April 22, 
2008), on his way home from work with .Officer Carol Schilf. He told me that -this rumor 
troubled him when he heard it and that , h.e has not spoken to anyone about it until telling. 
me. He did not know anyone else , other than those he mentioned , -  who would have 
further information about this incident. 

When asked what prompted him to bring this-rumor to my:attention, he said that if the 
allegations were true, then he would be , „...very tro ibledab,out tti'e  whole thing .° He 
added that if they were false, `:...then it 's not . fiair.to  ~da:mage-sariebody's career with 
false rumors ." I reminded Officer Kerry Schiif`that he had not elaborated on the rumor 
during this interview . He said that Lieutenant Rodriguez had allegedly pointed a gun at 
the head of a suspect he was interrogating. He said he heard Lieutenant Rodriguez did 
this to get the suspect to talk. He did not hear anything that would mitigate these 
actions (i.e.. combative suspect, etc.). Officer Kerry Schilf did not hear any other details 
surrounding the alleged incident. 

Officer Kerry Schilf told me that he delayed reporting this because he initially shrugged 
the rumor off. On either Wednesday or Thursday (April 23, 2008, or April 24., 2008) he 
asked Officer Carol Schiff from whom she had heard the rumor. He was off work on 
Friday, and then told nee today (April 26, 2008). He mentioned that he initially had 
thought of going to the Deputy Chief, however, he was unsure about the proper chain of 
command to follow for such a report; especially, one invoMng a. lieutenant. He told me 
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that when he heard i was working internal affairs, he thought that I would be the 
appropriate person to tell. 

With him having nothing further to add, I reminded Officer Kerry Schiff not to discuss 
this interview or investigation with anyone other than Deputy Chief Taylor or me. He 
said that he understood. f concluded this interview at approximately 1640 hours. 

I interviewed Officer Kerry Schiff again at approximately 1655 hours, in order to ask if 
he knew the sex of the suspect. He said he heard the suspect was a male. 

I reminded ° Officer Kerry Schilf again not to discuss this interview or investigation with 
anyone other than Deputy Chief Taylor or me. He said that he understood. 

I concluded this interview at approximately 1656 hours. 

Officer Carol Schilf (Recorded) 

I (Lieutenant J.J. Puglisi) intervie ...ed Officer Carol Schiff on April 28, 2008, at 
approximately 0540 hours. Prior to the interview, I advised her that she was not the 
focus of any allegations of misccjnduot_and-'that as such his. employee rights with 
respect to administrative intervie v did not apply. I further advised her that I expebted 
her to answer my questions in a jtr ~tthfu,l and accurate manner and: that - at :th.e 
conclusion of the interview, she was not fo di'sciass the intervi cv, or this'irive`stigati'on, 
with anyone other than Deputy Chief Taylor or tie.' She said she und=erstood:` 

Officer Carol Schiff told me that ieTecalIed fiauI .,' onversations with other officers 
about an incident related to the Porto's robbery investigation (DR #07-13380). She said 
she had several conversations about this incident. The first conversation was with 
Officer Todd Mofford and it occurred the week before last (week of April 14, 2008)_ The 
second conversation was with Officer Phil Wise and it occurred last Wednesday (April 
23, 2008). The third conversation was with Officer Kerry Schiff, either during the call 
when she discussed it with Officer Wise or on their way home from work, on that same 
Wednesday. 

Officer Mofford approached Officer Carol Schiff and asked if she had heard about any 
incident involving a lieutenant and an interview with a suspect during the Porto's 
investigation_ She told him she had not. She said that Officer Mofford appeared very 
upset aborit allegations that Lieutenant Omar Rodriguez had put a gun to the head of a 
suspect during an interview or interrogation. Officer Mofford apparently heard this from 
an unnamed detective_ 

Officer Mofford expressed concern over fear of intimidation and retaliation from 
Lieutenant Rodriguez if he became aware of Officer Mofford reporting these allegations_ 
She said she was unsure of whether Officer Mofford had spoken to anyone about this 
officially. 
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Officer Carol Schiff did not know whether the suspect was a male or a female and did 
not know if the suspect was in custody or not. She assumed the suspect was a male 
and Was in custody- She was not aware of the date, time, or location of the incident. 

Officer Carol Schiff told me that last Wednesday, during an alarm call on Isabel Street, 
Officer Wise approached her and asked her if she was aware of an incident that 
occurred during an interview and interrogation with one of the suspects during the 
Porto's investigation. She told him she was. Officer Wise told her that he was very 
upset with the direction the Department was going and the things he was hearing were 
being done. He told her this was bothering him. She and Officer Wise did not discuss 
any narries with regard to the employees involved in the incident. 

Officer Mofford, Officer 1/Vise, and Officer Kerry Schilf are the only people to whom she 
has spoken about this incident. She said she had not spoken to a supervisor. She said 
that many people were concerned about the administration at the Department. She 
stated: 

...Omar's one of them and so is Pat Lynch. When they find out that someone 
told on them about something...or they just dislike you, there's a lot of people 
that:are really in fear about what's going to happen to `em because they're like 
pit bulls, they go after yau;., i n°d, learn te1l'-you ' ry canveratroIith l offorcl and 
my conversation with Phil.:'.thats'-the concerns of going .forward ...When' :Kerry 
and l discussed it we Vvere &M 10 come to Bill Taylor today, and then he saw 
you. 

She continued to express conterñ over. the confidentiality of this investigation." ;She 
asked if Lieutenant Rodriguez would have access to this investigation if-he•took over 
my assignment someday. I tdfd.her- that if she ever perceives any retal`iat on bayed on 
this investigation she needed to.con'act Deputy Grief Tayior or me: 

With her having nothing further O -,ad.d; I re.mi- d•ed Officer Carol Schilf not to discuss 
this interview or investigation with'an' one other - thah"Deputy Chief Taylor or me. She 
said that she understood. 

I concluded this interview at approximately 0550 hours. 

Officer Phfi Wise (Recorded) 

I (Lieutenant J.J. Pugfisi) interviewed Officer Phil Wise on April 28, 2008, at 
approximately 0600 hours. Prior to the interview, I advised him that he was not the 
focus of any allegations of misconduct and that as such his employee rights with 
respect to administrative interviews did not apply. I further advised him that I expected 
him to answer my questions in a truthful and accurate manner and that at the 
conclusion of the interview, he was not to discuss the interview, or this investigation, 
with anyone other than Deputy Chief Taylor or me. He said he understood. 
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Officer Wise told me that he recalled having several conversations with other officers 
about an incident related to the Porto's robbery investigation (DR #07-13380). The first 
conversation was with Officer Todd Mofford and it occurred within the last two weeks 
(week of April 14, 2008 or week of April 21, 2008). The conversation occurred in the 
lower report writing room: He said Officer Mofford told him a lieutenant had put his gun 
to a witness or a suspect's head in the upstairs area of the station during the Porto's 
investigation. Officer Mofford did not name the lieutenant. 

When he heard this, Officer Wise was upset. Officer Wise said that Officer Mofford 
was adamant that the information came from a reliable source , a detective, in the locker 
room at the station . Officer Wise was deeply upset that someone at the Department 
might be involved in something like this. 

Officer Wide said he asked Officer Steve Maxwell #9463 whether he had heard about 
this incident. Officer Maxwell told him he had not. Officer VVise said he (Wise) wanted 
to know if this was a widespread rumor. 

Officer Wise told me he had also spoken to Officer Carol Schilf who told him that she 
had heard the rumor , but did not say from whom she had heard it. She told him a 
Hispanic lieutenant was allegedly involved in the incident. 

There were no other details. that ; .,Qfficer Wise could provide me (i.e. suspect ~ hame, 
witnesses, date of incident)'. Q,ffrcer Wise did not report the 'rumor to any supervisor 
because he thought that it Was weak and was just a rumor. 

I reminded; Officer Wise not to discuss this interview or investigation with'anyoe other 
than Deputy Chief Taylor or me. He said that he understood. 

I concluded this interview at approximately 0610 ho-u .rs. 
 

Officer Todd Mofford (Recorded), 

I (Lieutenant J.J. Puglisi) interviewed Officer Todd Mofford on April 28, 2008, at 
approximately 0610 hours . Prior to the interview, I advised him that he was not the 
focus of ar(y allegations of misconduct and that as such his employee rights with 
respect to administrative interviews did not apply. 1 further advised him that I expected 
hire to answer my questions in a truthful and accur =ate manner and that at the 
conclusion of the interview, he was not to discuss the interview, or this investigation, 
with anyone other than Deputy Chief Taylor or me. He said he understood. 

Officer Mofford told me that he recalled having several conversations with other officers 
about an incident related to the Porto's robbery investigation (DR #07-13380). He 'told 
me that these conversations were with Detective }yen Schiffner in the locker room, 
Officer Phil' Wise in lower report writing, and Officer Anthony Valento #9392 by the 
lower level !!Patrol entrance. He did not specifically recall having a. conversation with 
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Officer Carol Schiff, but said she might have been present during one of the 
conversations with the others. 

I asked froth whom he had first heard about this incident. He told me that he heard 
about it from Detective Schiffner, while speaking to him in the locker room one morning, 
sometime within the last couple of weeks (week of April 14, 2008 or week of April 21,   
2008). The topic came up while they were discussing the Officer of the Year and 
transitioned to a discussion about the "...integrity of the upstairs department." 

Officer Word said that Detective Schiffner talked about a subject who was brought 
into the station regarding the Porto's investigation, but was not arrested. The subject 
was in a hallway in the upper level of the station when someone produced a gun and it 
was ['...screwed into his eye sockets." This reportedly scared the subject. 

Officer Mofford did not know the sex of the subject who wasegedly assaulted. He 
told me thdt Detective Schiffner had named Lieutenan QaT r Rodr€ uez as the person 
who put the gun to the subject's head. Detective S htFf'or limedwtllessed this 
incident, but had heard about it. Detective Sc iffhe d ;id o rr;ention fron whom he had 
heard this No specific date was discussgd wit? > espec o the inc dfl =detective 
Schiffner jest said that it occurred d ping tl e Porto 's nvestigatio 	ffice Nlofford 	did 
not know of any witnesses to tie incident` D-etective 5chift r did n 	iv `Officer 
Mofford any further details e rdi,ng this incident  

Officer Mofford said th°first{=per on he told about his 'co( ver~aiior ?h Detective 
Schiffner was Officer Wise .4; Officer„Wis&-had not i and a .b. u t ie incident before and 
did not have any other details.. Offi r5Mofforaia he sp 'e to Officer Wise either the 
same day or the day after NIS f6ortversati ip4ith•:Detective Schiffner. 

 

Officer AnthonyValento wasleo -°ri ~toryffcerJ o 6rd's conversation with Detective 
Schiffner. Officer Valento told O;fficer~Nioffoiikiat he was concerned, stating, if he 
pursued this type of information, ..beEgl ai ?ear for his family.. .'cause. ..he wouldn't 
put it against some people upsta 	dllfng to protect.. .what they have or have not 
done.” He said that Detective Scinffner expressed a similar concern over to what extent 
people upstairs would go to protect themselves from any allegations. He elaborated, 
stating: 

Kenny Schiffner expressed that he wouldn't be surprised that if a.. .couple 
individuals upstairs would have a lot to lose and that he would not be 
surprised...if these individuals would seriously hurt or kill somebody to protect 
that iinformation. 

Officer Val6nto had similar concerns, but did not identify the people who might put his 
family in danger. Detective Schiffner mentioned Sergeant Jose Duran's #6262 name, 
although, Detective Schiffner brought forth no specific allegations involving Sergeant 
Duran. 
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Officer Mofford said that Officer Vaiento did not have any further knowledge about this 
incident. According to Officer Mofford, there were a couple of other officers present in 
the hall vay during his conversation with Officer Valento; however, he could not recall 
who they were. 

Officer Mofford told me that he had not reported any of this to a supervisor. He said 
that he was trying to determine whom he could trust. He said that retaliation was a 
concern for him. This was part of the reason he spoke to Officer Valento, to try to 
determine to whom he should go to with this information. i advised Officer Mofford to 
come directly to Deputy Chief Taylor or me should he perceive any retaliation because 
of speaking to me about this. 

I reminded; Officer Mofford not to discuss this interview or investigation with anyone 
other than Deputy Chief Taylor or me. He said that he understood. 

I concluded this interview at approximately 0630 hours. 

Officer Phil Wise (Second interview•.—,Recorded-}.:, :  : 

On April 28, 2008, at approximate€y.,0635`hours;  I (Lieutenant J:J. Puglisi): do.nd`ucted a 
follow-up interview with Officer Wise•,:.:This was, subsequent--to- r y i ~itenvie.  with-0- icer 
Mofford. I reminded him of his responsibility to answer questiops truthfully in 
compliance with the Duty Manual: 	 :..... 

I asked if during their conversa`lean,r0f'tcer,MoSford,.hatl mentioned any othe6Ei.n'cidents 
involving possible misconduct. Fe did. not. reciil. Officer Mo F~i~d-, eptionii g,aily~ oather 
incidents. L .. F  

I reminded him not to discuss tYifsifcerview ari`ivsigathn with anyone other than 
Deputy Chief Taylor or me. He said that he understood. 

I concluded this interview at approximately 0639 hours. 

Officer Carol Schiff (Second interview — Recorded) 

On April 28, 2008, et approximately 0645 hours, I (Lieutenant J.J. Puglisi) conducted a 
follow-up interview with Officer Carol Schilf. This was subsequent to my interview with 
Officer Mofford. I reminded her of her responsibility to answer questions truthfully in 
compliance with the Duty Manual. 

i asked if during their conversation, Officer Mofford had mentioned any other incidents 
involving possible misconduct. She said they discussed Lieutenant Rodriguez' 
reputation of heavy-.handedness, but did not discuss any specific incidents other than 
the one we, discussed earlier involving the Porno's Investigation. 
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I reminded her not to discuss this interview or investigation with anyone other than 
Deputy Chief Taylor or me. She said that she understood. 

I concluded this interview at approximately 0646 hours. 

Detective Ken Schiffner (Recorded) 

I (Lieutenant J.J. Puglisi) interviewed Detective Ken Schiffner on April 28, 2008, at 
approximately 0740 hours. Prior to the interview, I advised him that he was not the 
focus of any allegations of misconduct and that as such his employee rights with 
respect to administrative interviews did not apply_ I further advised him that I expected 
him to answer my questions in a truthful and accurate manner and that at the 
conclusionlof the interview, he was not to discuss the interview, or this investigation, 
with anyone other than Deputy Chief Taylor or me. He said he understood. 

Detective Schiffner told me that he recalled having general conversations with officers 
about the Porto's robbery investigation (DR #07.113380 )1 . I asked him specifically if he 
had spoke p  to Officer Mofford. He said he had and that this conversation too,lc pace in 
the locker doom approximately two,wee!s ago (week a'f'Aprif"['4,-20 8): He stated that 
they had been discussing the outside investigation that was going on; thisi..slowlyturned 
into a discussion regarding rumors surrounding uses of force upstairs and that 
outside investigation was probably arfly. the tip df the iceberg. 

During the conversation, Detective Shiffner.told Officer Mbffo'rd that he gets nervous 
every time the is requested to assist,Vice or SED 2  on a search warrant.. Deteotive` :-
Schiffner stated that he usually scans the warrant very quickly to see if he is going;  to be 
at a location with the members of those details...'Hesaid this-is because, somesaf 1e 
uses of force lately seem to resu:lt;;`in°people.going to ,the hospital and because 
Detective Pete Allen #8770 told ith,at every. n i-a°hee;;walks into the District Attorney's 
office, they ask him whom they beat'th ~lt week. "E`ete'ctive Schiffner said that through 
rumors that he has heard, he is not comfortable with most of the people in those details 
because h does not want to be dragged into something. 

I asked Detective Schiffner if he had related a specific incident to Officer Mofford, which 
involved a i.ieutenant and the interview of a suspect related to the Porto's investigation. 
Detective Schiffner said that he recalled hearing a rumor about Lieutenant Omar 
Rodriguez interviewing a subject who was being questioned as part of this investigation, 
but who was not in-custody. He heard that Lieutenant Rodriguez took his gun and 
"...shoved it in the guy's eye socket, actually making contact ;  said something to 
him. ..'are you gonna' talk now?' or whatever, and the guy shit his pants." Detective 
Schiffner said he heard this occurred within the first couple of days after the robbery, 

' During the Porto's robbery investigation, Detective Schiffner was assigned to the detective floor, Juvenile 
Bureau. Detective Schiffner assisted with the 'investigation. 
2 "Vice" refers to the VicelNarcotics Detail of the Burbank Police Department, "SED -' refers to the Special 
Enforcement Detail at the Burbank Police Department. These units work closely together and are 
assigned to the detective floor, Crimes vs. Property Bureau. 
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possibly during the first week of 2008. Detective Schiffner said he did not witness this 
incident. 

Detective Schiffner said that from what he was told, this happened right out in the 
hallway of the detective bureau. It was not hidden. Detective Schiffner thought the 
subject had been the husband of one of the females involved in the robbery. He did not 
know if a report was written regarding the subject's interview. Detective Schiffner did 
not recall hearing if anyone was present when it happened. He could not recall from 
whom he heard about this incident, as there were many off the cuff remarks made 
during this investigation. He said that the people he spoke to most about the 
investigation were Detective Pete Allen, Detective Angelo Dahlia #8346, Detective Brian 
Gordon #9590, and Detective Mark Stohl #9980. He told me that he might have heard 
it from one of them. 

Detective Schiffner stated as he recalled, he heard about the incident about a week 
after it happened. He d dM,ot alkfa a sr  pe.rviSO.r, as..tl eiKe w re.:rn.ultiple, supervisors 
involved in the investigatioh,-: ;so if he brought forts . an allegation° that was just a rumor, 
he felt this would damage his career. He told me -  he only brought it up to. Officer 
Mofford because he was ", .fired lap,;; He told me the only other person he had 
mentioned this incident to was his wife. 

Detective Schiffner told`rne'that he 'h'a's heard so many rumors since De.cerpber that he 
cannot recall them all a iymore - He added that with so marry .sergeants arid lieutenants 
surrounding these things thathapp.en,'he figured that if something has not come out of 
these incidents, it is no 'goth to:, and it will remain rumor.: He said h:d asfbeen 
reluctant to come forward with something that is just a rumor, potentially jeopardizing 
his career; however, n 	thislfhas bone iv rd, he is more than willing to share 
what information he has. 

I told Detective Schiffner that I had been told there was a detective present during the 
incident involving Lieutenant Rodriguez. He said he heard that a detective walked by 
as this was happening and witnessed it, but had not been present for the whole 
incident_ He did not know the identity of this detective. 

While he acknowledged that he was responsible for being interviewed regarding these 
issues, as he had brought them up to Officer N/lofford, he expressed concern over 
possible retaliation for having done so. He said he did not regret bringing things up, 
however, and was glad that he did. He said if he could remember from whom he had 
heard these rumors, he would disclose this so that they could be traced to their origin. 
told him that he should bring future concerns to the administration's attention and if he 
did not feel comfortable doing so through his chain of command, he should speak to 
whoever is in the Professional Standards Bureau or the Deputy 'Chief. 

I reminded Detective S>chiffner not to discuss this interview or investigation with anyone 
r other than •Deputy Chief Taylor or me. He said that he understood. 
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I concluded this interview at approximately 0817 hours_ 

Detective Mark Stof ! (Recorded) 

I (Lieutenant J.J. Puglisi) interviewed Detective Mark Stohl on April 28, 2008, at 
approximately 1 450 hours. Prior to the interview, I advised him that he was not the 
focus of any allegations of misconduct and that as such his employee rights with 
respect to administrative interviews did not apply. I further advised him that I expected 
him to answer my questions in a truthful and accurate manner and that at the 
conclusion. of the interview, he was not to discuss the interview, or this investigation, 
with anyone other than Deputy Chief Taylor or me. He said he understood. 

Detective Stohl stated he was not aware of any incident involving misconduct between 
a lieutenant and a subject that was brought in for an interview. Detective Stohl told me 
that he recalled having general conversations with Detective Schiffner'about the Porto's 
robbery investigation (DR #07-13380). He said that they discussed some of the 
suspects injuries as a result of use of force during their arrests. There were no specific 
reports of misconduct, only people speculating as to what might have happened during 
the arrests. 

Detective Stohl told me thatLover the:weekend, possibly Saturday, December29, 2007, 
after the robbery occurred, ther9 were several Spanish-speaking: individuals• who were 
brought into the station to beJn;erviewed by•Spanis°h speakers. '•He'saidthese' 
individuals were "the lady from Porto's, her husband, some voodoo prie..st,_.and,.pen 
some other guy that was [ a] p rol ,e'&' The lady he  was ..speaking .Of was ,the 7st spect 
who worked at Porto's that propped open the back door.fo.r the suspect"3•to enter. He 
said that Sergeant Claudio i o acco'#97.,56; .Officer Henry Gara#10742, Sergeant 
Edgar Penaaranda #7594, Lieutenprit Omar Podriguez,#7-97.7, and posssibty Officers 
Elfego Rodriguez #11262 an.ap Marl:Eia ~ Diaz (Jimenez}  #1`1:135'were"pr'esent that 
weekend to assist with thesein.tervi,ews.. ;•D•et#otive.,St©hl said he was not present that 
weekend. 	 ~ ; w ._ .. 	 .•. Nr 

Detective Stohl thought that everyone who was brought in that weekend was booked. 
He did not know of anyone who was brought in that was not booked. He mentioned an 
individual that was arrested in Paramount, which turned out to be the wrong person, but 
he did not know if this subject had been booked. 

I reminded Detective Stohl not to discuss this interview or investigation with anyone 
other than Deputy Chief Taylor or me. He said that he understood. 

F concluded this interview at approximately 1510 hours 

During the Porto's robbery investigation, Detective Stohl was assigned to the detective floor, Gang Detail. 
Detective Stohl assisted with the investigation. 
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Detective Pete Ale (Recorded) 

I (Lieutenant J.J_ Puglisi) interviewed Detective Pete Allen on April 28, 2008, at 
approximately 1515 hours. Prior to the interview, i advised him that he was not the 
focus of any allegations of misconduct and that as such his employee rights with 
respect to administrative interviews did not apply. I further advised him that I expected 
him to answer my questions in a truthful and accurate manner and that at the 
conclusion of the interview, he was not to discuss the interview, or this investigation ;  
with anyone other than Deputy Chief Taylor or me. He said he understood. 

Detective Allen stated he was involved in the Porto's robbery investigation (DR #07-
13380)x . He said he was not aware of any incident involving misconduct between a 
lieutenant and a subject that was brought in for an interview. Detective Allen told me 
that he recalled having general conversations with Detective Schiffner about the Porto's 
robbery investigation (DR #07-13380). He did not recall any conversations with 
Detective Schiffner surrounding misconduct. 

I asked Detective Allen about the Distritt Attorney's office making .•; comments regarding 
uses of force by the Department .•: Detective Allen; confirmed that .'sin=ce the Porto's 
investigation, when he has g,oge to file• cases:, he has had personnel at the District 
Attorney's office ask questions like, "Did this guy resist arrest as well?? 

I reminded Detective Allen 'riot to discuss this interview or -.iti es ngation••with anyone 
other than Deputy Chi Taylor or me He said that he understood. 

I stopped the recordings ai app xn iately 1526. hours.  

Detective Angelo Dt hli ~(Recorc eJ . 

Sergeant Gerry Misquez #9252 and I (Lieutenant J.J. Puglisi) interviewed Detective 
Angelo Dahlia on April 29, 2008, at approximately 0900 hours. Prior to the interview, I 
advised him that he was not the focus of any allegations of misconduct and that as 
such his employee rights with respect to administrative interviews did not apply. I 
further advised him that I expected him to answer my questions in a truthful and 
accurate manner and that at the conclusion of the interview, he was not to discuss the 
interview, or this investigation, with anyone other than Deputy Chief Taylor, Sergeant 
Misquez, or me. He said he understood. 

Detective Dahlia was involved in the Porto's robbery investigation (DR #07-13380)'_ 1 
asked him if he ever had a conversation with Detective Schiffner regarding an incident 
during the Porto's investigation involving a lieutenant and a subject that was brought in 
for an interview_ He answered, I don't know if it was specifically with Detective 

" During the Porto's robbery investigation, Detective Allen was assigned to the detective floor, Crimes v. 
Persons. Detective Aflen was assigned to the Porto's robbery investigation as the case agent. 

During the Porto's robbers! investigation, Detective Dahlia was assigned to the detective floor, Juvenile 
Bureau. Detective Dahlia worked with the case agent. Detective Allen, in the investigation. 
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Schiffner, -there was talk amongst a bunch of people about. something that may or 
may of not have happened. I didn't have any...I didn't see anything....] didn't witness 
anything." When I asked what he heard, he responded, "Just that someone was 
getting... kind of aggressively spoken to outside a. hallway.' When asked to clarify this 
he answered, "Some guy.. .was getting choked." I asked if he heard about a firearm 
coming out at any time, he said, "Yeah, I think somebody did say something about that, 
but I don't know who...-] don't know how....l don't know.': 

I asked Detective Dahlia if he knew who was reportedly being choked. He thought it 
was one of the people who lived on Blythe Street s . He added that he thought it was the 
husband of one of the people that worked at Porto's_ When asked who reportedly 
choked this subject, Detective Dahlia initially responded, "I don't know. 1 don't 
remember." I asked if it'was a lieutenant. He answered, "Um, I think that was what 
they said, yeah. But, it's hearsay so...." I told him I understood that and that I had 
heard him say-that he did not witness anything. He stated, "I just don't... I'm just not 
comfortable with this." 

I told Detective Dahlia that l rheas obligated to investigate this and thati just wanted him 
to be honest with me so that I `can properly'investigate. it. I asked hina to give.'it some 
thought. He replied:  

You know I've put in s©, many days and so many hours here, I don't exactly know 
when it was brought a s.A.l'at'af .lavvere• talking, a lot of things going..ara. alt the 
time it was Lieutenapt ,.Rodriguez,-.  but - I .  don't have any, you know; like 
independent knowledge or it wasthe talk.. 

1 asked again about the firearm.__ He state, It vira-:::talk, but I...I don t really... nothing 
specific...or if the gun was out or. ..I don't." I asked if he knew of someone witnessing 
this. He said: 

I don't really recall if it was just like in talking.. .1 don't really remember.. .1 
know.. .there was talk, but I just don't recall specifically... how it came about. 
Pete and 1.. .were handling it all and I had about a million things going on so I.... 

Detective Dahlia thought the incident occurred during the time when people were being 
interviewed because it was reported to have occurred outside of one of the interview 
rooms. He said it was not uncommon to have a group of people waiting in the hallways 
to be interviewed. He did not know if the subject involved was in custody. He said the 
subject was a male, that he thought his first name was Jose, and that he thought the 
subject lived on Blythe Street. Detective Dahlia could not recall if he interviewed the 
subject. Detective Dahlia was one of the handling detectives on the case. 

"During the course of the Porto's robbery investigation, several subjects were contacted at `H820 Blythe 
Street in North Hollywood. Of these subjects, several were transported to the police station for interviews, 
including: Marisol Rivera a Porto's Bakery employee implicated in the robber;; David Romero — Marisol 
Rivera's boyfriend; Eydi Munoz Garcia -- a Porto's Bakery employee also implicated in the robbery; & Jose 
Arias Herrera —husband of Eydi Munoz Garcia. 
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Sergeant Misquez asked it the .  rumors were confined to the Persons Bureau or if it was 
more widespread. Detective Dahlia said he was hearing bits and pieces from different 
personnel. He said the information did not come at one time. It was more piecemeal. 
Sergeant Misquez asked if the choking incident and the gun incident were the same. 
Detective Dahlia said they could be and that he had heard the same lieutenant 
mentioned in both. 

Detective Dahlia said he probably did have a conversation with Detective Schiffner 
about this rumor at some point during the investigation. He said they were partners at 
the time, so this would not be unusual. 

When asked about other rumors surrounding the Porto's investigation, Detective Dahlia 
told us that he has heard that detectives are having difficulties filing cases since this 
investigation because of "...perceived things that are happening here." He said he has 
personally experienced this. He explained that when they tried to file cases both during 
and after this investigation, personnel at the District Attorney's office would comment, 
"Oh, who did Burbank rough up today?" He said that this had made things more 
difficult and the perception is "...that things are not very good here." 

I reminded Detective Dahlia no, fto"d sc iss this interviewnr,or:lnvesLig,ation with anyone 
other than Deputy Chief Taylor; Sergeant Mlisquez, or me. He said that he understood. 

I stopped the recording at approximafiely b920 hours. 

Detective Brian Gordon (Recorded) 

Sergeant Gerry Misquez #9252. and I (Lieutenant J.J. Puglisi) interviewed Detective 
Brian Gordon on April 29, 2008, at approximately 0945 hours. Prior to the interview, l 
advised him that he was not ktheJocus of any allegations of misconduct anal th'at•as 
such his employee rights with :re§pe.et to :ad 	j'strative interviews did riot apply_ I 
further advised him that I expected him to answer my°'uestions in a truthful and 
accurate manner and that at the conclusion of the interview, he was not to discuss the 
interview, or this investigation, with anyone other than Deputy Chief Taylor, Sergeant 
Misquez, or me. He said he understood. 

Detective Gordon was involved in the Porto's robbery investigation (DR #07-i 3380) 7 , I 
asked him if he ever heard any rumors regarding an incident during the Porto's 
investigation involving a lieutenant assaulting a subject that was brought in for an 
interview. He said he had never heard any rumors like this. Detective Gordon said that 
the only conversations he had with Detective Schiffner surrounded the fact that people 
had been injured during arrests related to this investigation; however, they did not 
discuss any rumors of misconduct. 

During the Porto's robbery investigation. Detective Gordon was assigned to the detective floor, Juvenile 
Bureau. Detective Gordon assisted with the investigation. 
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€ reminded Detective Gordon not to discuss this interview or investigation with anyone 
other than Deputy Chief Taylor, Sergeant Misquez, or me. He said that he understood. 

I stopped the  recording at approximately 0950 hours. 

Sergeant Claudio Losacco (Recorded) 

Sergeant Gerry Misquez #9252 and ] (Lieutenant J:J. Puglisi) °interviewed Sergeant 
Claudio Losacco on April 29, 2008, at approxirriateiy :11-40 hours.... Prior to the interview, 
I advised him that he'Wos not the focus of any.allegafions of misconduct and that as 
such his employee r)ghts. with respect to administrative interviews did not apply. 1 
further advised him hat I :expected him to answer my questionrs in a truthful and 
accurate manner ar d that at the conclusion of the interview, he. was riot to discuss the 
interview, or this investigation, With anyone. other than 'Deputy Chief Taylor, Sergeant 
Misquez, or me. H -. said.:heunderstood. 

Sergeant Losacco a involved. in.the Porto's robbery' ihvestigatian :(DR #O7.13380)8.  I 
asked him if he ever hjeaf'd ar y<<rumors regarding an incident during the Porto's 
investigation involving a lieutenant assaulting a subject that was brought in for an 
interview. He said he had never heard any rumors of this nature. Sergeant Losacco 
said he had not had any conversations with Detective Schiffner in which they discussed 
rumors of misconduct surrounding the Porto's investigation. He stated he did not 
witness any misconduct of this nature. 

I reminded Sergeant Losacco not to discuss this interview or investigation with anyone 
other than Deputy Chief Taylor, Sergeant Misquez, or me. He said that he understood. 

I stopped the recording at approximately 1150 hours. 

Officer Henry Garay (Recorded) 

Sergeant Gerry Misquez #9252 and I (Lieutenant J.J. Puglisi) interviewed Officer Henry 
Garay on April 30, 2008, at approximately 1610 hours. Prior to the interview, I advised 
him that he was not the focus of any allegations of misconduct and that as such his 
employee rights with respect to administrative interviews did not apply. I further advised 
him that I expected him to answer my questions in a truthful and accurate manner and 
that at the conclusion of the interview, he was not to discuss the interview, or this 
investigation, with anyone other than Deputy Chief Taylor, Sergeant Misquez, or roe. 
He said he understood. 

Officer Garay was involved in the Porto's robbery investigation (DR #0 ( 13380) x. i 
asked him if he ever heard any rumors regarding an incident during. the Porto's 

s During the Porto's robbery investigation, Sergeant Losacco was assigned to the detective floor, Gang 
Detail Supervisor. Sergeant L.osacco assisted with the investigation. 

During the Porto's robbery investigation, Officer Garay was assigned to the detective floor, Gang Detail. 
Officer Garay assisted with the investigation. 
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investigation involving a - lieutenant assaulting a subject that was brought in for an 
interview. He said he had never heard any rumors of this nature. Specifically, he never 
heard any rumor regarding a lieutenant putting a gun to anyone 's head . In addition, 
Officer Garay stated he did not witness any misconduct of this nature. I asked him if he 
was working over the weekend following the robbery (December 29-30, 2007). He said 
he was not. Officer Garay was present the night that the robbery occurred (December 
28, 2007), but did not continue assisting with the investigation until Monday, December 
31, 2007, as he had been moving over the weekend. 

I reminded Officer Garay not to discuss this interview or investigation with anyone other 
than Deputy Chief Taylor, Sergeant Misquez, or me. He said that he understood. 

I stopped the recording at approximately 1617 hours. 

Complainant   

Mr. David Romero (Recorded) 

After the initial inquiry into whij:!  may :have, been-the .citizen subjected to possible 
misconduct, and reviewing poi.ice reports documenting the robbery investig'atio•n ; .we 
determined the following: 1) il/lr. Davi'a Romero was the live-in boyfriend of Maris6l 
Rivera, a Porto's employee i plicated in the robbery, 2) Mr. David Rbmera was brought 
to the police station and intent ewed " and 	DavidRomero .was not ultimat=ely 
arrested or charged , and was latet :transported back t o his res'rcience : Based 9n this 
information , Lieutenant Puglisl , rearijvGo:rez,a :ndI (Sergeant Misquez) attempted 
to locate Mr . David Romero for an administrative interview. Sergeant Gomez assisted 
us with Spanish language translation. 

The following summary was translated and typed by Sergeant Caries Gomez 

On May 1 s ~, 2008 at approximately 1845 hours, Lieutenant J.J. Puglisi, Sergeant Gerry 
Misquez and I (Sergeant Carlos Gomez) went to 11820 Blythe Street in the City of Sun 
Valley to interview Mr. David Romero. This address is listed on the booking sheet of Mr. 
David Romero ' s girlfriend (Marisol Rivera ) as an emergency contact. We made contact 
with the residents of the house and they said Mr. David Romero did not currently live 
there. I then called the phone number for Mr. David Romero that was listed on his 
girlfriend's booking sheet. Mr. David Romero answered the phone and I spoke to him in 
Spanish. I identified myself as Sergeant Gomez of the Burbank Police Department and 
told him that I needed to talk to him, I told him that he was not in any kind of trouble and 
that we were not investigating him for any criminal wrongdoing. I told him we were 
investigating things that may have happened within the department. Mr_ David Rorneo 
agreed to meet with us and told me he was currently at his work. He was not sure of the 
exact address, but said it was a "99 cent'' store in the area of Lenkershirn Blvd and 
W ebb Street. 
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We drove directly to the area of Lankershim Blvd. and Webb Street to locate the 
business, and arrived at about 1900 hours. We found a 99 cent type store called F=irst 
Bargain," in a shopping complex. The address for the store is 8055 Webb in the City of 
Los Angeles. The store was open for business. 

We entered the store and located Mr. David Romero. I was acting as a translator for 
Lieutenant Puglisi and Sergeant Misquez. Lieutenant Puglisi and Sergeant Misquez 
would ask questions in English and I would then ask Mr. David Romero the question in 
Spanish. I identified myself both verbally and with my Department issued identification 
card and wallet badge. I then introduced Lieutp-gpnt...Pig si and:• ergearit Misquez. I 
asked him if there was a place w ere' we could U. •Mr. David Romero said he was 
working so I asked him if he ;could- take a break or;if -we could go somewhere and sit 
down. Mr. David Romero the offered to.take us to therear'of ie store`and -walked us 
to a rear storage area. 

The rear storage area vuas occupied with employee's and was also next ,to..ashopping 
aisle that had customers. I,-asked him if we; could , take 'him to -a.police staton so we 
could talk without other people being around. Mr. David Romero said ,he -,was working, 
but he could open the back doer and we could talk outside ::1=asked if There was 
somewhere we could talk whet V could sit down. Mr. David Romero then asked me 
what this was all about.r-s 

I told Mr. David Romero that he was not in any kind of trouble and that we were there to 
talk to him regarding the contact he had with the police. I told him there were no 
charges against him, that we were not there to accuse him, and that we were not there 
to arrest him. I told him that we just wanted to talk to him about what happened the 
night.he was contacted. He then replied that he was taken and interrogated. 

I asked if there was an office we could use. Mr. David Romero said there was, but we 
would have to call the manager. We then contacted the manager who gave us a ke.y to 
the office. Once in the office, I asked Mr. David Romero for identification and he 
provided me a Mexican identification card. I asked him where he was currently living 
and he told me it was 12901 Chippewa Street in Sylmar. I asked him if he had any 
other phone numbers and he said no. I told him that we were not there to investigate 
him. I told him we were there to investigate things that happened within the police 
department. I told Mr. David Romero that we were not there to put a case on him. I also 
told Mr. David Romero that we wanted to talk to him as a possible witness. 

I asked Mr. David Romero if the police came to his house to talk to him about the 
Porto's robbery. Mr. David Romero said yes. I asked him what day and he said he did 
not remember_ Sergeant Misquez showed him an address and asked if the house 
number was 11820 Blythe Street and Mr. David Romero said yes. 

I asked Mr. David Romero if the police took him to the station and Mr. David Romero 
said yes. Mr_ David Romero said he did not know who took him to the police steel on i_,u is 
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they took him in a police car. I asked him if it was a police car with lights and Mr. David 
Romero said yes. 

I told Mr. David Romero we were going to show him some pictures and asked if he 
would be able to recognize which officers took him to the station or which ones were at 
his house. Sergeant Misquez placed sin photographs of Burbank police officers on a 
table in the office. All the officers in the photographs were in police uniforms. The 
photographs were lined up in two rows of three. The officers in the photographs were 
Lieutenant Jon Murphy, Sergeant Edgar Penaranda, Detective Pete Allen, Detective 
Angelo Dahlia, Officer Rueben Liscano, and Officer Edmundo Zepeda. 

Mr. David Romero looked at the photos and said that there had been a number of 
officers at his house and he could not remember. I asked Mr. David Romero how many 
officers were at his house and he said there were about 6 to 8 officers. I asked Mr. 
David Romero how many officers were in the police car that took him to the station. Mr. 
David Romero said there were two in the police car, both of them in the front. I asked 
Mr. David Romero if he could describe the officers. MIr. Dad_R.om ,ero spid they were 
tall. I asked him if he red gnazed any 1bffl e`oFFce sl ip the  :,photographs Mr David 
Romero said he did not I asked; Mt . David Romero if he needed more light Mr. David 
Romero said he did not.Mr.Oavid Rd.mero asked if he was lookin.g.for•the.ofl=lcers that 
were at the house or foe-tht officers ttiaf took him to the station. I told him it was for 
both_ I then asked him if.there was anyone he remembered being at the house. He then 
pointed to a photograph of;S:ergeant Edgar Penaranda and said he thought he spoke in 
Spanish and was dressed in .: ciyilian..clothes. 

I asked Mr. David Romero if. .ne.,recognized any of the officers as itie d.shat took him 
to the station. Mr. David Rorf eir ~i said he did not. Mr. David Romero said one of these 
officers spoke a little Spanish...Mi -  David • Rammeio said the one who spoke Spanish was 
tall and muscular in build. Mflevif Rornero said he remembered the build but not the 
face. I asked Mr. David Romero if the officers were White, Hispanic or Black. Mr. David 
Romero said the passenger was an American Hispanic because he spoke a little 
Spanish. 

I asked Mr. David Romero where they took him when they got to the station. Mr. David 
Romero said the officers took him to a room and he waited there about three or four 
hours. I asked him if anything happened in those three or four hours. Mr. David Romero 
said no_ I asked him if anyone talked to him and he said no. I asked NAr. David Romero 
to describe the room and where he was. Mr. David Romero said the room was small. 
with a desk and some black chairs. I asked if the door was open or closed. Mr. David 
Romero said the door was closed. I asked Mr. David Romero if the door was closed 
during the three to four hour period and Mr. David Romero said yes. 

I then asked Mr. David Romero what happened next. Mr. David, Romero said they sat 
him in a chair in the hallway until someone else showed up. Mr. David Romero said he 
did not know who the person Was that showed up, but this person beat him. Mr, David 
Romero said the person told him to tell the truth. Mr. David Romero said he told the 
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person that he did not know anything. Mr. David Romero said he was then put into a 
room. I asked him if it was the same room he described earlier, or a different room. Mr. 
David Romero said they stared off in one room and then they moved him into another 
room. I asked him if the second room was the same as the first room and Mr. David 
Romero said it was I asked if it had a desk and some chairs and Mr. David Romero 
said it did. 

I asked Mr. David Romero i ~: he vvas in a room for three to four hodrs and then got 
moved into another room. Mr. David Rorrrero said -yes. I. asked-':Mr. David Romero which 
room he was in when the person. came  ' in. Mr. David. Romero said the person came into 
the hallway, and it was in the hallway where he was hit Mr : David Romero said he was 
hit in the hallway in between.fa ,kirig him from.the first roam to ;the second robni. I asked 
Mr. David Romero where the second room was compared two the first root-ri.-M r. David 
Romero said it was appro ;innately O feet away. 'While attempting verify Mr. David 
Romero's statements, he then said he was left in a hallway for ;th'ree{to. four 'hours, and 
it was in the hallway wheri`:h:e' got hid byte person before being taken into a room. Mr. 
David Romero said he was in the first room 'fdr approximately forty-five minutes. He 
said there were two people in the room interrogating him. Mr. David Romero said he 
was then taken into the second room. 

I asked hire how many occasions there were that he got hit. Mr. David Romero said it 
only happened once, and that it was in the hallway before going into the first room. I 
asked Mr. David Romero what happened during this time. Mr. David Romero said he 
was hit in the left eye with a fist. I asked if it was a right fist or left fist. Mr. David Romero 
said it was a right fist. I asked Mr. David Romero to describe the person. Mr. David 
Romero said the officer was male about 50 years old, a little taller than him, kind of 
stocky;  kind of fat, wearing a suit and grey shirt. M. David Romero said the officer had 
short black hair with grey in it, and described his complexion as being very similar to his 
(Romero) and mine (Sgt. Gomez). Mr. David Romero said he had trouble remembering 
because the only time he saw the man in front of him was when he got hit_ I asked Mr. 
David Romero if he had seen the man before or after. Mr. David Romero said he had 
not. 

I asked Mr. David Romero if he would be able to recognize the officer if he saw him 
again. Mr. David Romero said he did not know. I asked Mr. David Romero to look at the 
six photographs again and see if he recognized anyone. Mr. David Romero said he did 
not recognize anyone, but said the officer's build was similar to that of Detective Allen. I 
asked Mr. David Romero if the officer had anything in his hand when he hit him. Mr. 
David Romero said that he did not. Mr. David Romero said the officer first hit him in the 
face and then the officer pulled out his gun and hit him in the head with it. I asked what 
part of the gun he was hit with and Mr. David Romero said he did not know. Mr. David 
Romero said he felt the blow, but he did not know what part he was hit with. 

Using Lieutenant Puglisis holstered Glock pistol as an example, I pointed to the barrel 
and to the grip and asked Mr. David Romero what part of the gun he was hit with. Mir. 
David Romero said the officer had the gun in his hand, pointed it at him, and hit him 
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three times on the side of his head. I asked him where he was hit and he pointed to his 
right side temple. Mr. David Romero said he was hit three times in the temple area and 
one time on the side of the head with the gun. Mr. David Romero said the gun was the 
only thing the officer had in his hand, because it was something metal. I asked Mr. 
David Romero if he saw that it was a gun and Mr. David Romero said it was. He said 
that he saw the officer pull the gun out. Mr. David Romero said he tried to back up and 
got hit on the side of the head, then closed his eyes. 

I asked Mr. David Romero if this happened in the hallway. Mr. David Romero said it did-
I asked Mr. David Romero if he was sitting or standing at the time. Mr. David Romero 
said he was sitting in a chair. I asked Mr. David Romero if the officer said anything 
before he was hit. Mr. David Romero said the officer told him to tell the truth and to say 
who they were. I asked if that was said before or after he got hit. Mr. David Romero said 
the officer told him that first, then hit him, then repeated it again. I asked if the 
comment was repeated after he was hit with the hand or the pistol. Mr. David Romero 
said it was after he was hit with the pistol. I asked Mr. David Romero if he had been 
interviewed or talked too prior to this. Mr. David Romero said he had not. I asked if he 
had been interviewed at the house and Mr. David Romero said he had not. I asked Mr. 
David Romero if he had been asked any questions at his house. Mr. David Romero said 
he was just told that there had e; a obbe)yarid'that:they were there to investigate. 
Mr. David Romero said he was asl-'ed for identifcation and he gave it to them. 

I asked Mr. David Romero if there Wkia' a'nyor€e else around when the incident with the 
pistol occurred. Mr. David Romer_otsaid the only person., who was there was the Spanish 
speaking officer who was thepas {senger•€n the police car who brought him to the 
station. I asked Mr. David Ro erro how far away this,: officer was. Mr. David -Romero 
said the officer was about ten fdet'avv y, sitting in •a chair •-in-the hallway .-I asked'.Mr. 
David Romero if there was a ?y•one ejse. ,in• th.e, ;halt.way attl .e- time and..M.r. David 
Romero said there was not. i asked -  M'r:' David t-Z.orr€eto if=there-ui- re', arty otlter'people 
waiting to be interviewed in the J H ay and .Mrrpa i !'Romero said "No". I asked Mr_ 
David Romero if the officer in the hallway"sa`v ''tk/kat°ha`ppened. Mr. David Romero said 
he did. 

I told Mr. David Romero that we were going to go over the incident from the beginning 
asked if officers brought him to the station and put him in the hallway for three to four 
hours. Mr. David Romero said yes, .1 asked what happened next. Mr. David Romero 
said he was taken to a room and then taken to another room. I asked Mr. David 
Romero vilhen he was hit. Mr. David Romero said it was before he was taken into the 
first room, while he was in the hallway. l asked if he was interviewed in the first room. 
Mr. David Romero said he was. I asked if there were two people interviewing hire and 
Mr. David Romero said there were. 

I asked if after some time he was taken to the second morn. Mr. David Romero said he 
was. I asked Mr. David Romero what happened in the second room. Mr. David Romero 
said it wes the same as the first room ;  asking him questions like what his name, was 
and if he knew what had happened. ! asked Mir. David Romero if it was the same 
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officers from the first room. Mr. David Romero said the officer who hit him was in the 
second room, along with another Spanish speaking officer who he thought may have 
been from Honduras because that officer spoke good Spanish. I asked if there was 
anyone else in the room and Mr. David Romero said there was not. I asked Mr. David 
Romero how long he was in the second room. Mr. David Romero said he could not 
remember, but it was about an hour. I asked Mr. David Romero if he was being 
interviewed the entire time and Mr. David Romero said he was. I asked if anything 
happened in that room. Mr. David Romero said that nothing occurred there. 

I asked Mr. David Romero if he was handcuffed during the entire incident. Mr. David 
Romero said the only time he was handcuffed was while he was in the patrol car. I 
asked when the handcuffs were taken off. Mr. David Romero then said he was not 
handcuffed, that he was just checked to see if he had anything, and then he was put in 
the patrol car_ 

I asked Mr. David Romera.if he was told he was under arrest or being detained. Mr. 
David Romero said he was`not told anything.; a'll they asked him  ;.was if he knew 
anything. I asked Mr. David Romero if he was asked to go to . :the station. Mr David 
Romero said he was toldC:a ;thehouse that he had to go with '"them to the police station. 
Mr. David Romero said that when the patrol ca c arrived, he was just•fald_to=gb with 
'them. 	

F .., , s` 

I asked Mr_ David Romer if'anyone at anytime told him he was free to leave. Mr. 
David Romero said No I asked Mr. David Romero if at anytime he thougithe was 
free to leave. Mr. David R~ome,`ra :said- -he °knew he had not d`orie anything. I asked Mr. 
David Romero if he thoughte coujust..:get ;.p aril leave the station. Mr. David 
Romero said no, not until fhe*Sid horn  

I asked Mr. David Romero if he was handcuffed while he was in the hallway. Mr. David 
Romero said he was not. I asked Mr. David Romero if he was handcuffed when he was 
hit. Mr. David Romero said "No." I asked Mr. David Romero if he defended himself or hit 
the officer back. Mr. David Romero said he did not. I asked Mr. David Romero if he did 
anything to provoke the officer. Mr. David Romero said he did not. I asked Mr. David 
Romero if he said anything prior to being hit. Mr. David Romero said he did not. 

I asked Mr. David Romero how long he was in the second room. Mr. David Romero said 
he was in the room for about an hour. I asked what happened next. Mr. David Romero 
said he was put back into the hallway and sat down in the chair for about two hours. I 
asked what was happening during this time. Mr. David Romero said the same officer 
was there the whole time, just watching. I asked what happened after the two hours. Mr, 
David Romero said the same officer who hit him came over and told him he could 
leave. I asked if anything happened then and Mr. David Romero said "No." Mr. David 
Romero said the same officer who hit him told hire not to worry, that someone was 
going to take him horrie. Mr. David Romero said that two different officers then took him 
home. I asked if it was two different officers then the ones that had taken him to the 
station. Mir. David Romero said "Yes." 
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I asked Mr. David Romero if he sustained any injuries. Mr. David Romero said he got a 
black eye. I asked him if anyone took any pictures. Mr. David Romero said he took a 
picture of himself. I asked where the picture was and he said he still had it. I asked how 
many photographs there were. Mr. David Romero said there was just one. I asked if he 
had any injuries to his head. Mr. David Romero said "No." i asked him what he took the 
picture with. Mr. David Romero said he took the picture with a camera because he 
wanted to see himself because he had trouble seeing with his left eye. I asked if the 
camera was a digital camera and Mr. David Romero said it was. I asked if he still had 
the camera. Mr. David Romero said he did, but that he had erased the picture. I asked 
what brand of camera it was. Mr. David Romero said it was a Canon. 1 asked where the 
camera was and Mr. David Romero said it was at his house. 

I asked his i where he lived. Mr. David Romero said he lived - in =Sylmar, on Chippewa. € 
asked Mr. David Romero if he geld anyone what happened. Mr.` David :Ro Hero: said he 
did not. I asked Mr. David Ror4erd if the person that hit him toldhfim. not to'say' 
anything. Mr_ David Romero said he did not. 

The interview was concluded at about 1949 hours. 	 ' : r. 

After interviewing Mr_ David Romero pt.hMs workplace, l -  asked 'Mr. Romeo:Gt- we,cot '1d 
retrieve the camera he used to photograph himself.: MMr. David Roinero said w`e could 

t. :y and agreed. to accompany us to his. home-(The camera was  retrieved and later 
examined.' See results under "Addi'tioral - 'investigatio ..),.r-.,I., asked Mr. Romeo if we could 
stop by the police station to pick u•p a-photo ;odik:  prior } to inking him to his home and he 
agreed. Lieutenant Puglisi, Sergeartt .Misquez, and l transported him to the Burbank 
Police Station and we picked up the photo book there. We then transported Mr. David 
Romero back to his workplace to pick up his house keys. He was then transported to 
his home at 12901 Chippewa in Sylmar. 

lnle arrived at Mr. David Romero's residence at approximately 2130 hours. We parked 
near the home but remained in our vehicle to show Mr. David Romero the photo book 10  
Lieutenant Puglisi and Sergeant Misquez were in the front seat, while Mr. David 
Romero and I were in the back seat. Prior to showing Mr. David Romero the photo 
book, we started audio recording. 

I told Mr. David Romero that 1 was going to show him some photos and asked him -to 
tell me when to turn the page. As Mr. David Romero was looking et the photos, he said 
that the officers look different in uniform than they do in civilian clothes. Mr. David 
Romero said the person (who hit him) was in plain clothes. Mr. David Romero went 
through the entire photo book and did not identify anyone. I asked Mr. David Romero if 
he recognised anyone. Mr. David Romero said again that the officers look different in 
uniform. 

'c The photo _book i.tsed is a Department photo album containing individual officer photos which are 
frequently updated. As such ;  after David Romero vtla.s shown the album, the officer pages were 
photographed. 
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I told Mr. David Romero to also took for the officer who was in the hallway. As Mr. David 
Romero was looking at the photos, he pointed out a photo of Detective Ron Cervenka 
and said that this officer was built like him. 

During the first review of the officer photos, all the interior lights were on in the car. We 
then opened one of the car doors, leaving it slightly ajar. This turned on another set of 
lights and illuminated the interior of the car some more. 

Mr. David Romero then started looking at the photo book again from the beginning. As 
Mr. David Romero was looking at the first few pages of the photos, he asked if the 
photos were of the older officers. He also again said the officers took different in 
uniform. I told Mr. David Romero to just take his time. As Mr. David Romero was 
looking at the photos, he stopped at a page and appeared to be looking at a photo of 
Lieutenant Omar Rodriguez. He stared intently at the photo and his eyes began to 
water, as if he was going to cry. I asked Mr. David Romero if he was OK. Mr. David 
Romero pointed at the picture of Lieutenant Rodriguez and said it looked like him. Mr. 
David Romero said he remembered the hair being a little longer. Mr. David Romero 
kept staring at the photo of l_-ieutemanfi:Rodriguez:.1, asked.-1Vl.r. D.:uid Romero, what he 
was thinking. Mr. David Roe 	aid tie was just tryiri.g to remember.-Mr. ,David Romero 
said it looked like him, again poi ltin.g at the picture of Lieutenant Rodriguez.`.. 

Mr. David Romero continued looking at the photos. At one point he said that the officer 
did not have a mustache.As ~ .M:r. avid Romero was looking at'the photos, he 
commented that the officers vi re getting too young. 1 fold him to keep looking and 
finish going through all the `phiOtgs.* . 

After looking at all the photos, Mr!-David- Romero asked to_lo.ok°at th =page that he was 
looking at before and 

poinrd;~a,`n
d-atL'euten,arttE  ,od.ri,guez again. Mr. David Romero also 

said the build was similar 	 iother afire ; poin frig at a photo of Officer Ryan 
Benavidez: Mr. David Romero also said that Officer Benavidez looked younger. Mr. 
David Romero went back to the photo of Lieutenant Rodriguez and said that in the 
photo, Lieutenant Rodriguez has shorter hair. I then asked him to continue looking at 
the photos from where he had left off (when he pointed at Officer Benavidez). Mr. David 
Romero continued looking, but said the officers looked too young. 

I asked Mr: David Romero if the officer in the passenger seat of the police car was the 
one he thought was Honduran. Mr. David Romero said it was the officer interviewing 
him in the second room that he thought was Honduran_ I asked him if the officer in the 
hallway was the same one who was a passenger seat of the patrol car. Mr. David 
Romero said it was not. 

I told Mr. David Romero that now we were going to look for i:he officer that was in the 
hallway and started looking at the photo book from the beginning. As Mr. David Rornero 
was iookin at the photos, i asked hire if any of the officers that night were in € lniform. 
Mr. David Romero said some officers wearing unlfolTr1S passed by. l asked ';I/ir, Daavid. 
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C. 
Romero if the officer in the hallway had a uniform. Mr. David Romero said "Yes." Mr. 
David Romero said the first officer in the hallway "was White like him," pointing at a 
photo of Officer John Embleton. Mr. David Romero also said that the officer's hair was 
blond, similar to Officer Embleton's hair. I asked Mr. David Romero if Officer Embleton 
looked like the officer or if the officer was just White like Officer Embleton. Mr. David 
Romero said the officer was just White like Officer Embleton. 

I then asked him if there were two officers. Mr. David Romero said the first officer was 
White, the; second officer was Hispanic. I asked which officer was in the hallway when 
he got hit. Mr. David Romero said he did not know because he closed his eyes. I asked 
how he knew the officer was there, Mr. David Romero said that when he went into a 
room and came back out, the officer was there. I asked Mr. David Romero if there was 
always an officer in the hallway and Mr. David Romero said "Yes." Mr. David Romero 
said there was only one officer at a time. 

Mr. David Romero continued looking through the photo book until the end and I asked 
him if he as  finished. Mr. David Romero said he was not sure and did not want to point 
out someone that was involved if they were not. I again asked him if he was done with 
the book. Mr. David Romero th, said the officer Who hit him was one ofTtheiwD that he 
pointed out earlier, pointing to 'Lieutenant Rodriguez and Officer Benavid:ez.• i.as Ced Mr. 
David Roniiero which one of the two looked more like the officer. Mr. David..Rb ero said 
he was not sure. 

The interview concluded at about 2200 hrs. 

Additional Witness Interviewe r  .  

Officer 	Zepeda (Rte) 

Lieutenant J.J_ Puglisi and I (Sergeant Gerry Misquez) interviewed Officer Edmundo 
Zepeda on May 7, 2008, at approximately 1.330 hours. Prior to the interview, I advised 
him that he' was not the focus of any allegations of misconduct and that as such his 
employee rights with respect to administrative interviews did not apply. I further advised 
him that I expected him to answer my questions in a truthful and accurate manner and 
that at the ;conclusion of the interview, he was not to discuss the interview, or this 
investigation, with anyone other than Lieutenant Puglisi, or me. He said he understood_ 

I asked Officer  Zepeda if he was aware of the Porto's robbery investigation and he said 
he was' ' 1 . 'Officer Zepeda said he assisted with in the investigation on the next day 
(Saturday) and spoke to one individual during this time. 

I told Officer Zepeda. %/ee were investigating a rumor regarding a subject who was 
brought to the police station. I told Officer Zepeda that there was an indication that 

'' During the.Porto's robbery investigation. Officer Zepeda was assigned to the detective floor, Juvenile 
Bureau, as a; school resource officer. Officer Zepeda assisted with the investigation. 
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there was an inappropriate use of force involving Mr. David Romero. I showed Officer 
Zepeda a photo of Mr. David Romero and asked him if he recognized the subject. 
Officer Zepeda said he did not. I showed Officer Zepeda supplemental #014 regarding 
the Porto' s robbery investigation (07-13380). This report is typed by Officer Zepeda 
and indicates that he interviewed Mr. David Romero. Officer Zepeda reviewed the 
report, indicated it was an accurate summary, and said he recalled interviewing a 
subject but did not remember the subject's face. Officer Zepeda confirmed the name of 
the subject he interviewed was David Ceron Romero. Officer Zepeda pointed out the 
stud of the left eye of Mr. David Romero in the photo I showed him and indicated that 
he would have remembered that stud. I asked Officer Zepeda if he was aware of any 
physical force used on Mr. David Romero whether he witnessed it himself, or heard 
about it through another person and he said no. He was later asked if he had heard 
any rumors regarding the Porto's investigation and he said he had not. 

Officer Zepeda said he did not respond to 11820 Blythe Street during this investigation. 
He said he did not transport Mr. David Romero to the police station. I showed Officer 
Zepeda supplemental report #009, typed by Detective Allen, and asked him to read the 
fifth paragraph on page #4. This paragraph indicates that Officer Zepeda responded to 
11820 Blythe Street and trans :ported:.several.subjects to the police station, including Mr. 
David Romero. Officer Zeeedatiread the paragraph"  and 'saicl• it was not.correct. Officer 
Zepeda confirmed that hedid_ribt respond to'the residence and did not trari5sport Mr. 
David Romero to the police . statian. Officer Zepeda-said he did respond town address 
during this night for the service of a search warrant, but it vas near the 5 freeway and 
Osbourne.. 

Officer Zepeda said that prior to, the interview of Mr. David Romero, h-e .(Romero) was 
seated in the hallway of tbdetective bureau. He said there were others vs icing to be 
interviewed in the area as',wel°It.:'Officer Zepeda said he was asked to assi-bt•:with 
translation, likely from Sergeant Renaranda Officer Zepeda said 'th'ere ~veie other 
officers in the area as w4I1; possibly patrol...of.fic, rs.) He indicated that detectives were in 
the area as well, going back and forth. Officer Zepeda believed that the patrol officers 
were in the area to watch the subjects, but did not recall who the officers were. He said 
there were two patrol officers present at that time, and that the officers were standing. 

Officer Zepeda said his interview of Mr. David Romero took place in one of the interview 
rooms, buti he did not know which. He believed that Officer Liscano also participated in 
the interview. He did not recall the length of the interview. Officer Zepeda said the 
interview room door was closed during this time and he did not recall taking any breaks 
during the :interview. Officer Zepeda said no one came in during the interview to 
remove Mr. David Romero. 

Officer Zepeda said that after the interview of Mr. David Romero, he (Zepeda) left. He 
did not know what happened with Mr. David Romero next, but assumed he was placed 
back in the hallway. Officer Zepeda believed he (Zepeda) then started to write his 
report. Officer Zepeda assumed that this interview was recorded but did not know if it 
actually was. He did not knovr; if anyone monitored the interview from th e audio room. 
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Officer Zepeda believed that Sergeant Penaranda was in charge of the investigation 
since he was on-call. He also recalled seeing Lieutenant Rodriguez as well and 
Detective Allen. Officer Zepeda said he did' not know if Officer Benavidez was present 
during theinvestigation at some point.' He recalled seeing patrol officers 'there, but did 
not know who they were. 

Officer Zepeda was asked if he saw any injuries to Mr. David Romero during his 
interview, including any bruising. Officer Zepeda said he did not. 

The interview concluded at about 1347 hours-

Detective Chris Cane/es (Recorded) 

Lieutenant J.J. Puglisi and I (Sergeant Gerry Misquez) interviewed Detective Chris 
Canales on May 7, 2008, at approximately 1505 hours. Prior'to the interview, I advised 
him that he was not the focus of any allegations of misconduct and that as such his 
employee rights with respect to administrative interviews did not apply. I further advised 
him that I expected him to answer my questions in a truthful and accurate manner and 
that at the conclusion of the,interview, he was not to discuss the interview, or this 
investigation, with anyoneLathgTth--i:zr Lieutenant-Puglisi, or me. He said heyunderstood. 

I asked Detective Canales-;if he .was aware of the Porto's robbery investigation and he 
said he was 13 . Detective Canales said he assisted with surveillance and locating 
possible suspects. I referred-Detective Canales to supplemental report #009.of report 
DR #07-13380 (Porto's R'obberS'). The reporting officer for the supplemental report is 
Detective Allen. I referred; D-efe'ctive,Caneles to -.page #4, paragraph #5, which indicates 
that offices responded to 1 182.0 Blythe Street and transported the fdllowi:ng individuals 
to the police station for it ervieWs: Maiisol Rivera, Jose Arias, a.nd:Mr.,-David Romero. 
The reporti states "Refer to Officer Liscano #7975 and Detective -Ganales #10230 
follow-up reports for det:?.i s '" 
Detective Canales said he did not believe he ever responded to 11820 Blythe Street 
and did not interview any of the subjects referenced. I showed Detective Canales two 
supplemental reports in his name (022 and 027) and asked him to review them. 
Detective Canales did so and found no reference to having interviewed the subjects 
described and did not believe he did so. I showed Detective Canales a photo of Mr. 
David Romero. Detective Canales said he did not recognize the person shovfri. 

I told Detective Canales we were investigating a rumor regarding a subject who was 
brought to the police station. t told Detective Canales that there was are indication that. 

''- When David Porn ero reviewed the photo hook of Burbank Police Officers, he indicated that Lieutenant 
Rodriguez or Officer Benavidez may have been the subject: who struck him. it was iater determined that 
Officer Benavidez did not assist in the investigation on Saturday December 29, 2007. 
1s  During the Po to's robbery investigation ;  Detective Canales was assigned to the detective floor, 
Viceli`Narcotics Bureau. Detective Canales assisted with the investigation. 
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C.  
there was an inappropriate use of force involving Mr. David Romero. I asked Detective 
Canales ifhe was aware of any physical force used on Mr. David Romero whether he 
witnessed it himself, or heard about it through another person and he said no. I asked 
Detective Canales if he heard any rumor in that regard and he said no 

I asked Detective Canales if he participated in any interviews at the police station 
regarding the Porto's investigation. Detective Canales said he did and the interviews 
were documented in his report. Detective Canales said the interviews included the 
following persons: Mr. Eydi Munoz-Garcia and Mr. Jorge Aguilar. Detective Canales 
said his job was to attempt to identify Mara Salvatrucha (MS) gang members through 
the information provided and he (Canales) was in touch with the MS task force. 

I showed Detective Canales the photo - of Mr. David -: Romero and. asked if he (Canales) 
ever saw the subject in the police nation. Detective Car ~ al-es said he did,  ndtreeognize 
the subject. 

The interview concluded at about 1516. hours 

Officer Ruben Liscano (Recorded) 

Lieutenant J.J. Puglisi and I (Sergeant Gerry Misquez). interviewed Officer Ruben 
Liscano on May 7, 2008, at approximately 1542 hours. Proi to the it tervi in!<1=advised 
him that he was not the focus Qf:.ap;y, allegations  ; ofs•misconduct and that as such his 
employee (rights with respect to administrative ii>`ei ii kvs did not apply. I further advised 
him that I expected him to answer my questions in a truthful and accurate manner and 
that at the iconclusion of the interview, he was not to discuss the interview, or this 
investigation, with anyone other than Lieutenant Puglisi, or me. He said he understood. 

I asked Officer Liscano if he was aware of the Porto's Bakery robbery investigation and 
he said he was 14 . Officer Liscano said his role was to assist with interviews and he 
believed he also participated in some search warrants. 

I showed Officer Liscano several supplemental reports to this investigation (011, 075, 
077). Officer Liscano said he wrote each report and they were accurate summaries of 
his involvement. I also showed Officer Liscano supplemental report #009 typed by 
Detective Allen. I asked Officer Liscano to read paragraph #5 on page 44, 
docurnentiing the names of subjects brought to the police station from 11820 Blythe 
Street (Marisol Rivera, Jose Arias, and Mr. David Romero). I asked Officer Liscano if 
he interviewed Jose Arias and he said he did. I also showed Officer Liscano a photo of 
Mr. David Romero and asked him if he recognized the subject or the name. Officer 
Liscano said he did not. Officer Liscano said he conducted many interviews and did not 
specificalh} recall conducting one with Officer Zepeda. 

During thelPorto's robbery investigation, Officer Liscano was assigned to the Patrol Division. Officer 
Liscano assisted with Spanish translation during the investigation. 
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[ told Off]cer Liscano we were investigating a rumor regarding a subject who was 
brought to'the police station. I told Officer Liscano that there was an indication that 
there was an inappropriate use of force involving Mr. David Romero. I asked Officer 
Liscano if he was aware of any  physical force used on Mr. David Romero whether he 
witnessed it himself, or heard about it through another person and he said no. I asked 
Officer Liscano if he heard any rumor in that regard and he said no. 

Officer Liscano said that of the interviews he conducted, some took place at the scene 
and some took place at the police station. Officer Liscano said the interviews that took 
place at the police station were located in the detective bureau interview rooms. Officer 
Liscano said subjects who were going to be interviewed waited in the hallway. There 
were officers watching these subjects and Officer Liscano indicated that Officer Zepeda 
was one of these officers as well as possibly Officer Henry Garay.' Officer Liscano 
said he (L]cano) also watched subjects in the hallway. Officer Liscano said he 
(Liscano) watched subjects in the hallway for several hours, during that Saturday 
evening. Officer Liscano recalled that one of the subjects yvaiting .tn..the hallway was 
Eydi Munoz Garcia, the wife of••the-person;he irftervie*ed, Jose Arias Herrera_,. I asked 
Officer Liscano if there was verist one person'waiting in the hallway. Officer Liscano 
said he saw that there was always more than one person waiting in the hallway.] 
referred Officer Liscano back"tto the photo of Mr. David Romero and asked if he 
(Liscano) ever saw this subject.in..the police station: Officer Liscano said he:did.riot 
recall seeing him at the station. '  

i showed Officer Liscano an overtime--slip indicating he worked on Saturday December 
29, 2007, from 1730 hours to..midn.-ight,.then midnightto 1000 hours heifollov ing 
Sunday. Officer Liscano said-Ahe'hoiiriWere'correct., Officer Liscano believed he 
started watching subjects at a-bout  1900 hours, after -which  he conducted an interview, 
and then continued watching`subjdct"s in`fhe hallway. 

Officer Liscano said Lieutenant Rodriguez was present during this investigation and, at 
times ;  would call him (Liscano) out of an interview. Lieutenant Rodriguez would then 
tell him to ask a certain question. Officer Liscano said Lieutenant Rodriguez was not 
the only officer that did this, however. 

Officer Liscano said there were regular patrol officers present during this investigation 
but he did not know who they were. Officer Liscano said he (Liscano) was in plain 
clothes during this time and believed Officer Zepeda was as well. Officer Liscano did 
not recall whether Officer Benavidez was present. 

The ini:ervi w concluded at about 1032 hours. 

e e 'e:4n e cr Dal-Wa (Second Interview — Recorded) 

lieutenant' J...]. Puglisi and I (Sergeant Gerry Misquez) conducted a second interview of 
Detective Angelo Dahlia on May 8, 2008, at approximately 1318 hours. Prior to the 

15  Officer t  iscann Fier said this was all assumption based on the need for Spanish speaking officers. 
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interview, € advised him that he was not the focus of any allegations of misconduct and 
that as such his employee rights with respect to administrative interviews did not apply. 
I further advised him that I expected him to answer my questions in a truthful and 
accurate manner and that at the conclusion of the interview, he was not to discuss the 
interview, or this investigation, with anyone other than Lieutenant Puglisi, or me_ He -
said he understood. 

I referred Detective Dahlia to his first interview in which he discussed the rumor of 
potential r>7isconduct regarding the Porto's Bakery investigation. Detective Dahlia had 
indicated that the subject involved in the rumor was the husband of a Porto's Bakery 
employee,; but he was not sure who the subject was. Detective Dahlia had also 
indicated that there was hearsay about a subject being "aggressively spoken to" and 
the possibility it involved some choking and a gun. Detective Dahlia had indicated that 
he did not: witness the event and did not know if anyone else did. 

I showed Detective Dahlia a photo of Mr. David Romero and asked him (Dahlia) if he 
was aware of any physical force used on Mr. David Romero whether he witnessed that 
force, or heard about it through another prsori., Detective Dahlia said he was not sure 
if Mr_ David Romero was the subject 	'Detective Dal [:ia :r `ca€led; tf raze€ ir. David 
Romero was the husband of a Porto's Bakery employee and he was brought to the 
police station for questioning. 

Detective Dahlia said he had heard fh.at the event (rum- or)_may have taken place in the 
hallway co staining the interview rooms. Detective Dahlia said the on ly mole brdught• in 
from the Blythe Street address thafjbie'-saw'in the hal[way was Mr. David Romero. He 
said Mr_ Herrera was not seated in. the hallway. He said Mr. Herrera-was brought to an 
interview room, interviewed, then icri'mediately booked in the jail. Detective Dahlia put 
"two and two together" and believed.. that Mr D avid Romero, may be the subject=_: involved 
in the rumor. '' .. . . 

I read the portion of Detective Allen's report (009) that documented the name of officers 
who went to 11820 Blythe Street_ I asked Detective Dahlia if there were any other 
officers present and he said he was not sure. Detective Dahlia assumed that patrol 
officer(s) transported the subjects brought to the police station from the residence (Mr. 
Romeo, M:t-. Herrera, and Ms _ Rivera). 

Detective Dahlia said when he (Dahlia) arrived at the police station and interviewed Mr. 
Herrera in :room opposite the video room. Mr. Romeo and Ms. Rivera were in the 
hallway, seated in chairs. M r. David Romero was seated on the same side as the video 
room, and Mr. Rivera was seated opposite him. Detective Dahlia assumed there was 
an officer *:watching the subjects but did not know who it was, or if the officer was in 
uniform. Detective Dahlia said after he booked Mr. Herrera and came back upstairs, 
Mr. David Romero and Ms. Rivera were still seated ir, the hallway, Detective Dahlia did 
not see anyone have any physical contact with Mr. David Romero. 
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Detective Dahlia said the lieutenants who were present the night the subjects were 
interviewed included Lieutenants Murphy and Rodriguez. Detective Dahlia did not see 
either lieutenant have any contact with Mr. David Romero_ Detective Dahlia said he 
(Dahlia) did speak to Mr. David Romero at some point because he recalled Mr. Romeo 
talking about his work. Detective Dahlia believed this occurred after his interview with 
Mr. Herrera. Mr. David Romero did not bring up any concerns to him. 

Detective Dahlia said he did not ever see any injury to Mr. David Romero. Regarding 
the rumor, Detective Dahlia said he heard about it while working in the Juvenile Bureau 
but was not sure if he heard about the night he conducted the interview or if it was later. 
Detective Dahlia did not bel'eve there{vvgs,a5,ubj,ect nar@, d ;w~l o.,.a ~ctuallY:; mpy have 
seen any event. '  

The interview concluded at`abo t.t 1-345 hours. 

Officer Tomas  Perez (RepardecJ) 

Lieutenant J.J. Puglisi and. l :(Sergeant. -Gerry MViisc{u'ez) iritert,ieinred Officer Tomas Perez 
on May 7, 2008, at approximately 1 738.haurs ;. Prior to the interview, I advised him that 
he was not the focus of a€f allegatioris .of:.misconduct and that. as.such-his femployee 
rights with respect to administrative interviews .did not apply. I further advised him that I 
expected him to answer my cjs.esti.ons. tr~ a tr_tithfu-f and accurate manner and that at the 
conclusion of the interview, he was not to discuss the interview, or this investigation, 
with anyone other than Lieutenant Puglisi, or me. He said he understood. 

I asked Officer T Perez if he was aware of the Porto's Bakery robbery investigation and 
he said he was 16. Officer Perez said he was a trainee at the time. I showed Officer 
Perez an Officer's Daily Log for Saturday December 20, 2007, in his and Officer Nick 
Nichols' names. OfficerT Perez said the log was his (T Perez). I pointed out item#2 
on the log, indicating that they assisted detective with the Porto's robbery investigation. 
The location noted was Strathern and Blythe with the time indicated asl 500 -2250 
hours. 

Officer T Perez said he and Officer Nichols responded to an address in North 
Hollywood near Strathern and Blythe. Officer T Perez believed he and Officer Nichols 
transported two subjects to the police station. He said there were several subject 
detained of the scene and did not know if he transported males or females. 

Officer T Perez recalled that when he arrived at the police station ;  the subjects were 
brought upstairs. Officer T Perez said he (' Perez) was also upstairs, watching people 
in the hallway. 

I told Officer Perez we were investigating a rumor regarding a subject who was brought 
to the police station. I told Officer Perez that there was an indication that there was are 

i6  During the Porto's robbery investigation, Officer T Perez was assigned to the Patrol Division as a 
trainee. He was assigned to Field Training Officer Nick Nichols. 
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inappropriate use of force involving Mr. David Romero. I showed Officer T Perez a 
photo of Mr. David Romero. Officer Perez did not recognize the name but said the 
subject looked familiar. Officer T. Perez said he (T Perez) possibly transported the 
subject to the police station. I asked Officer T Perez if he was aware of any physical 
force used on Mr. David Romero whether he witnessed it himself, or heard about it 
through another person and he said no. I asked Officer Perez if he heard any rumor in 
that regard and he said no. 

Officer T Perez said that the majority of the time indicated on his log was spent at the 
police station. He believed he spent multiple hours in the hallway, watching people. 
Officer T Perez said there were breaks in between and he took time to go to the 
bathroom. He said there was always someone watching the people, however. Officer 
T Perez said Officer Nichols was also watching people in the hallway, but did not recall 
if any other officers did. Officer Ti Perez then said one of the Embleton brothers could 
have been upstairs, but he did not recall if it was for this event or something else. 17  

Officer T Perez said he believed there were a total of three people waiting in the 
hallway to be interviewed. He believed these subjects all came from the address in 
North Hollywood. Officer T Perez pointed out Mr. David Romero as one subject and 
believed the two others were,femLes l;.,. Offi ~e:FT i-e,rez..saidrMr: ~ DavidiRomdro was 
seated. He did not know how fo`rig fir. David Romero. was in the hallvva' and assumed 
all the subjects were interviewed Officer T Perez said he did not specifically see any 
officer bring Mr. David Romtero:-into:;-ai_ interview, room. Officer T Perez* did ,  not think Mr. 
David Romero was handcuffed during this time. 	 . 

S 

Officer T Perez did not specifcally recall anyone having any contact with Mr David 
Romero in the hallway. Officer "T :Perez said the only contact. he (T Perez) had-withhim 
was along the lines of advising him not to talk to the •  others. He: sal0there, w.as a lot of 
traffic with people walking t rrbugh...O fi;cer:T Perez said , after>hewatd-he'd• tlre people in 
the hallway, he (T Perez) booked two Fe,m. le.s.in tl;ie jail. After reviewing his patrol log, 
Officer T Perez believed thbt'hebookod-one'.-rh'al (. ~.ose Arias Herrera) and one female 
(Marisol Rivera). Officer T Perez said he did not know what happened to Mr. David 
Romero after he was done. 

Officer T Perez said he did not notice any injuries to Mr, David Romero when he was 
brought in, nor any time when he was at the police station. 

The interview concluded at about 1755 hours. 

1'  .Jason and John Embleton are identical reins. They are both police ofricers working for the Burbank 
Police Department. Both officers were working the night: of Saturday December 29, 2007. The 
investigation indicated that only Officer Jason Embleton had any direct involvement with the Porto's 
Robbery investigation during Saturday eveninc. 
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Se_r€geent Edgar Penaranda (Recorded) 

Lieutenant J.J. Puglisi and I (Sergeant Gerry Misquez) interviewed Sergeant Edgar 
Penaranda on May 8, 2008, at approximately 1447 hours. Prior to the interview. I 
advised him that he was not the focus of any allegations of misconduct and that as 
such his employee rights with respect to administrative interviews did not apply. I 
further advised him that I expected him to answer my questions in a truthful and 
accurate manner and that at the conclusion of the interview, he was not to discus_ s the 
interview, or this investigation, with anyone other than Lieutenant Puglisi, or me. He 
said he understood. 

I asked Sergeant Penaranda if he was aware of the Po( ~rts'Ba`ery`rola:bery 
investigation and he said he was 8. Sergeant Penar..an..da .aid.f e v has one of the 
primary sergeants involved in supervising the 	 « ~ 

wa± 

.Y7 ~ 	 rte 
I told Sergeant Penaranda we were i 	tig t:ng a ruyrror regardi g a su:Ejj ct who was 

	

•~ 	ication brought to the police station. I toidSrgea jearand tha; ►eretaa an t r~ t 
that there was an inappropriate lls~ f fbrce,in blvinQ IMP-. David ~Rorneror~`1` -Mowed 
Sergeant Penaranda a B4 

 of1 D i id Romero. ergeaia Penq,2, .da did not 
recognize the subject, bit said the name so>.. e l familial! I prof  de Sergeant 
Penaranda. with background ;rifar nation 	rrn zng M thaE4. )q David Romero was one 
of the subjects contacted at='1820 Blbtl-e' Street• Secgea.nt Penaranda asked who Mr. 
David Romero was married o.ar'cj:.i told h rn that lqa (R_b saero) was the live-in boyfriend 
of Marisol Rivera, one of theP~`ortds em to 
Penaranda said he recalled whole ~'Dav 
he was aware of any physical force u ;On 
himself, or heard about it throughiahothe 
Penaranda if he heard any rumor in tiq tlr.eg 

I showed Sergeant Penaranda a supplemental report typed by Detective Allen (009). 
The report documents that Sergeant Penaranda went to 11820 Blythe Street along with 
Lieutenant Murphy, Detective Dahlia, and Detective Allen. Sergeant Penaranda 
recalled this event. The reports documents that several people were contacted at the 
address, including: Eydi Munoz Garcia, Marisol Rivera, Jose Arias ;  David Romero, 
Jacinto Quijada, and Elisa Munoz. Sergeant Penaranda believed these subjects had 
been living at the address. 

I referred Sergeant Penaranda to page #4 of Detective Allen's supplemental (009) 
which documents that Marisol Rivera, Jose Arias, and David Romero were transported 
to the police station. Sergeant Penaranda said this was correct. Sergeant Penaranda 
also confirmed that Eydi Munoz Garcia was transported from 11820 Blythe Street to a 
business name The Botanica, -  before being transported to the police station. Sergeant 
Penaranda said he (Penaranda) did not return to the police station until much later 

During the Porto's robbery investigation, Sergeant Penaranda was assigned to the detective floor, 
Juvenile Bureau Super'v'isor, Sergeant Penaranda was assigned as a primary supervisor for the 
investigation. 
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because a search warrant was written for the business. He believed it was dark when 
the search was completed. 

Sergeant Penaranda said the subjects transported to the station were interviewed. He 
said that Mr. David Romero was ultimately released. Sergeant Penaranda said he was 
not sure if Officer Zepeda interviewed Mr. David Romero. Sergeant Penaranda said he 
had spoken to Eydi Munoz away from the station. When he (Penaranda) returned to 
the station, Eydi Munoz was interviewed by Officer Diaz while he (Penaranda) 
monitored the interview from time to time. Sergeant Penaranda said Detective Canales 
interviewed "Jorge" from the "Botanica." Sergeant Penaranda said "Jorge" was laying 
out the circumstances of the robbery and naming names and he (Penaranda) assigned 
the names to other officers for investigation. 

I asked Sergeant Penaranda if he recalled speaking to Mr. David Romero at the police 
station. He said he did not and recalled he (Penaranda) spoke to Marisol Rivera. 
Sergeant Penaranda said l iarisol Rivera was upset and denying any involvement in the 
robbery. Sergeant Penaranda said that he (Penaranda) was also in and out of his 
office. Sergeant Penaranda said he was going back and forth and introduced officers 
to subjects being interviewed. 

i told Sergeant Penaranda there was information that Mr. David Romero was 
interviewed in one interview room,;thei .h'e=vvas transferred to aribtf 'er interview room r 
where he was interviewed by tv o officer s that spoke Spanish. Sergeant Penaranda 
said he did not recall interviewing M.. David Romero in a formal setting. 

Sergeant Penaranda said there'were,pep.ple waiting to be interview in the halfway 
and he believed there were uniformed personnel standing by. He said it. ,was fairly-
crowded. Sergeant Penaranda-,,bel.i,eved that Mr. David .Romero was.one s`uhj•eet th at 
had been sitting in the hallway, but: did -, not•knovv specifrcally where. -  Sergeant-  

Penaranda said he did not see anyone have any one-an-one contact with Mro David 
Romero. He did not know wfvho"took Mr: David`Rbrnerb •to FT is h`om . Sergean`f' 
Penaranda said he did not knoW fto the of ears wet e that were waiting in the hallway. 

Sergeant Penaranda said he did not see any injuries to Mr. David Romero. 

Sergeant Penaranda said Lieutenant Murphy was also present during this time. He did 
not know if Lieutenant Rodriguez was present, Sergeant Penaranda did not specifically 
recall Officer Benavidez being present. 

The interview concluded at. about 1504 hours. 

Officer Nick WchoIs (Recorded) 

Lieutenant: J.J. Puglisi and I (Sergeant Gerry Misquez) interviewed Officer Nick Nichols 
on May 8 ;  200E, at approximately r ately 30 hours. Prior to the interview, I advised him l that 
he was not the focus of any allegations of misconduct and fiat as such his employee 
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rights with respect to administrative interviews did not apply. I further advised him that I 
expected him to answer my questions in a truthful and accurate manner and that at the 
conclusion of the interview, he was not to discuss the interview, or this investigation, 
with anyone other than Lieutenant Puglisi, or me. He said he understood. 

I asked Officer Nichols if he was aware of the Porto's Bakery robbery investigation and 
he said he was 19  [ showed Officer Nichols an Officer's Daily Log for Saturday 
December 29, 2007, in his and Officer Tomas Perez' names. Officer Nichols said it 
appeared that Officer T Perez filled out the log. I pointed out item #2 on the log, 
indicating that they assisted detective with the Porto's robbery investigation. The 
location noted was Strathern and Blythe with the time indicated as1500 -2250 hours. 

Officer Nichols said he was dispatched to the location of Strathern and Blythe and 
assisted detective there. He believed he transported 2 or 3 subjects to the police 
station from a residence. 

I told Officer Nichols we were investigating a rumor regarding a subject who was 
brought to the police station . I told Officer Nichols that there was an indication that 
there was an inappropriate use of force involving Mr. David Romero - I showed Officer 
Nichols a photo of Mr. David Romero . Officer Nichols said the subject looked familiar 
and believed he was one of the subjects he transported to the police station. I asked 
Officer Nichols if he was aware of any physical force used on Mr. David Romero 
whether he witnessed it himself, or, € ear i-about it through-another person =-any€ he said 
no. I asked Officer Nichols if he heard' anyrrL mor in that regard and he said rio.' 

Officer Nichols said he believed he 'tr-Qh ported t wd males and one female to the police 
station. He was not sure if the originating address was 11820 Blythe Street, Officer 
Nichols said Officer T Perez was his 1partner at the time and When then subjects were 
transported , other detective units followed there . Officer Nichols was not sure-of the 
status of the subjects and was not s> re if they had been handcuffed. Officer Nichols 
said there were several detectivesrat the scene but only recal l ed seeing Detective 
Dahlia. 

Officer Nichols said that when he arrived ~at t €e•st tide The<subjects were brought up to 
the detective bureau. Officer Nichols believed he assisted by watching the subjects in 
the hallway outside the interview rooms. Officer Nichols did not know how long Mr. 
David Romero was in the hallway and did not see him get interviewed. I asked Officer 
Nichols if he saw anyone have any contact with Mr. David Romero in the hallway. 
Officer Nichols said he (Nichols) and his partner (T Perez) had contact with Mr. David 
Romero in terms of general conversation. Officer Nichols said he and Mr. David 
Romero did not talk about the investigation and Mr. David Romero did not bring up any 
concerns. Mr. David Romero did not complain of any injuries and Officer Nichols did 
not see any. 

' During the i= orto's robbery investigation, Officer Nichois was assigned to the Patrol D ision, assigned 
as a Feld Training Officer. His trainee at the time was Officer Tomas Perez. 
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Officer Nichols said he watched the subjects in the hallway for about 1-2 hours. He 
said that during this time it was busy, with people coming and going and detectives 
present. Officer Nichols recalled food being brought to one of the subjects. Officer 
Nichols later said he left for a brief time to check the pharmacy across the street from 
Porto's Bakery to check if there was any video. I asked Officer Nichols if there were 
other officers watching people in the hallway. He said there could have been. He 
indicated that he (Nichols) and Officer T Perez were there "pretty much the whole time," 
with different people in and out. 

Officer Nichols believed that Mr. David Romero was released at some point but was not 
sure. Officer Nichols said that he (Nichols) did not transport Mr. David Romero back to 
his original location. 

Officer Nichols did not know who was in charge of the investigation. He believed 
Lieutenants Murphy and Rodriguez were present at some point.' Officer Nichols said he 
did not see either lieutenant have any contact with Mr. David Romero. Officer Nichols 
believed that the detectives involved were all in plain clothes. 

Officer Nichols said he did not remember seeing Officer Benavidez at the station during 
any part of the investigation. 

I asked Officer Nichols if he did an fhi'ei:se'during the time indicated that he assisted 
with the investigation. Officer Nicl ols.d'  d riot think he did but said if-was hard to 
remember. He did not believe hevvrote.,any supplemental report to this case nor 
participate in any interview. Officer,Nichals did not know if the room doors were open 
or closed during any interviews, or.;.Wh:ether. :anyone was monitoring the audio room. 

The interview concluded at about•1544 hours, 

Officer Officer Jason E bfeton (Reco ded)..' . 	 . . 

Lieutenant J.J_ Pugisi and I (S`ergeanttGei iy Mis.q-uez):.interviewed Officer Jason 
Embleton on May 15, 2008, at approximately 1 	Prior to the interview, l 
advised him that he was not the focus of any allegations of misconduct and that as 
such his employee rights with respect to administrative interviews did not apply. I 
further advised him that I expected him to answer my questions in a truthful and 
accurate manner and that at the conclusion of the interview, he was not to discuss the 
interview, or this investigation, with anyone other than Lieutenant Puglisi, or me. He 
said he understood. 

1 asked Officer JasonE.rnhleton if he was aware of the Porto's Bakery robbery 
investigation and he said he was20. Officer Jason Embleton said he responded to the 
Porto's robber' the night it occurred. He did not recall what role he had on the following 
Saturday night. 

'° During the Forto's robber! investigation, Officer Jason Embfeton was assigned to the Patrol Division. 
On Saturday night, December 28 ;  2007 ;  his partner was Officer Neil Gunn. 
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I showed Officer Jason Embleton an Officers Daily Log for Saturday December 29, 
2007, in his and Officer Gunn's names. I pointed out item #10 on the log, documenting 
a transportation detail starting at 2245 hours and concluding at 2345. The location 
noted was Blythe and Lankershim. Officer Jason Embleton said he was not sure of 
circumstances of the transportation detail and noted there was no name documented. 

I told Officer Jason Embleton we were investigating a rumor regarding a subject who 
was brought to the police station. I told Officer Jason Embleton that there was an 
indication that there was an inappropriate use of force involving Mr. David Romero. I 
showed Officer Jason Embleton a photo of Mr. David Romero. Officer Jason Embleton 
said the subject looked familiar. I asked Officer Jason Embleton if he was aware of any 
physical force used on Mr. David Romero whether he witnessed it himself, or heard 
about it through another person and he said no. I asked Officer Jason Embleton if he 
heard any rumor in that regard and he said no. 

Officer Jason Embleton reviewed the patrol log again and said he was not sure of the 
circumstances regarding the documented transportation detail. He said he did not 
know whether Mr. David Romero was -th.e, subject transported, according td'1he log, but 
he could have been. Officer Jason Embleton recalled assisting With search warrants as 
a part of the robbery investigation, but did notspecificailyreca. l the transportation detail. 

I asked Officer Jason EmbletcFn'iif ;he assisted inyestigators with watching .s ibj p.tt in the 
detective bureau. He recalled ltakir g a ,  subjeect from-the jail and bringing hhii i' upstairs to 
the detective bureau. He did-not know what day this occurred.: 'Over Cason; Ebleton• 
said he waited with the subjec` fOr atioufi ten minutes in one of the irite`rvievV -roams. He 
said he did not watch any subjectin,the. -detective ,bureau - ha:llway... Offfcer Jas'o' ~a 
Embleton said that after an investigator ic me in'the ro~om,Fhe-ori) ie t. e did 
not know who interviewed th rG su ,i t. Q titr: ;Jason mbleton did not know if Mr. 
David Romero was in the detective bureau. Officer Jason Embleton said that during 
the time he in the detective bureau, he did not see anyone waiting in the hallway to be 
interviewed. 

The interview concluded at about 1043 hours. 

Officer Nell Gu: e (Recorded) 

Lieutenant J.J. Puglisi and I (Sergeant Gerry Misquez) interviewed Officer Neil Gunn on 
May 15, 2008, at approximately 1045 hours. Prior to the interview, I advised him that 
he was not the focus of any allegations of misconduct and that as such his employee 
rights with respect to administrative interviews did not apply- I further advised him that i 
expected him to -answer my questions In a truthful and accurate manner and that at the 
conclusion of the interview!+, he was not to discuss the interview, or this investigation, 
with anyone attic-.r than Lieutenant Puglisi ;  or me. He said he understood- 
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I asked Officer Gunn if he was aware of the Porto's Bakery robbery investigation and he 
said he w.rwas 21 . Officer Gunn said he was working patrol on Friday night when the 
robbery occurred and responded to the call. He also worked patrol on the following 
Saturday night. Officer Gunn did not believe he had any role in the robbery 
investigation on Saturday. 

I told Officer Gunn we were investigating a armor regarding a subject who was brought 
to the police station. I told Officer Gunn that there was an indication that there was an 
inappropriate use of force involving Mr. David Romero. I showed Officer Gunn a photo 
of Mr. David Romero. Officer Gunn said he did not recognize the subject. I asked 
Officer Gunn if he was aware of any physical force used on Mr. David Romero whether 
he witnessed it himself, or heard about it through another person and he said no. I 
asked Officer Gunn if he heard any rumor in that regard and he said no. 

showed Officer Gunn an Officer's Daily Log for Saturday December 29, 2007, in his 
and Officer Jason Embleton's names. Officer Gunn said the log was his. I pointed out 
item #10 on the log, documenting a transportation detail starting at 2245 hours and 
concluding at 2345. The location noted was Blythe and Lankershim. Officer Gunn said 
he vaguely recalled the detail. He believed he picked up the subject from the front 
lobby of the police station and the detail was requested by dispatch. He believed he 
transported a subject back to his home, somewhere on Blythe Street. Officer Gunn 
said he did not recall the subject's name and did not know the subject's role in the 
robbery investigation. I referred Officer Gunn to the photo of Mr. David Romero and he 
(Gunn) said it could have been that subject. 

Office Gunn said that during the -aNspo:rjahondettail he did not have any conversation 
with the subject. He said the subject slid not .brin 	 orvd=is t ss a yt,hing. 
He was not aware of the subjectthaving any injuries. Officer Gun said %hat after the 
detail was completed, he and Officer Jason Embleton retu..med to the City a-nd resumed 
patrol duties. 

Officer Gunn said that other than the transportation -  detail, he did not believe-  he had 
any involvement in the Porto's robbery , investigatioi . Officer Gunn said he was not-
aware of Officer Benavidez ha y.ineg.any•invol.vemeiit in 'the robbery irivesfi'gatidn'orI' 
Saturday night. 

The interview concluded at ab bf-I4v5 hours.•=.-•: 

During the Porto's robbery investigation, Officer Gunn was assigned to the Patrol Division. On Saturday 
night;  December 29, 2007, his partner was  Officer Jason E !L letc n. 
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C 
Corn plaina,nt Follo wrvup interview 

.Mr. David Romero (Recorded) 

On May 6`" ;  2008, at approximately 1518 hrs, Sergeant Misquez and I (Sergeant 
Gomez) contacted Mr. David Romero at his work in order to return his camera. Upon 
arrival I explained to him the reason for our visit. Sergeant Misquez then returned the 
camera to him. 

I asked Mr. David Romero when he took the picture of his eye and he said it was the 
next day. I also asked Mr. David Romero if he was wearing the same shirt in the 
picture that he wore when he was at the police station. He said it was not and that he 
was wearing a black sweatshirt the night he was hit. Sergeant Misquez showed Mr. 
David Romero a photo of him while he was at the house (Detective Allen's photo). 
Upon further inspection, Mr. David Romero said it was the same shirt, but in the picture 
it looks blue, when in reality it is gray.  	. 	r, 

I asked Mr. David Romero .iat timie `arnve'at his home afer:he'-left the;station and 
he said it was about 12 am.: 11r- Davit( ̀ :Romero said he got home, teak off fhe-track 
sweatshirt and took the picture. x 	

A 9 

I told Mr. David Romero thaff+liehad previously informed, us' that he was taken tg the 
station and left in a hallway tot.3  to 4 hours. I asked him if ;'he rer ie'i i',b red t v!hat 
point he got hit. Mr. David Romero said he was there about three hours before,. he got 
hit. I asked him if he remernbereds- That' the k,g:un :looked like '-_and h,ee-'sd h`e colikl not 
describe it. I asked him if he was sure thafi it was..a.g€n or if he thought it was a gun. 
Mr. David Romero said he ne ie7 saw a_gun :n.e jLi t Bought it was a gun because it was 
metal. I asked him if he knew what the metal object was. He said he did not because 
he closed his eyes. 

I asked Mr. David Romero if the metal object was in the same hand that was used to hit 
him in the eye. Mr. David Romero said he was not sure because he had his eyes 
closed. I asked him if there was an officer in the hallway when he got hit. He said there 
were officers there ;  but they keep on switching officers. I asked if the officers were 
standing or sitting. Mr. David Romero said they would sometimes sit and sometimes 
stand. I asked him if he would be able to identify the officers in the hallway but he said 
he could not. l asked how many officers would switch positions in the hallway and he 
said it was ttfvo officers. 

I asked Mr. David Romero if two different officers in uniform took him! home and he said 
yes. I asked him to describe the officers and he said he could not. I asked him if the 
uniforms were patrol uniforms and he said they were. I asked Mr. David Romero if he 
talked to those officers and he said he did not. 

The inter L,  iewm was concluded at approximate -i 53'i hours. 
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Lieuttenent Omar RodrIgiiez (Recorded) 

On May 21, 2008, at about 1045 hours, Lieutenant J.J. Puglisi and I (Sergeant Gerry 
Misquez) interviewed Lieutenant Omar Rodriguez in the Professional Standards Bureau 
Office. Lieutenant Rodriguez was advised of the nature of the administrative interview. 
Lieutenant Rodriguez was advised of his employee rights with respect to administrative 
interviews , specifically the right to representation and right to record the interview. 
Lieutenant Rodriguez was represented by Mr. Stuart Adams, of Adams, Ferrone & 
Ferrone . Lieutenant Rodriguez and Mr. Adams both recorded the interview. Lieutenant 
Rodriguez was advised that at the conclusion of the interview he was not to discuss the 
investigation with anyone other than his representative , his attorney , Lieutenant 
Rodriguez , or me . Since the allegation(s) could be considered criminal in nature, 
Lieutenant Rodriguez was read his Miranda rights. Lieutenant Rodriguez said he 
understood these rights and declined to speak to us. Under the authority of the Deputy 
Chief, Lieutenant Rodriguez was then ordered to discuss this matter. 

Mr. Adams asked if the order to answer questions came from the Deputy Chief and 
Lieutenant Puglisi said it did . Mr. Adams asked if the order not to discuss also cane 
from the Deputy Chief and Lieutenant Puglisi said that was correct. 

Lieutenant Puglisi said that the interview was regarding the Porto's robbery 
investigation , that robbery occurring on Friday December 28, 2007 . Lieutenant Puglisi 
asked Lieutenant Rodriguez when he first became aware of the investigation. 
.Lieutenant Rodriguez said it was "one of those days ," but did not have a specific 
recollection of the date or time. Lieutenant Rodriguez said he was called in to assist :  
initially during the service of a search warrant in Los Angeles. He said he later 
managed and monitored interviews at the police station. Lieutenant Rodriguez said he 
was not in charge of the investigation and later said he believed Lieutenant Murphy 
was. Lieutenant Rodriguez later said he was a part of the investigation as an advisor. 

Lieutenant Puglisi showed Lieutenant Rodriguez an overtime slip in his name, showing 
that he worked on Saturday night, December 29, 2007, from m '1900 hours to II00€0 hours, 
the next morning. Lieutenan t Rodriguez said the e ©fek ik1" e =lip was correct and he. Ord 
not. work any additional hours on Saturday. 

_C F uti na i  Pugl i si  asked L ieute nant  Rof rig_ ez  lJ ^  vide  r ~ 
 :e rc 11 picture  of  what ws :  

occurring in the investigation on Sa turday . nt  RDdnL&a wa.. 	had d 	sore 
~±\ rf 1 ei no' , ke 	r r ti rfk-  i.;, c-t er E;c. r t 	, S 	t 	~ ; 	ii•. i t. ; - .,i . F. 	~ .. 

~ 	J..f ~ . 	 '' 	oE ~ - 	:. ~. i:: §% 	~~~ 	.# 	C, 	~ . }, g'.-  .fG r: ~ 	iT  '1.J.' ~ :., ~ .. x,_, 	, 	era  F ~ Cd tF ~ 

the asE« E'corning hours c searc h :h wc'.ka1it viFC?s a ci'tt?;.L:d -.t w€ z.,, they ?. _ .1.°getcs .  
f >;e 	flci ` F 	. ' - !-, 	̀ti; 	E 'i:i ~ i -  :', ! ... f.l ~ E 	- 'i' 	-s ~ f.^. ~ ' ;iG i'^^ ~ ri" ' ~ 	 ~~ ' F'"•~ 3^r~ I' 	.( 	Pt!T 	IF t : 'rc ~ , a , 	h. 	_ .r 	€i:. l.L f: 	I ... 	̂:i 	° Et- ,ice,  
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Rodriguez said that either before or after this event, there were into ews that tool, 
place. These interviews were of witnesses and/or suspects. 

Lieutenant Puglisi asked Lieutenant Rodriguez if he directed others, or if he took a 
direct part in interviews at the police station. Lieutenant Rodriguez said there were 
some subjects that spoke Spanish and others that spoke broken English. He said there 
were several officers, detectives, and supervisors who were called in that speak 
Spanish. Lieutenant Rodriguez said that because he was not in charge, he did not 
know how the interviews were organized. Lieutenant Rodriguez said that most of his 
role was in monitoring interviews from the audio/visual room and providing suggestions 
regarding questions to ask. 

Lieutenant Rodriguez said that during the investigation, he went to two locations in Los 
Angeles. One was in the southwest area. At this location, the mother of a subject the 
officers were looking for agreed to assist them. Lieutenant Rodriguez did not know the 
name of the subject. Lieutenant Rodriguez said the officers learned that the subject 
was likely in an apartment building in an area known as "the jungle." Lieutenant 
Rodriguez said he (Rodriguez) went to this location but the subject was not located. 

Lieutenant Puglisi told Lieutenant Rodriguez that of several subjects brought to the 
police station, several were brought in, fronj tl e :add.ress-of 11,820. Blythe Street in North 
Hollywood. According to Detective Allen's supplemental tai report (009);tl the following 
officers responded to this address: Li;eutenant Murphy, Sergeant'Penaranda, Detective 
Dahlia, and Detective Allen. Lieutenant Fuglisi: asked Lieutenant Rodriguez, if he ever 
went to this address and he said he did..not. Additionally, according to Detective Ail h' 
report, the following people were transported to the police station from that-.address: 	r 
Marisol Rivera, Jose Francisco Arias' Herrera, and David Cron Romero. According to 
the report, Eydi Munoz Garcia pointed.oui`"the Botanica'' to'.Sergeant Renearand.& ;  then 
was later transported to the police station. 

Lieutenant Puglisi asked Lieutenant ..Rodriguez if he recalled these people being 
brought to the police station and he said ;  "No." .Lieu.tenant l u.glisi asked if he recalled 
these people coming in at all and he said, "No." Lieutenant Rodriguez then said he 
wanted to clarify, stating he was not there. Lieutenant Rodriguez said he very well 
could have been at the police station during the interviews but he could not say who the 
people were. 

Lieutenant Puglisi showed Lieutenant Rodriguez a photo Mn David Romero and asked 
him if he recognized the subject_ Lieutenant Rodriguez said, "Nlo.': Lieutenant 
Rodriiguez said he did not know where Mr. David Romero was interviewed, -, 1%ho 

conducted any such interview. no r 	̀e he (Pomeroj may have waited !,:: -or to err 
interview. 

LieuLenant s `: ojisi told Lieutenant Rod ri 	Mi.  
,iLthlle € e 	stth €c l.: a chairin he .?allLivav i  near I.re 3 r, reili !LJ 	 €e,  
approached, end punched in the face. Lieui:enent PugUsi asked Lie.utenr „ I4 .r;  

2 	'. 	.:r. 
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he punched Mr. David Romero in the face an d he said, "No." Lieutenant Rodriguez 
said he was also not aware of anyone else doing so. Mr. David Romero also indicated 
that he was hit in the head with a metal object, possibly a gun. Lieutenant Puglisi asked 
Lieutenant Rodriguez if he hit Mr. David Romero in the head with a metal object, or a 
gun and he said, "No." Lieutenant Rodriguez said he was also not aware of anyone 
else doing so. Lieutenant Puglisi asked Lieutenant Rodriguez if he had any contact 
with Mr. David Romero in the hallway of the detective bureau. Lieutenant Rodriguez 
said he did not recollect having any contact with Mr. David Romero. 

Lieutenant Rodriguez said he did monitor interviews during this investigation and 
estimated there were three. He said the interviews were extensive and he (Rodriguez) 
was In and out." Lieutenant Rodriguez said he was not in the room at all times. 
Lieutenant Rodriguez said he did not know if the interviews were recorded, but the 
monitor was on. Lieutenant Puglisi asked Lieutenant Rodriguez if he knew who the 
subjects being interviewed were now. Lieutenant Rodriguez said he did rot. 
Lieutenant Rodriguez said he did not recall ordering anyone to be released. 

Lieutenant Puglisi asked Lieutenant Rodriguez if he was aware of a rumor circulating 
within the Department regarding possible misconduct in a use of force applied to the 
boyfriend or husband of a Porto's employee implicated in the robbery. Lieutenant 
Rodriguez said, "No." 

I asked Lieutenant Rodriguez if he Look part in any interview, whether in whole or in 
part. Lieutenant Rodriguez said he could not recall specifically sitting down with the 
subjects. However, he said he could have sat down with some subjects for a brief 
amount of time, but did not specifically recall doing so. Lieutenant Rodriguez said he 
did recall monitoring interviews and telling at least one person that they were getting "oit 
task," and to get back "on task." I asked Lieutenant Rodriguez if the interviews that took 
in the police station all took place in the detective bureau interview room. He said there 
may have been other locations as there could have been 15 different people brought in 
for interviews, but he did not have an independent recollection of this. I asked if there 
was a location that people waited, prior to being interviewed in the detective bureau 
interview rooms. Lieutenant Rodriguez said he did not remember seeing anyone. He 
assumed subjects possibly waited in the lobby if the people were not suspects, or if 
they were suspects and being detained somewhere, possibly another office or the 
"Code 7" morn. I asked Lieutenant Rodriguez about he hallway outside the detective 
bureau interview rooms. Lieutenant Rodriguez said he would € 1 speculating because 
he did not have a specific recollection of than_. 

The interview concluded about 1105 hours. 
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De ecwive AsigeIc Dehi i (Recorded) 

On May 21, 2008 ;  at about 1410 hours, Lieutenant U. Puglisi and I (Sergeant Gerrr 
Misquez) interviewed Detective Angelo Dahlia in the Professional Standards Bureauu 
Office. Detective Dahlia was advised of the nature of the administrative interview. 
Detective Dahlia was advised of his employee rights vjli€h respect to administrative 
interviews, specifically the right to representation and right to record  the interview, 
Detective Dahlia was represented by Mir. Andrew Dawson, of La.tckie, 1D ar imeier 8: 
McGill, Mr. Dawson recorded the interview on Detective   Da"ia 1 

  behalf. .  ._ . tC-ctv. 
Dahlia was advised that at the conclusi n of the interview he was not to discuss the 

• 	investigation with anyone other ,:hen his representative, his attorney, Li eutenant ;i 
;`: 

or me. Detective Dahlia was then ordered to discuss. this is E after. i noted. for the "af,ord 
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that Detective Dahlia had been previously interviewed twice in this matter as a witness, 
but due to the circumstanc's the current interview was being handled as a focus 
interview. Detective Dahlia Acknowledged that he received recordings of his witness 
interviews and that he had a chance to review the recordings ;  prior to this current ;  focus 
interview.  

I told Detective Dahlia we were continuing to investigate the circumstances of the 
Porto's robbery investigation and directed his attention to a-subject brought to the police 
station for an inter-view. That subject is Jose Francisco Arias Herrera. I showed 
Detective Dahlia a photo of IMr. Herrera and he recognized the subject. 

€ told Detective Dahlia that according to Detective Allen's supplemental report (009) 
several officers went to I I8 ~0 Blythe Street on Saturday December 29, 2007. Those 
officers included: Lieutenant Murphy, Sergeant Penaranda :  Detective Allen, and himself 
(Dahlia). Several subjects Were contacted at the residence including Mr. Jose Herrera, 
Detective Dahlia said this was correct and acknowledged that Mr. Jose Herrera was 
brought to the police station for an interview. 

Detective Dahlia said the interview of (Ur. Josye He reii fook'place ~i.i an in,ter_v4ew room 
across from the audio/vided room. I=referred etective Dahlia- ,to his su_pplemental''  
report (054) which documents that he:saf in on the interview of Mr. Jose'Hefrera withi. 
Officer Lisceno, who provided translation. Detective Oat hlia said this was cdrrecf an'd 
indicated that Detective Allen also rna ' --have Initially participated in the interview as well" 
Detective Dahlia said that a0 far as'he,knew, this was he .only interview of ML Jose. 
Herrera conducted at the police statian.: . 

I referred Detective Dahlia to his pr ,tatem,ant that the intelvieW of M•r. Jose Herre~ ~-  
was recorded. I told him we found- ino..Jndicatiion that it was I asked =Detect!--vve D fiia if 
he did believe that the interview Jas-recaided an he said ie did. Defective Dahlia 
believed that all the intervie4nts were recorded but cool noVactually confirm that the 
interview of Mr. Jose Herre 1r  was ;  in fact, recorded. 1 asked Detective Dahlia if 
someone gave a specific instruction that all interviews were to be recorded. Detective 
Dahlia said it was standard practice. 

I told Detective Dahlia that according+ to Mr. Jose Herrera, there were three officers 
present during the bulk of his interview. Mr. Jose Herrera identified Sergeant 
Penaranda, Officer Liscanos and a third officer. 1 asked Detective Dahlia if Sergeant 
Penaranda took part in Mr. !lose Herrera's interview. Detective Dahlia said he did not, 
stating that Sergeant Penar .nda interviewed Eydi Munoz. Detective Dahlia did not 
believe ,Sergeant €Penarsndb took part in the iritervie ~f;f even briefly. Dei:ecti e Dahlia 
later said he (Dahlia) was solely responsible for Mr. Jose Herrera's interview and this 
instruction Came from Sergeant Periaranda. Detective Dahlia did say he stepped out of 
'he ir'reri;i r '. -Coins 'i.o get: Mr Jose Herrera a boitle of 'ci'ae:" but did rof. re csil 	gee it 
PCi :c rci ,Cie ever being there-. 
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Detective Dahlia believed that he earlier stated that Officer Zepeda might have been in 
the interview for a period hzcause of the fact that he (Zepeda) was El Salvadorian and 
could monitor the dialect. Detective Dahlia indicated that Mr- Jose Herrera was El 
Salvadorian. I told Detective Dahlia that Mr. Jose Herrera had indicated that there was 
a fourth officer going in and out of the interview. Detective Dahlia did not recall there 
being such an officer. He did not believe there were interruptions during the interview 
and the door was closed_ Detective Dahlia said Mr_ Jose Herrera may have been 
handcuffed initially during tide interview but did not specifically recall. Detective Dahlia 
said the officer were in plain clothes, except for Officer Zepeda, who was wearing a 
polo shirt. 

Detective Dahlia said Offrcr Liscano conducted the bulk of the interview and was 
closest to Mr. Jose Herrera I asked Detective Dahlia if there was any physical contact 
with Mr. Jose Herrera and He said, "Absolutely not." I noted that Detective Dahlia had 
said that Sergeant Penaran_da was not present, but I asked him (Dahlia) if he ever saw 
Sergeant Penaranda slap Mr. Jose Herrera in the face and he said no. Detective 
Dahlia said he was not aware of anyone slapping Mr. Jose Herrera in the face. 
Detective Dahlia described the interview as cordial and no one put a hand on a 
weapon. 	 . 	f. 	 - . 	... _ ..... 

Detective Dahlia said he had no ideo who might have 'mo n itored .;the interview. :  He said 
that after the interview, Mr. Jose Herrera Was' eventually! ,  booked: 

The interview concluded at but i44,0 hours. 

Officer Ryan Benavidez (Recorded)' 

On May 22, 2008, at about ;1745 hours, I (Sergeant Gerry ilhisg ~rez) 'intenievec-1' -  f f icer 
Ryan Benavidez in the ProfessionalsStandard•s B;u -reaui office. Officer Benavidez was 
advised of the nature of the a.drriihistrative ihtenliei+v: Officer Benavidez was advised of 
his employee rights with respect to administrative interviews, specifically the right to 
representation and right to record the interview. Officer Benavidez was represented by 
Officer Derek Green. Officer Benavidez chose to not record the interview. Officer 
Benavidez was advised that at the conclusion of the interview he was not to discuss the 
investigation with anyone other than his representative, his attorney, or me. Since the 
allegation(s) could be considered criminal in nature, Officer Benavidez was read his 
Miranda rights. Officer Benavidez said he understood these rights and declined to 
speak to rne. Officer Bena'4ridez was then ordered to discuss this matter. 

I told Officer Benavidez rheiinter view was regarding the Porto's Bakery robbery 
investigation 24. Officer Benavidez said he was dispatched to the original call on Friday 
December 28, 2007. I shoved Officer Benavidez a Patrol Shift Report and time sheet 
for this date ;  showing t{tat lie worked vrlith Officer John Embleton as "1A24" from 1 740 

5u David Romero said Officer .Ben ''  vide or one other officer was the !Def'son who assaulted him in the 
hallway of the police station. ❑ avid Romero pointed out Officer Benavidez when he r eviewee the 
Department photo album. 
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hours to 0600 hours. I alsoII:showed Officer Benavidez an overtime slip in his name for 
Saturday morning, December 29, 2007, from 0600 to 0630 hours. Officer Benavidez 
said the documents were accurate. 

Officer Benavidez said he responded to the original call and Officer John Embleton 
wrote the original report. I showed Officer Benavidez a supplemental report (005 
teletype) and he said he wrote this report. Officer Benavidez said that after he got off 
work at 0630 hours  Saturday morning, he next reported for work at 1740 hours 
Saturday night. I showed 0,fficer Benavidez a Patrol Shift Report and time sheet for 
Saturday night, December 29, 2007, showing him working with Officer John Embleton 
as "1A34," from 1740 hours' to 0600 hours. Officer Benavidez-said the documents were 
accurate. He did not believ;;e he worked any other overtime during this period. I also 
showed Officer Benavidez i patrol log in his and Officer John Embleton's names for 
Saturday night, December 29, 2007. Officer Benavidez said the log was filled out by 
Officer John Embleton. 

I asked Officer Benavidez Uvhat involvement, if any, he had regarding the Porto's 
robbery investigation after he reported for work Saturday night, December 29, 2007. 
Officer Benavidez said he Had no involvement during this time. Officer Benavidez said 
he did not assist in any search warrants, conduct any interviews, or assist detectives in 
the police station. I showed Officer Benavidez a picture of Mr. David Romero- Officer 
Benavidez said he never saw the person 'before.:"'  

Officer Benavidez denied having any Ohysical .contact :with '.the subject in the phooto. He. 
was also not aware of anyone else having any physical cdntact Witr:ihe su:bje ~t.: 

The interview concluded atbbout 1855'1"rou- ,rs.• 

Sergeant Caries Goy ez (Recorded)  . . 

On June 5, 2008, at about 1448 hours, _Lieutenant J:J, Puglisi: and ;  .i .(S-e ~g(gnt Gerry 
Misquez) interviewed Sergeant Carlos Gom,pz in. the Professional Standards Bureau 
Office. Sergeant Gomez was advised of the n6hlre "d'f the' ad`r rinistrative interview. 
Sergeant Gomez was advised of his employee rights with respect to administrative 
interviews, specifically the right to representation and right to record the interview. 
Sergeant Gomez elected not have a representative present during the interview. 
Sergeant Gomez chose to not record the interview. Sergeant Gomez was advised that 
at the conclusion of the interview he was not to discuss the investigation with anyone 
other than his representative, his attorney, Lieutenant Puglisi ;  or me. Sergeant Gomez 
was then ordered to discus this matter by Lieutenant Puglisl. Lieutenant Puglisi noted 
that the interview was originally scheduled for June 12, 2008, at 0900 hours. Sergeant 
Gomez acknowledged that he wished to waive the time period and conduct the 
interview now. 
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told Sergeant Gomez we were investigating the circumstances of the Porta's robber y 
investigation 25 . l asked Sergeant Gomez if he had any involvement in the investigation 
on Saturday night, December 29, 2007. Sergeant Gomez said he did not. He said he 
did not participate in any interview regarding the Porto's robbery investigation on tha t- 
Saturday night. I showed Sergeant Gomez a photo of Mr. Jose Francisco Arias Herrero: 
and asked him if he had any contact with this subject as a part of the criminal 
investigation. Sergeant Gomez said he did not. 

I asked Sergeant Gor nez if he ever save Sergeant Penaranda slap Mr- Jose Herrera in 
the face. Sergeant Gomez said he did not and was not aware of anyone else doing so. 
Sergeant Gomez said he wa°s not working on Saturday night, December 29, 2007. 

The interview concluded at about 1454.ho rs• 

Additional in'vestigatio r 

Camera Examination 

In his initial interview, Mr. David Ro. e~ro,,said h.e had a `black eye and-.took a .pi:ct ,ire of . 
himself, but that he later eased the hotb ; ':Mr: David Rom'erfl s -aidThC'took'dne pl bb' 
and it was with a Canon digital ca fer.. - Altholugh -Mrs: D ud Romero said he had 
erased the image, we asked him if we could retriev" e th ,  camera and he said we could. 

On May T. 2008, after Mr. David Romero's initial interview and viewing of the 
Department photo album, we accompanied him to his residence at 12901 Chippewa. 
Street in Sylmar to retrieve the camera. Mr. David Romero entered his residence, then 
came back outside with a HP Photosmart 935 digital camera, serial # CN3810413F. 
The camera contained a 32;MB, HP SD memory card, serial t# AA.O307ME. Mr. David 
Romero said this camera and card were the items he used to photograph himself. Mr. 
David Romero said we coi!ild take custody of the items, but he wanted the items 
returned when we completed our check of them. 

On May 2, 2008, Lieutenant Puglisi completed a forensic examination of the camera 
and digital media.. Two photos were recovered of i\Ar_ David Romero with an apparent 
injury over the left eye (Seel attached photos). There appears to he slight bruising on 
Mr_ David Romero's left eyelid. Mr. David Romero's left eye is closed in the photo. A 
reasonable approximation of the date and time of the photo could not be made_ The 
examination occurred on May 2, 2008, at 0944 hours. The time stamp on the camera. 
however, was January 1. 20@3, at 0001 hours. 

2s Jose Arias Herrer2, u`.}irr ed out SSergeait Gomez as being iiresent during his irrte.nrisw when Sergeant 
Penaranda allegedly slapped him €n the face.. Sergeant Gomez was sitting directly in  front. of Jose Arias 
Herrera when he made the identification from the Department photo album. 
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Based on this information, I attempted to locate any photos taken during the course of 
the Porto's robbery investigation that included' images of Mr_ David Romero, prior to 
when the alleged assault took place. I located a photo CD included in the Porto's 
robbery case file which includes images of the subjects contacted at 11820 Blythe St. 
on Saturday December 29, 2007, prior to their transportation to the police station for 
interviews, including Mr. David Romero (Detective Allen supplemental -009- documents 
that these photos were taken). 

I reviewed the photo of Mr. David Romero taken by Detective Allen. Mr. David Romero 
appears to be standing against a wall, wearing a white Tshirt, a blue polo shirt, and a 
black jacket. Mr. David Romero eyes are open. 1 noticed that in this photo, Mr. David 
Romero is wearing a polo shirt that is the same style as the polo shirt visible in the 
photo taken by him (Romero). However, the polo shirt in the photo taken by Mr. David 
Romero is gray. I was unable to determine at that time if it was the same shirt in both 
photos, but with the two cameras' set at different color settings. 

In examining Detective Allen's photo of Mr. David Romero at 11820 Blythe Street, 1 was 
unable to determine whether or not Mr. David Romero had a similar injury prior to the 
alleged assault at the police station. This is due to the fact that in thishoto, Mr. David 
Romero's eyelids are open and t-f r ;Ttea of possible? njunjr is riot' 7is.ibl`6t Also, even if 
Mr. David Romero's eyelids hid been closed in Detective Allen's- photo and fo injury 
was visible ;  a determination could not be reasonably made that no injury had been 
sustained prior to this photo, which had hot yet manifested itself into visible bruising. 
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r 	f_.0   FACTUAL SUPPORT 

AHegat:ic; s #1  through -- Lieu"tenant O,rnar RodrCg.uez 

BPD MOU. Article ,J, Section C. f.w.  -- Violation of administrative rules and regulations- 

BPD Duty Manual Pair:: 2, S ec't€cn 9.28  --- Violations of Law. 

Penal Code  Section i4 — Assault under color of authority 

Conclusion — Not Sustained 

Factual Support for allegations #1-3 

This administrative investigation began when an allegation of misconduct came to light 
in the form of a rumor_ The rumor was traced back through several officers; however, 
the source of the rumor was not found. 

During the course of the investigation into the source and veracity of the rumor, Mr. 
David Romero alleged misconduct sim filar o that alleged in the rumor — that he was 
assaulted by an officer ;  in the hallway of'the B.urbar k P:olice. Department; p=rior to his 
interview regarding the Porto's Bakeryrobbery: Mr. ' David Romero alleged that 
Lieutenant Rodriguez, or one other officer, committed the misconduct. Consequently ;  
the investigation focused on whether or not other corroborative infoma 1tion xtsted to 
substantiate Mr. David Romero's alle`g t-ion:. 

Mr. David Romero alleged he was assa`ultecl in.-the hallway -  of the_deteetive bureau, but 
appeared confused about when the alleged-assault occurred. For example, Mr. Davi !-
Romero first described waiting in a =r'gon for three to four hours, then being moved to a 
hallway where he was struck before-being transferred to a second •roo-r-r€:. :  He- -later 
described first waiting in a hallway for three to four I ai rs;: where he was hit before being 
taken to the first room for 45 minutes. Also, during his first acirninistrative interview, Mr. 
David Romero said he saw the officer that allegedly assaulted him pull out his gun and 
hit him in the head with it, However, he later said in his follow-up interview at his 
workplace. that he had closed his eyes and did not actually see if the metal object with 
which he was hit was a gun. He assumed he was hit with a gun because he was hit 
'Ninth a metal object. 

Although there are inconsistencies with Mr. David Romero's account, his fundamental 
allegation remained the same — that he was punched and then hit , rwwith what he believed 
to be a gun ;  in the detective bureau hallway, at the Burbank Folios Station. During his 
initial review of the Department photo album, Nor. David Romero made rio identification. 
When he reviewed the photo album a second i-i€ -r;e looking for officers that may have 
been in the hallway, Mr. Davin, Romero pointed OLII iwo officers. one of which n"!ay have 
been the person who allegedly assaulted him. During this review, i_ Mr. David. Romeo 
Pointed out Lieutenant Rodriguez photo, appeared to locus on his picture intently, aril 
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became visibly upset (eyes welled with tears)_ When he pointed out the other officer 
who had possibly struck him, he said this officer's build was similar. Mr. David Romero 
concluded by saying that, of the two officers, he could not say which officer looked more 
like the officer who allegedly assaulted him. It is clear that the other officer pointed out 
by Mr. David Romero (not Lieutenant Rodriguez) was clearly not involved in any aspect 
of the Porto's robbery investigation on that Saturday evening. 

Two photos of Mr. David Romero with an apparent injury over his left' eye were found on 
the camera he provided (Mr. David Romero said he had deleted the photos). However, 
the date and time the photo was taken was not determined. The camera's batteries 
were dead and new batteries had to be inserted into the camera. When powered on, 
the camera's date/time stamp had apparently reset to its default (January 1, 2003). The 
photo of Mr. David Romero taken by Detective Allen prior to his transport to the police 
station was inconclusive as to any preexisting injury, or lack thereof. 

Mr. David Romero alleged that the witness present during his assault in the hallway was 
the Spanish-speaking passenger in the patrol car that had transported him to the police 
station, but he also indicated the officers kept switching. After reviewing the case 
documents and statements, it appears clear that Officers Nick Nichols and Tomas 
Perez transported Mr. David Romero to the police station. In addition, both officers 
reported watching subjects in the hallway at the police station. Neither officer reported 
observing any assault. It appears likely that.Officers Neil Gunn and Jason Embleton 
transported Mr. David Romero back to his residence on Blythe Street. There is no 
indication from these officers that Mr. David Romero mentioned any assault. In 
addition, Mr. David Romero said he told no one about the alleged assault_ 

During the course of the administrative investigation, no witness reportedobse.rvi g any 
r.:t;...,, 	fr 	

i..  

assault occurring at the Burbank :PdElice Station, :inciuding ,:the detective bureaul. hallway. 
Mr. David Romero's interview ai'the =police stations  was not recorded and the detective 
bureau hallway is not recorded. `°Lieutenant Rodriguuez - denied the a .11egjation(s) against 
him. 

Con clursren 

It is apparent that a rumor regarding an assault on a subject interviewed during the 
Porto's robbery investigation was initiated by an 'i'nternal, but un,kno ~.nrn :  sourcee. ' Mr. 
David Romero's account of his contact .  with members .orb the Department during that 
investigation appears to parallel the alt cations of this_.illt rnaI rumor. However, there 
are no "~witnesses either internally or outside the Department who corroborate the 
allegations and Mr. David Romero's account varied_ Based ' on the totality of  the 
circumstances, there are not suff i cient facts to sustain or disprove the allegation(s) 
against Lieutenant Rodriguez. Therefore these allegation(s) are, Not Sustained_ 
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Detective Angelo Dahlia 

First Interview 

On June 19, 2009 at approximately 1000 hrs., Capt. Craig Varner and I interviewed 
Detective Angelo Dahlia. This interview was conducted in the conference room on the 
third floor of the City's administrative services building. Detective Dahlia was advised 
of the nature of the administrative interview. Detective Dahlia was advised of his 
employee rights with respect to administrative interviews, specifically the right to 
representation and right to record the interview. Detective Dahlia was represented by 
Andrew M. Dawson, his attorney. Detective Dahlia did choose to record the interview. 
Detective Dahlia was advised that at the conclusion of the interview he was not to discuss 
the investigation with anyone other than his attorney, Capt. Varner, or me. Since the 
allegation could be considered criminal in nature, Detective Dahlia was read his Miranda 
rights. Detective Dahlia stated he understood these rights and declined to talk with me. 
Detective Dahlia was then ordered to discuss this matter. Both the Miranda warning and 
the administrative admonishment ordering him to speak to me were administered by Capt. 
Varner. 

Prior to the interview beginning, attorney Dawson asked to make a statement for the 
record. Dawson noted and objected to the 'fact that Detective Dahlia was declined 
representation in his first three interviews during the initial investigation IA 4-26-08-1. I 
indicated to attorney Dawson that his objections were noted for the record and would be 
included in this report. 

I began the interview by asking Detective Dahlia to recount the events of the initial 
robbery investigation. Detective Dahlia stated he received a call to report to the station 
on the morning of December 29, 2007 from Sgt. Penaranda. Detective Dahlia was told to 
report to Detective Allen who was the lead detective for this investigation. Detective 
Dahlia related that he initially went to the Porto's robbery location and then to a location 
on Blythe Street. After conducting the initial investigation on Blythe Street, detective 
Dahlia and others went to a location known as the Botanica. At sometime during the 
initial investigative process a request was also made to receive assistance of the SED unit. 
Members of the SED unit arrived at the Botanica, and shortly thereafter took into custody 
a suspect in the case. At that time, Detective Dahlia and Detective Allen were assigned 
to go back to the station and interview a suspect. It was also about this time, that Officer 
Liscano was called in to assist with Spanish translation. Officer Liscano assisted 
Detective Dahlia in interviewing a suspect. Detective Dahlia stated this interview began 
at approximately 2000 hrs. on the 29th. 

Detective Dahlia, then began to explain where particular people were located in the area 
of the Detective Bureau on this evening. I presented Dahlia with a schematic diagram 
showing the detective Bureau area including the interview rooms, the hallways, and 
adjacent offices. As we discussed the position of people during the subsequent hours, I 
asked Dahlia to mark those locations on the diagram (Vol. II, No. 1, Ex. 1). At the 

Vol. II, No.1, Detective A. Dahlia 
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1 SOLOMON E. GRESEN [SBN: 164783] 
	 (SPACE BELOW FOR FILING STAMP ONLY) 

INDIA S. THOMPSON [SBN: 143787] 
2 LAW OFFICES OF RHEUBAN & GRESEN 

15910 VENTURA BOULEVARD, SUITE 1610 
3 ENCINO, CALIFORNIA 91436 

TELEPHONE: (818) 815-2727 
4 FACSIMILE: (818) 815-2737 

5 Attorneys for Plaintiffs 

6 

7 

8 
	

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

9 
	

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, CENTRAL DISTRICT 

10 

11 OMAR RODRIGUEZ; CINDY GUILLEN- 	CASE NO.: BC 414 602 
GOMEZ; STEVE KARAGIOSIAN; 

12 ELFEGO RODRIGUEZ; AND JAMAL 
	

Complaint Filed: May 28, 2009 
CHILDS, 

13 
	

Assigned to: Hon. Joanne B. O'Donnell, Judge 
Plaintiffs, 

14 
	

DECLARATION OF INDIA S. THOMPSON 
rain 
	

IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR 
15 
	

SUMMARY JUDGMENT AGAINST OMAR 
BURBANK POLICE DEPARTMENT; CITY } RODRIGUEZ 

16 OF BURBANK; AND DOES 1 THROUGH 
100, INCLUSIVE. 

17 
Defendants. 	 DATE: 	May 16, 2011 

18 
	

TIME: 	8 :3 0 a.m. 
DEPT: 	37 

19 BURBANK POLICE DEPARTMENT; CITY OF) 
BURBANK, 	 ) 

20 
Cross-Complainants, 	) 

21 
-vs- 	 ) 

22 

23 
OMAR RODRIGUEZ, and Individual, 	) 

Cross- Defendant 
24 

25 

26 
	

1, INDIA S. THOMPSON, declare and say: 

27 
	

1. I am an attorney with the Law Offices of Rheuban & Gresen, attorneys of record for 

28 Plaintiff Omar Rodriguez. I am authorized to practice in all of the courts of the State of California. 

IF 	 Declaration of India S. Thompson in Opposition to 

00 079 	 Motion for Summary Judgment Against Omar Rodriguez 



1 I have personal knowledge of the facts asserted herein, and if called to testify -, I could and would 

2 testify competently thereto. 

3 
	

2. Attached hereto as EXHIBIT G are true and correct copies of the pertinent portions of 

4 the deposition of Omar Rodriguez, which was conducted on August 5, 2009, February 11, 2010, 

5 February 19, 2010, August 26, 2010, January 13, 2011, and January 14, 2011. 

6 
	

3. Attached hereto as EXHIBIT H are true and correct copies of the pertinent portions of 

7 the deposition of Steve Karagiosian, which was conducted on November 13, 2009. 

8 
	

4. Attached hereto as EXHIBIT I are true and correct copies of the pertinent portions of 

9 the deposition of Bruce Slor, which was conducted on November 11, 2009. 

10 
	

5. Attached hereto as EXHIBIT J are true and correct copies of the pertinent portions of 

11 the deposition of Dan Arnold, which was conducted on February 15, 2010. 

12 
	

6. Attached hereto as EXHIBIT K are true and correct copies of the pertinent portions of 

13 the deposition of Marsha Ramos, which was conducted on February 24, 2010. 

14 
	

7. Attached hereto as EXHIBIT L are true and correct copies of the pertinent portions of 

15 the Uncertified Rough Draft Transcript of the deposition of Jamie Puglisi, which was conducted on 

16 April 28, 2011. 

17 
	

8. Attached hereto as EXHIBIT M are true and correct copies of the pertinent portions of 

18 the Uncertified Rough Draft Transcript of the deposition of Travis Irving, which was conducted on 

19 April 28, 2011. 

20 
	

9. Attached hereto as EXHIBIT N are true and correct copies of the pertinent portions of 

21 the deposition of Angelo Ray Dahlia, which was conducted on December 22, 2009, and December 

22 23, 2009. 

23 
	

10. Attached hereto as EXHIBIT 0 are true and correct copies of the pertinent portions of 

24 the deposition of Jon Murphy, which was conducted on January 8, 2010. 

25 
	

11. Attached hereto as EXHIBIT P are true and correct copies of the pertinent portions of 

26 the deposition of Anthony Valento, which was conducted on February 22, 2010. 

27 /1- 

28 1/I 
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1 
	

12. Attached hereto as EXHIBIT Q are true and correct copies of the pertinent portions of 

2 the deposition of Mike Parrinello, which was conducted on June 7, 2010. 

J 

4 
	

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing 

5 is true and correct. 

6 
	

Executed this 1 5` day of May 2011 at Encino, California. 

7 

8 
INDIA S. THOMPSO 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 1 
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24 
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27 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

FOR THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 

OMAR RODRIGUEZ; CINDY  
GUILLEN-GOMEZ; STEVE  
KARAGIOSIAN; ELFEGO  
RODRIGUEZ; AND JAMAL CHILDS, 

Plaintiffs, 

vs. 	 No. BC414602 
VOLUME I 

BURBANK POLICE DEPARTMENT; 
CITY OF BURBANK; TIM STEHR; 
KERRY SCHILF; JAMIE "J.J." 
PUGLISI; DAN YADON; KELLY 
FRANK; PAT LYNCH; MIKE 
PARRINELLO; AARON KENDRICK; 
DARIN RYBURN; AND DOES 1 
THROUGH 100, INCLUSIVE, 

Defendants. 

DEPOSITION OF OMAR RODRIGUEZ, VOLUME I, 

taken on behalf of the Defendants, at 

150 North Third Street, Room 101, 

Burbank, California, commencing at 9:41 a.m., 

on Wednesday, August 5, 2009, before 

Susan C. Campana, CSR No. 9573, RPR, 

pursuant to Notice. 

Campana Court Reporters 
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1 MR. GRESEN: 	Take a look at them. 

2 -0401 through? 

3 Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: 	Where did you get the documents 

4 from, 	sir? 

:49:12 5 A. 	Those documents -- several of them, I produced 

6 them. 

7 Q. 	I 	-- 

8 A. 	Some of them, 	I didn't. 	They all came from the 

9 Burbank Police Department. 

:49:22 10 Q. 	Okay. 	But how did you get possession of them to 

11 produce them? 

12 A. 	They were in my possession. 

13 Q. 	Okay. 	Are you -- you're currently on 

14 administrative leave; correct? 

:49:30 15 A. 	Yes. 

16 Q. 	And you were placed on administrative leave on 

17 April 15, 	2009? 

18 A. 	Yes, 	ma'am. 

19 Q. 	And when you were placed on administrative 

:49:42 20 leave, what items were you permitted to take from the 

21 station? 

22 A. 	I'm assuming anything that was in my possession, 

23 in my briefcase. 

24 Q. 	Were these documents in your briefcase? 

:49:54 25 A. 	Yes, 	they were. 

Campana Court Reporters 
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1 your deposition to have your criminal lawyer here. 

	

2 	A. 	Thank you. 

	

3 	Q. 	Okay. Now, let's go back to the photo. 

	

4 	 What did the photo depict? 

	

53:51 5 	A. 	I can't remember how many lines there were 

6 numbered, but it was -- there were sentences, and they 

7 were numbered somewhere like between -- I can't remember 

8 exactly how many, but at least -- there was probably at 

9 least five. So it was 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

	

54:16 10 	 And each line had in quotes some sort of phrase, 

11 and then on top of that, I want to say, and I could be 

12 inaccurate here, something about, you know, "Top 10 

13 Armenian Sayings," or, "10 Top" -- "5 Top Armenian 

14 Sayings," or, "Armenian Sayings." Something to that 

:54:401 15 effect. I -- I could be wrong, but that's how I recall. 

16 	 And then in each line there was -- like I know 

17 somewhere in there it said, "My friend." 	"100 percent," 

18 you know, "my friend," and other sayings. 

19 	 And I reported it that day. The day that I was 

:55:001 20 made aware of it, I reported it. 

21 	Q. 	To whom? 

22 	A. 	Deputy Chief Bill Taylor. 

23 	Q. 	Do you have any idea who wrote it on the board? 

24 	A. 	No. 

:55:161 25 	Q. 	Do you remember any of the other Top 10 or 

Campana Court Reporters 
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C 

1 Top 5 expressions that were on there besides "My friend, 

2 100 percent"? 

3 A. 	I'd be guessing. 	I -- I cannot remember. 

4 Q. 	And what did Bill Taylor tell you when you 

:55:39 5 reported it to him? 

6 A. 	He came and saw it. 	He went and -- he told me 

7 that he went and got the forensic specialist to take 

8 pictures of it and that he reported it to Chief Stehr and 

9 1 guess Captain Varner. 	And he told me that they had 

56:10 10 elected not to do anything about it. 

11 Q. 	Who was the forensic specialist who took the 

12 pictures? 

13 A. 	I didn't witness that, ma'am. 	I don't know who 

14 did that if -- and if it even was done, 	I don't know. 	1 

:56:22 15 was just told that it was done. 

16 Q. 	Do you have any reason to disbelieve Mr. -- 

17 Captain Taylor when he said he got a forensic specialist 

18 to take pictures of it? 

19 A. 	No. 

:56:34 20 Q. 	Did you ask him, 	"Who did you get to do it?" 

21 A. 	No, 	ma'am. 

22 Q. 	Who are the forensic specialists here who would 

23 have taken the picture? 	The possible suspects -- 

24 MR. GRESEN: 	Foundation. 	Speculation. 

:56:48 25 Q. 	BY MS. 	SAVITT : 	 -- -- as they say in Casablanca. 

Campana Court Reporters 
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1 April, early May. 	It's an approximation. 

2 Q. So after you were put on administrative leave? 

3 A. Yes. 

4 Q. Before or after you decided to file a lawsuit 

:58:23 5 against the City of Burbank? 

6 A. Could you repeat the question? 

7 Q. Did you delete it from your cell phone before or 

8 after you decided to file a lawsuit against the City of 

9 Burbank? 

:58:45 10 A. After. 

11 Q. Do you have any belief or information as to who 

12 wrote this on the dry board or whatever you call it? 

13 MR. GRESEN: 	Speculation. 

14 You may answer to the extent that you have a 

:59:13 15 belief. 

16 THE WITNESS: 	Yes. 

17 Q. BY MS. SAVITT: 	Okay. 	And what is your belief? 

18 A. The detectives within the Investigation Division 

19 on the Persons side of the room. 

:59:30 20 Q. And why do you believe it was a detective in the 

21 Persons side? 

22 A. I'm sorry. 	If -- my voice is coming in and out. 

23 "Detectives," plural. 

24 Q. So you think more than one person wrote it? 

:59:39 25 A. Yes. 

Campana Court Reporters 
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1 	Q. 	Okay. And why do you think more than one person 

59:52 1 

2 1 wrote it? 

3 A. I think -- if I recall correctly, it appeared 

4 that the writing was different. 

5 Q. And why do you believe that detectives in the 

6 Persons side of the department wrote it? 

7 A. 

Q. 

Because 

Where exactly 

the grease board 

was the 

is over on their side. 

location of this grease 8 

9 I board? 

:00:12 	10 A. It's in the Investigation Division office area, 

11 but it's on the side where the offices for the Crimes 

12 Against Persons detectives work. 

13 Q. And how did you learn that this was even up 

14 there in the first place? 

:00:31. 	15 A. I was told by an officer. 

16 Q. And who was that? 

17 A. Officer Steve Karagiosian. 

18 Q. Did you tell Captain Taylor, or Deputy Chief 

19 Taylor at the time, that you thought it was detectives in 

:00:53 	20 the Persons bureau that wrote this on the board? 

21 	A. 	No. 

22 	Q. 	Okay. Now, I'm going to go through with you the 

23 document production that was attached to your deposition 

24 notice which I understand you have. 

:01:03 25 1 	A. 	Yes, ma'am. 
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1 THE VIDEOGRAPHER: 	-- 12:30 p.m. 

2 This is the end of Tape 1. 

3 (A lunch recess was taken.) 

4 THE VIDEOGRAPHER: 	And we are on the record at 

:51:23 5 1:51 p.m. 

6 This is the beginning of Tape 2. 

7 Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: 	Okay, 	Mr. Rodriguez, 	I'd like 

8 to go to April of 2009. 

9 Did you go to some sort of a conference or 

:51:35 10 training program in April of 2009? 

11 A. 	Yes. 

12 Q. 	Where was that? 

13 A. 	In Folsom, California. 

14 Q. 	And were you back in the office the week of 

:51:50 15 April 14th? 

16 A. 	The week of the 13th, yes. 

17 Q. 	The week of the 13th. 	Okay. 

18 Did you have occasion to ask Detective 

19 Parrinello to come into your office on April 14, 2009? 

.52:02 20 A. 	Yes. 

21 Q. 	Do you recall approximately what time of day 

22 that was? 

23 A. 	The 14th -- it was in the afternoon -- later in 

24 the afternoon. 

:52:16 25 Q. 	And what was the purpose of calling 
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I 

Detective Parrinello into your office in the late 

afternoon of the 14th? 

A. 	I wanted to have a conversation with him 

regarding several conversations that I had had with 

members of the police department, and I wanted to confirm 

that with him. 

Q. 	What, generally, did these conversations relate 

I to? 

A. 	That Mike Parrinello and Travis Irving had gone 

to the chief of police sometime a week to ten days prior 

and had told the chief -- basically giving him an 

ultimatum that if he didn't -- that if the chief didn't 

remove the deputy chief from his position, that the BPOA 

membership was going to do a vote of no confidence on the 

chief. 

Q. 	And how did you learn this information? 

A. 	From several different people who had called me 

and told me what was happening.  

Q. 	Okay. Who? 

A. 	The main source for that was Sergeant Jose 

(Duran. 

Q. And who were some of the other people that told 

you that? 

A. 	Part of it was told to me from Lieutenant Armen 

Dermenjian. Another part of it was told to me from 

1 

2 

3 

4 

:52:36 
	5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

52:561 10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

53:17I 15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

53:29I 20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

:42 1 25 
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C.. 	
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1 Sergeant Bob Quesada. Another part of it was told to me 

2 by Sergeant Edgar Penaranda. 

3 
	

Q. 	Was it your understanding that Detective 

4 Parrinello and Sergeant Irving had gone to the chief in 

54:08 5 their capacity as officers of the Burbank Police Officers 

6 Association? 

	

7 
	

MR. GRESEN: Speculation. Foundation. 

	

8 
	

You may -- -- you may answer. 

	

9 
	

THE WITNESS: I don't know. 

	

54:14 I 10 
	

Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: Well, was Detective Parrinello 

11 the president of the BPOA? 

	

12 
	

A. 	Still is. 

	

13 
	

Q. 	So is that "yes" to my question? 

	

14 
	

A. 	Yes. 

	

:54:23 15 
	

Q. 	In April of 2009, was he the president of the 

16 BPOA? 

	

17 
	

A. 	Yes, ma'am. 

	

18 
	

Q. And was Sergeant Irving the vice president of 

19 the BPOA? 

	

:54:32 I 20 
	

A. 	I don't know if he's the vice president. 

	

21 
	

Q. 	Did he have a position as an officer of the 

22 BPOA? 

	

23 
	

A. 	Yes. I believe he's the sergeant 

24 representative. 

	

54 :43 1 25 
	

Q. 	Okay. Thank you for the clarification. 
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So was it your understanding that Detective 

Parrinello and Sergeant Irving went to the chief in their 

capacity as representatives of the BPOA? 

MR. GRESEN: Vague. Speculation. Foundation. 

You may answer. 

THE WITNESS: Before my conversation with Mike or 

after? 

Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: Let's start with before. 

A. 	I don't know. 

Q. 	How about after? 

A. 	That's what he represented to me. 

Q. 	Okay. So you wanted to find out about what he 

said to -- well, why did you want to call Detective 

Parrinello into your office? 

A. 	To discuss that matter with him because my 

understanding of it was -- what I was told when I came 

back -- 

I had a meeting with Sergeant Duran, Lieutenant 

Murphy, and Sergeant Neil Gunn. And Jose Duran told 

me -- and I'm going to probably not quote him here. But 

in sum and substance, Sergeant Duran told me that Tim was 

looking to throw Bill Taylor under the bus and to blame 

him for all the wrongdoing that had happened and all of 

the mishaps that had happened in the department in the 

last 24 months. 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

56:25 
	5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

56:41 10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

57:09 1 20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

57:24 25 

And Jose told me, "If you go to Tim right now 

and you tell him that you're okay with this, you will be 

okay. But if you don't," and I quote, he said these 

words to me, "he is going to set you adrift and he's 

going to bury you if you don't agree to do that." 

And I said, "Bury me? Like hurt me?" 

And he said, "No, no." He says, "But he's going 

to bury you. And you better go along with it." 

And I said, "I'm not going along with anything." 

And I told him -- because I've known this man for 21 

years, and I like him. 

Q. 	"This man" being Sergeant Duran? 

A. 	Jose Duran, yes. 

And he's a good person, and he's a hard worker, 

and I admire him. But 1,000 percent, I was not going to 

do that. 

And I told him, "Have you lost your mind? Do 

you understand what is coming out of your mouth?" 

Q. 	This is what you said to Sergeant Duran? 

A. 	In front of Lieutenant Murphy and Sergeant 

and Sergeant Gunn. 

Q. 	Okay. Go on. I didn't mean to interrupt you. 

I just wanted to get the context. 

A. 	So he explains to me, you know, basically, and 

this is the story he tells me, that Tim told him to come 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

:57:47 	5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

:58:09 10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

:58:29 15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

58 :47 20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

59:05 25 

to me and tell me this. And that he had found out --

and, of course, he swore me to secrecy behind all this. 

He told me that Mike Parrinello had had a 

meeting with Stehr at his home and that they had a 

list -- that Parrinello had brought him a list of all 

this wrongdoing that I had done with Bill. And he 

explained to me that basically the plan was that if they 

were going to get rid of Bill and I wasn't going to go 

along with it, that they were going to take me out too. 

That's the long and the short of it. 

That Mike had gone -- he told me that Mike had 

gone and met with the chief, also with Travis, and that 

they had gone to him and said, "Hey, listen. If" --

"If" -- "We understand that your head," you know, "is 

basically on the chopping block with the city" -- not the 

city attorney's,. "the city council's office. And if you 

go, Bill's going to be the chief, and we cannot 

sustain" -- this is Jose saying what Mike and Travis had 

said. And I later confirmed this with Mike. 

That if -- that if he goes and Bill becomes 

chief, it would be bad for the BPOA because -- 

MR. MICHAELS: At this point the record should 

reflect that the witness pointed to the chief when he 

just said, "when he goes." 

THE WITNESS: Yes. When the chief goes, if Bill, in 
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fact, becomes chief, it would be bad for the members --

the board of directors -- not the membership, the board 

of directors. Meaning Parrinello, Puglisi, Brent 

Dyrness, and Travis Irving. That some of those people 

weren't going to be able to pull their shenanigans or run 

a deal with the chief and be beholding to him. 

Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: Okay. Just tell me what 

Sergeant Duran said to you. Don't extrapolate, please. 

A. 	That's why I started out by saying -- 

MR. GRESEN: That's okay. There's -- you've 

answered. 

We should probably ask another one. 

Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: Where did this meeting with 

Duran, Murphy, and Gunn take place? 

A. 	In North Hollywood in Sergeant Duran's 

girlfriend's house. 

Q. 	On April 14th? 

A. 	No. It occurred on the -- on the 10th, which is 

a Friday. That was the day that I came back from Folsom. 

MR. GRESEN: Answer the question. Just answer the 

question, only the question. 

Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: And what time of day was this 

meeting? 

A. 	It was in the evening sometime. 

Q. 	Okay. Did Sergeant Duran tell you how he knew 
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1 this information? 

	

2 
	

A. 	Yes. 

	

3 
	

Q. 	What did he tell you? 

	

4 
	

A. 	Got it from Tim. 

	

00:30 5 
	

Q. 	Now -- so why did you call, then, Detective 

6 Parrinello? 

	

7 
	

A. 	To confirm all of this information. 

	

8 
	

Q. 	And what did you say to Detective Parrinello? 

	

9 
	

A. 	I -- I told him -- initially when he came in, I 

00:44' 10 told him something to the effect of, "Mike, what is going 

11 on?" 

	

12 
	

And he started talking initially about something 

13 completely different. He started telling me that, you 

14 know -- he started explaining that when people come to 

	

:00:581 15 
	

him 

	

16 
	

Well, do you want to hear this? 

	

17 
	

MR. GRESEN: Well, just answer the question. 

	

18 
	

Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: I asked the question. I 

19 obviously want to hear the answer to it. 

	

01:101 20 
	

A. 	I'm sorry. I just want to make sure I'm clear. 

	

21 
	

He came in, and he thought I was talking about 

22 something totally different. He -- he said, "You know, 

23 Omar, when some people come to me with things, at times I 

24 have to report them." 

	

01:261 25 
	

And he used an example of when somebody had sent 
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him an anonymous letter regarding race-based problems 

that members in the association were having, and it was 

an anonymous letter, and he -- he went and distributed 

it. He used that as an example. 

He said, "Remember when I got the letter?" He 

goes, "That came to me. I didn't have to report it. But 

I thought I was" -- "It was my responsibility to do it. 

So I did." 

And I told him -- I go -- I think, "What are you 

talking about because we're talking about two separate 

things. I don't know what you're talking about." 

Q. 	But all you had said to him was, "What's going 

on?" 

A. 	Yes. 

Q. 	You didn't ask him, "What's  going on with," 

what? 

A. 	No. 

Q. 	Okay. So, then, what happened next? 

A. 	I wanted to tell him how I felt about him 

because obviously we're going in a direction that -- 

Q. Okay. Mr. Rodriguez, I don't want to know what 

you wanted to do. I want to know what you said and what 

you did, what happened. 

A. 	Okay. 

Q. 	So what happened next? 
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A. 	I spoke to Mr. Parrinello. 

Q. 	Well, what did you say? 

A. 	I told him that I cared about him, that I was -- 

I championed him. I think that -- that I've always 

thought that he was a fine worker, and that I always 

thought we could get along. But that I had heard that, 

you know, they had basically -- that it had been told to 

me that I was basically going to be set adrift if I 

didn't go along with this plan to do in Deputy Chief 

Taylor. 

Q. 	And what did Detective Parrinello say? 

A. He told me that he had a conversation -- that he 

did have a conversation with the chief and that --- at no 

time did he ever say -- did I come up. I was not a part 

of that conversation. And he denied it and said that he 

was willing to go in and talk to the chief in front of me 

to see if, in fact, it was said. 

And he said that he did have the conversation 

regarding telling the chief that there was going to be a 

vote of no confidence. 

And I told him -- I said, "Was that something 

that was brought up to the association membership? 

That's a huge move on the part of the board of 

directors." 
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He said that it had been brought to his 
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attention by a few people, and he thought that he should 

make that known to the chief. 

And I told him that it sounded like they were 

trying to strong-arm him, that they were trying to 

strong-arm the chief to do something and using that over 

his head. 

And he did say to me that he thought maybe it 

could have been handled a different way. That they were 

going to have a membership meeting and that they were 

going to raise the point about a vote of no confidence. 

And I talked to him about that, that that's --

that's a membership vote. That isn't, you know, a 

handful of guys getting together in a room and saying, 

"Hey, let's take out of chief." That that is 

something -- and he agreed to that, and he said, "Yeah," 

you know, "I see your point." 

We talked a little bit more in regards to this 

whole situation with throwing Bill Taylor under the bus 

and accusations that, you know, if I didn't -- if I 

didn't go along with it that I would also be done away 

with. And, you know, he denied all that. He said that 

it never had anything to do with me. 

I can't remember all exactly what else was said 

during the first conversation during that -- on that 

particular evening. 
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Q. 	Was there more than one conversation on that 

particular evening? 

A. 	Not on that evening. 

Q. 	Were you satisfied that you were not going to be 

set adrift after your conversation with Mr. Parrinello? 

A. 	No. 

Q. 	Did you understand after you talked to him that 

he had gone on behalf of the BPOA to the chief? 

MR. GRESEN: Speculation. 

You may answer. 

THE WITNESS: No. 

Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: I thought you testified a few 

minutes ago that after the meeting with him, you did 

understand he had gone in his capacity as BPOA president? 

A. 	Oh, then I -- I must have misunderstood what you 

just said right now. 

Q. 	So after you had the meeting with him on 

April 14, 2009, did you understand that Parrinello had 

gone to the chief in his capacity as president of the 

BPOA? 

MR. GRESEN: Foundation. Speculation. 

You may answer. 

THE WITNESS: I think at that time I may have thought 

that, yes. 

Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: And did you have an 
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understanding that he went to the chief on behalf of the 

BPOA? 

MR. GRESEN: Foundation. Speculation. 

You may answer. 

THE WITNESS: No. 

Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: Now, have you told me everything 

you recall about that meeting? 

A. 	The only thing, he had to go. He couldn't 

continue the conversation. He had an appointment or 

something. I can't recall what it was. But that ---- it 

got interrupted, and he had to leave. 

Q. 	Okay. And how long did the meeting last? About 

an hour? An hour and 15 minutes? 

A. 	I don't believe it was that long. 

Q. 	Okay. Have you told me everything you recall 

about that meeting? 

A. 	I'm sure I'll have other things come to me. But 

right now, that's all I can remember. 

Q. 	Did Mr. Parrinello tell you he had not gone to 

the chief's house with Sergeant Irving? 

A. 	Yes. 

Q. And did you tell him that no one gave him the 

authority to go to the chief? 

A. 	I may have -- I don't know if I said that that 

night or the following day. 
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Q. 	Did you accuse Mr. Parrinello of corruption for 

having gone to the chief? 

A. 	No. 

Q. 	Did you tell him he was conspiring against Bill 

Taylor? 

A. 	Yes. 

Q. And did you tell him that he was acting 

comparable to Sheriff Corona and it was corruption in the 

same form? 

A. 	That who was acting in that manner? 

Q. 	Mr. Parrinello. 

A. 	No. 

Q. Anybody? 

A. 	Yes. 

Q. 	Who? 

A. 	Tim. 

Q. 	How was Chief Stehr acting comparable to 

Sheriff Corona in corruption? 

A. 	From what I was being told was that Tim 

basically had his -- the chief -- the seat of the chief 

of police up for sale. 

Q. 	Who told you that Chief Stehr had the police 

chief position up for sale? 

A. 	To my -- to my determination, Tim told me. 

Q. 	What did Tim tell you that he had the police 
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09:231 

09:461 

I chief position up for sale? 

2 	A. 	In January of 2007, Tim Stehr came to me in my 

3 office while I was working in COPS. This was prior to 

4 him becoming the chief. And he told me that he had a 

5 problem. And I said, "What's that?" 

6 	 He explained to me that Tom Hoefl, the chief 

7 during that time, had told him that the -- in sum and 

8 substance, because it's not an exact quote, but that the 

9 office of the chief of police was a three-legged stool. 

10 And he explained that it was the city council, the city 

11 manager, and the BPOA. 

	

12 	 And he told me, Tim Stehr, that the city council 

13 didn't want him as chief. That Mary Alvord, the city 

14 manager, was squishy on it, and that his only hope was 

:10:06 15 the BPOA. And that he was going to go to the association 

16 and see if he could get their support to go to the 

17 council and change their opinion about him. 

	

18 	Q. 	How is that selling for money a police chief 

19 position? 

20:21 20 1 	MR. GRESEN:, Misstates his testimony. 

	

21 	 You may answer. 

	

22 	THE WITNESS: I didn't state that it was for money. 

	

23 	Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: Well, then what did you mean by 

24 "for sale"? 

	

:10:30 25 	A. 	Well, I meant that it's a tit for tat. 
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1 	MR. GRESEN: I'm sorry for the confusion. 

2 	 Would you please read back the last question so 

3 my client can answer it. 

4 	 (Record read.) 

:32:04 	5 	THE WITNESS: No. 

6 	Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: Okay. I'd like to go back to 

7 the period of time when you came back from Folsom and 

8 when you first met with Mike Parrinello on April 14th. 

9 	 Did you have more than one conversation with 

:32:26 10 Sergeant Duran about what Parrinello and Irving had done 

11 with the chief? 

	

12 	A. 	I don't believe so. 

	

13 	Q. 	Did Sergeant Duran tell you that Chief Stehr had 

14 said he was going to reinvestigate the internal 

:32:48 15 complaints regarding the Porto's investigation because 

16 someone had complained that the only reason the IA never 

17 went anyplace was because a witness -- a witnessing 

18 officer's life and his family's life were threatened? 

19 	A. 	He did tell me that. 

	

:33:06 20 	Q. 	And between the time you had this conversation 

21 with Sergeant Duran and the time you met with Detective 

22 Parrinello on the 14th, did you talk to any City 

23 officials about Chief Stehr or Deputy Chief Taylor? 

	

24 	A. 	Yes. 

	

:33:24  25 	Q. 	Who did you talk to? 
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A. Mayor Golonski and Marsha Ramos -- City Council 

Member Marsha Ramos. 

Q. And how did your meeting or your conversation 

with Mayor -- Mayor Golonski come about? 

A. I telephoned him. 

Q. Do you remember when that was? 

A. Saturday the -- the 11th of April, 	2009. 

Q. And what was the purpose of your contacting the 

mayor of the City of Burbank? 

A. To inform him of what I had heard and to see 

if he would put a stop to the removal of Deputy Chief 

Taylor. 

Q. So you were trying to use your position as 

lieutenant in the police department to influence the 
I ~ 

mayor in the City of Burbank -- 

A. No. 

Q. -- on an internal police matter? 

A. No. 

Q. Well, what did you expect him to do in terms of 

stopping the removal of Bill Taylor as deputy chief? 

A. To inquire and hopefully getting the real story 

and stopping it from happening. 

Q. Mr. Rodriguez, why did you care who the deputy 

chief was? 

A. It was a tremendous tragedy as a man's -- honest 
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man, never done anything wrong, has never treated anybody 

'unfairly. No one in that police department has ever been 

treated unfairly by Bill. Hard working. Works -- wears 

his heart on his sleeve. And it's unfair. 

Q. 	Why was this your fight? 

A. 	It wasn't. And -- it wasn't. 

Q. 	So why did you inject yourself in this fight 

with Mayor Golonski? Why did you inject yourself with 

Mayor Golonski about this fight that wasn't yours? 

A. 	Because I felt the city council could put a stop 

Q. And what did Mayor Golonski say to you? 

A. 	That he was going to look into it and -- that he 

was going to look into it and ascertain if he could do 

anything. 

Q. 	And ask who? 

A. 	Ascertain if he could do anything. 

Q. 	What specifically did you tell Mayor Golonski? 

A. 	In sum and substance I told him that I had 

learned that Deputy Chief Taylor was going to be removed. 

I'd like to make clear, he didn't know who he 

was speaking to because I called him anonymously. 

Q. 	Okay. What else did you say to him? 

A. And I told him a summary version of the story 

that I've related to you about why Deputy Chief Taylor 
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was going to be removed. 

Q. 	Well, you need to tell me as best you can what 

that summary version was you told Mayor Golonski, what 

specifically you told him, because you were on the phone, 

I wasn't, and I can't speculate what you said. 

A. 	Okay. I don't know how long the conversation 

was. But I explained to him that I had information that 

Deputy Chief Taylor was going to be removed from his 

position because the chief is beholding to some of the 

board of directors on the Burbank Police Officers 

Association, and vice versa, and that they were asking 

for him to be removed to prevent him from becoming the 

chief in the event the city council removed the chief. 

And that I had been told that if I didn't go 

along with it in my position -- I told him I was an 

administrative lieutenant within the police department. 

That if I was -- if I -- if I didn't go along with it, 

you know, that basically I was going to get, you know, 

pushed under the bus also. 

And that -- that they were going to blame 

that -- the chief and the board of directors -- Mike 

Parrinello was going to represent that they were going to 

basically cast all blame for everything that had taken 

place wrong in the department for the last 24 months, or 

however many months the chief was the chief, on Bill, and 
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1 that basically Bill was going to, you know, have to take 

2 this hit kind of for the team, and that I thought it was 

3 inappropriate because he absolutely wasn't the one who 

4 called any of those -- caused any of those things to 

:38:21  5 happen. 

6 Q. 	Now, 	I'm a little confused, Mr. Rodriguez. 	You 

7 were a lieutenant. 	So you were -- 

8 There was the chief, the deputy chief, captains, 

9 and then lieutenants; right? 

:38:35 10 A. 	The chief, the deputy chief, captains, and 

11 lieutenants, yes. 

12 Q. 	Right. 

13 So you're like fourth down? 

14 A. 	Yes. 

38:41 15 Q. 	And there were like four captains? 

16 A. 	Three captains and a deputy chief. 

17 Q. 	Okay. 	And how many lieutenants? 

18 A. 	I believe there's 11 of us. 

19 Q. 	Why did the chief -- 

:38:50 20 A. 	Could be 10. 

21 Q. 	Why did the chief need you, Omar Rodriguez, to 

22 go along with who he wanted to be deputy chief? 

23 MR. GRESEN: 	Speculation. 	Foundation. 

24 Instruct you not to answer. 

:39:01 25 Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: 	Why did you think you had to go 
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1 I service? 

2 	A. 	I have no idea. I just know somebody's in the 

3 position. 

MR. GRESEN: You've answered the question. 

Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: So you don't know what the 

reasons would be for removing someone from the deputy 

chief position? You don't know what the law requires, if 

anything, in terms of removing someone from -- 

A. My understanding is that you have to have some 

sort of disciplinary action or something to do so. 

Q. 	And what's the basis of your understanding? 

A. 	That's what I've been told throughout the years, 

you know, somebody being removed from their position. I 

imagine it wouldn't be because you're a hard worker and 

you do things ethically. 

Q. 	Okay. And why did you -- how did your 

conversation with Councilwoman Ramos come about? 

A. 	I telephoned her anonymously. 

Q. 	Okay. And why did you pick her? 

A. 	Those are the only two council members that I 
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22 	Q. 	So when you talked to Mayor Golonski and you 

23 said, "I'm a lieutenant, and I'm calling anonymously," 

24 but since he knew you, did he know who you were? 

	

:40:49 25 	MR. GRESEN: Foundation. Speculation. 
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1 Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: 	Did he indicate he knew who you 

2 were? 

3 A. 	No. 

4 Q. 	Okay. 	And Councilwoman Ramos, what did you tell 

:40:56 5 her? 

6 A. 	The same story that I told Mayor Golonski. 

7 Q. 	And what was her response? 

8 A. 	Pretty much the same as Mr. Golonski except for 

9 she was upset. 	She expressed to me, and I was unaware of 

:41;21 10 this, 	that she's --- she's worked with Bill in the past 

11 and that she, you know, thinks a great deal of him and 

12 she knows him to be an honest man and can't see this 

13 happening to him. 

14 Q. 	Did you think by calling the mayor and a city 

:41:41 15 council member that you were undermining your chief? 

16 A. 	No. 

17 Q. 	Did you have any further conversations with 

18 Councilwoman Ramos? 

19 A. 	Yes. 

:41;55 20 Q. 	And what was the next conversation? 

21 A. 	I had a conversation at my house with her 

22 regarding the circumstance behind this lawsuit_ 

23 Q. 	When was that? 

24 A. 	Approximately four weeks ago. 

:42:20 25 Q. 	Four weeks ago? 
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1 place -- 

2 MR. GRESEN: 	Would you read back the question, 

3 please. 

4 (Record read.) 

:46:14 5 MR. GRESEN: 	Please answer just that question. 

6 MR. MICHAELS: 	He was. 

7 Q. BY MS. SAVITT: 	How did you tell Mr. Parrinello 

8 or convey to Mr. Parrinello you wanted to have an 

9 additional conversation with him? 

:46:27 10 A. He was in his office. 	I went over, and I asked 

11 him if he could come to my office to talk. 

12 Q. Okay. 	And then did you close the blinds? 

13 A. I may have. 

14 Q. Was that your custom and practice when you had 

:46:42 15 someone in your office, to close the blinds? 

16 A. Sometimes. 

17 Q. Why was that? 

18 A. For privacy. 

19 Q. Okay. 	But you wanted to have a witness in this 

:46:51, 20 particular one -- meeting; right? 

21 A. Yes. 

22 Q. Why did you pick Neil Gunn as the witness? 

23 A. Because he knew what was going on. 

24 Q. How did he know what was going on? 

:47 :os 25 A. Well, I had spoken to him during the time that I 
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was up in Folsom. I had told him that I had been making 

numerous phone calls to the chief and he wasn't returning 

them, and I knew something was wrong. I left him 

messages. He wasn't returning them. 

Bill was in New York. I called Bill. He told 

me he wasn't getting return phone calls from Tim. Tim 

always returns his calls. He always answers the phone. 

So I told Neil, "Something bad is going to 

happen or has" -- "has happened. And I have people 

calling me, telling me that the chief is going around 

asking people in the station things about me and Bill." 

So I feared that something bad was going to 

happen come Friday. I had a meeting with -- like I 

mentioned, with Lieutenant Murphy, Sergeant Dunn, 

Sergeant Duran at Sergeant Duran's girlfriend's house in 

North Hollywood. Neil was at that meeting. So he 

absolutely knew what was going on. 

When I left that meeting on Friday, I was in 

shock that Sergeant Duran had informed me of this and 

told me to go to Tim, try to tell him that I was going to 

be in on this thing. 

And I told Sergeant Gunn, "Are you" -- "Are you 

in this too? Are you a part of this with Jose and with 

Tim?" 
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And he said, "Absolutely not." 
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And I go, "Well, I'm telling you right now, I'm 

going to report it. I'm not going to stand by. I'm not 

going to do any of this. So if you're in with them, then 

I've just opened myself up to you." 

Q. 	What -- 

A. 	And -- 

Q. 	Go on. Finish your sentence. 

A. 	Well, I'm just explaining to you why Sergeant -- 

why I picked Sergeant Gunn. Because he knew all this 

information. And I didn't know whether or not 

Sergeant Gunn was in with Tim and Jose Duran, because he 

was witnessing this while Jose was telling me. 

And I'm like looking at Neil for some sort of 

response, like, "Do you believe this is going on? Do you 

believe this guy is telling me after all these years of 

Bill being absolutely supportive of Jose, that he's just 

going to in a whim destroy him for no reason other than 

just to save his own career?" 

Q. 	So who -- who were you going to report what to? 

A. 	What was going to happen to Bill. I was going 

to report it to who I thought would be someone to go to. 

Obviously it was not a very good idea because nothing 

happened. To the mayor and to the city council member. 

The two that I knew. 

Q. 	Okay. But as of April 15th, you had already 
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gone to the mayor and the city council member, and they 

said they were going to look into it; right? 

A. 	That's correct. 

Q. 	So why was this now a big deal for you? 

A. 	Because I wanted to confirm with Mike what had 

happened. 

Q. 	Okay. Now, at this point you knew that Mike 

Parrinello had gone to the chief in his capacity as BPOA 

president; right? 

MR. GRESEN: Misstates testimony. 

You may answer. 

Speculation. 

THE WITNESS: On Friday I didn't know about it. On 

April 15th, I did. 

Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: Right. 

So why were you now getting involved in BPOA 

affairs? That wasn't your responsibility, was it, 

Lieutenant Rodriguez? 

A. 	100 percent my affairs. I'm a 21-year member of 

the BPOA. 

Q. 	Well, why didn't you go to other BPOA members 

and have them go to the board as opposed to you doing it 

personally? 

A. 	I did. 

Q. 	Who did you go to? 
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1 
	

A. 	Karagiosian. Jon Murphy had just been kicked 

2 off of there. He was another member. And Neil Gunn. 

3 They're members. And what I had done initially when all 

4 this had happened, I made calls to attorneys to find out 

:51:02 5 how we can remove the board -- 

6 
	

MR. GRESEN: No, no, no. 

	

7 
	

Don't say anything about what you did with your 

8 attorney. 

	

9 
	

Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: Well, what was your purpose of 

:51:09 I 10 your making calls to attorneys? 

	

11 
	

A. 	To remove the board of directors from their 

12 position legally. 

	

13 
	

Q. 	Okay. And the only people you had obtained 

14 support for this at that point in time were Gunn and 

:51:19 15 Karagiosian? 

	

16 
	

MR. GRESEN: Misstates the testimony. 

	

17 
	

You may answer. 

	

18 
	

THE WITNESS: At the time I did not -- I did not want 

19 anybody to know what had happened because I was still 

:51:39 I 20 under the impression that I could still save this 

21 in-house. I still thought that this could be -- this 

22 could be saved, that we could still save face and clean 

23 this up as just an organization. 

	

24 
	

Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: So you -- and what you wanted to 

:51:56 I 25 save was Bill Taylor as deputy chief? 
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C.  

A. 	And Tim from his job. I don't want him -- I 

didn't want him at the time to be removed by the 

association. I didn't want that to happen. 

Q. 	Okay. So you wanted Tim Stehr to remain as the 

chief? 

A. 	That's correct. 

Q. 	Okay. Now, who else as of April 15, 2009, 

reported to you besides Mike Parrinello? 

A. 	One more time. 

MR. GRESEN: Vague and ambiguous. 

"Reported" -- 

Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: In your position as lieutenant. 

In your direct chain of command. 

MR. GRESEN: Okay. I understand. 

THE WITNESS: Who came to -- 

And I'm sorry. Could you repeat the question? 

Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: As lieutenant, you supervised a 

number of officers, sergeants, detectives; correct? 

A. 	Yes, ma'am. 

Q. 	Okay. Who reported to you? 

A. 	Sergeant Thor Merich, Sergeant Travis Irving, 

Detective Chris Racina, Detective Mike Parrinello, 

Officer Brent Ambrose, Officer Peter Eirich, E-i-r-i-c-h, 

administrative -- I'm sorry. Senior Clerk Vickie 

Miskimin, Range Master Larry Nichols. A whole host of 
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volunteers. All of the Burbank Police Department 

volunteers at the time. Two dozen or so. And all the 

cadets. 

Q. 	Okay. How many of those were members of BPOA? 

Obviously the volunteers weren't and cadets weren't 

and -- 

A. 	Just -- just the sworn personnel. 

Q. 	Just the sworn -- 

So about approximately how many are we talking 

about? 

A. 	So it would be one, two -- six. 

Q. 	Okay. Did Neil Gunn report to you? 

A. 	No. 

Q. 	Where was he assigned? 

A. 	Neil was assigned at the time to Patrol 

Division. 

Q. 	Okay. Why didn't you get one of the six BPOA 

members that reported to you that weren't in your area to 

come in as witnesses since this is an issue that involved 

them too? 

A. An extremely confidential situation here where 

obviously, in my estimation, a conspiracy to destroy one 

man to save another, and then on the other hand, the 

board of directors of our association using leverage on 

the chief to make him believe that they were going to 
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remove him at the same time -- 

THE COURT REPORTER: I'm sorry. I -- I didn't get 

that because of the cough. 

MR. GRESEN: I'm sorry. 

THE COURT REPORTER: "...using leverage on the chief 

to make him believe that"? 

THE WITNESS: That they were going to remove him from 

his position at the same time while -- I didn't want -- I 

wanted to keep it with someone that I could have some 

confidence with that wasn't going to release that. 

Neil's worked Internal Affairs for -- he worked 

it for several years. He's worked Internal Affairs cases 

with me. I know that he could keep a lid on things and 

be fair about it. And I didn't want that to be exposed 

because if I let somebody else in -- and we could fix 

this, we could manage fixing this ourselves, you know, 

going in with Mike, going in with the chief, and saying, 

"Hey, this doesn't have to happen." 

Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: Well, it doesn't sound like it 

was all that confidential if you had gone to the mayor, 

the city council, Officer Duran knew about it, Officer 

Gunn knew about it, Murphy knew about it, apparently 

Taylor knew about it, Irving knew about it, Parrinello 

knew about it. 
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So why was this such a confidential deal? It 
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sounds like it was all over the station. 

A. 	It wasn't -- it wasn't all over the station. 

Q. 	When you had -- - 

This was Sergeant Gunn? 

A. 	Yes, ma'am. 

Q. 	When you had Sergeant Gunn come in, was he in 

full uniform? 

A. 	Yes. 

Q. 	Normally when you're at work, are you in 

civilian clothes or in uniform? 

A. 	In my position there, I'm in civilian attire. 

Q. 	Okay. Tell me about what you said to Detective 

Parrinello with Sergeant Gunn present on April 15, 2009. 

A. 	I told him that I wanted to continue our 

conversation regarding what we had been speaking about 

the night before. 

Q. And what did he say? 

A. 	He agreed to it. We spoke. 

Q. 	So what did you say next? 

A. 	Explained to him basically that -- you know, 

what my position was, that I thought that what had been 

said the night before was inappropriate and that I don't 

think that the association board of directors has the 

authority without the membership to go to the chief and 

make -- you know, tell him that the membership wants to 
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do a vote of no confidence on him without the entire 

membership. 

And he acquiesced to that. He agreed and said, 

you know, "You're right. Probably we probably shouldn't 

have done that." And he told me they used it like a 

ruse, you know, to be able to see if they can get him to 

remove Taylor from his position. 

And I told him -- I says, you know, "What does 

it matter, Mike, you know, whether it's him, or what if 

they bring someone in from the outside? Wouldn't that be 

fair for everybody?" 

Instead of if -- if some of the board of 

director people -- which at the time I didn't have any 

problem with. I like Mike. I like Travis Irving. 

I go, "If" -- "If you guys don't fit in with 

Bill Taylor, why don't we bring someone in from the 

outside?" 

And he said, "I can't speak for the rest, but 

I'm going to speak for myself. Absolutely I don't want 

that to happen." 

And I said, "Why not? It's -- fair is fair. 

The guy won't know anybody. If this should happen -- if 

they should remove Tim or Tim retires, why can't they 

just bring someone in fresh here that nobody knows?" 

And he says, "Because his time on the 
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department" -- and he used Detective Paul Orlowski who 

was a detective that worked with me as an example. 

He says, "For example, Paul has approximately 

25 years on the job." He said to me -- I think he told 

me he has 11 years on the job. 

And he says, "If somebody looks at Paul from the 

outside, he looks glowing, and they would promote him to 

sergeant before they would me." He goes, "I wouldn't be 

recognized for my position," is what Mike explained. 

I said, "That's not true. The cream rises to 

the top. Everyone's going to know," you know, "where 

you're at with this. A new chief that doesn't know 

anybody will treat everybody fairly." 

He -- we finally got to the point where we were 

talking about what would happen if, in fact, the chief 

had told Mike that they had agreed to do this to Bill 

Taylor. And at that point, he -- he said there was. But 

he said that it was all Tim's idea. 

Q. 	Okay. Let me just back up. 

When you said, "The cream rises to the top," 

were you referring to Mike Parrinello as cream? 

A. 	Yes. 

Q. You think he's a really good detective? 

A. He's -- 	I would rate him an outstanding 
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Q. Okay. And you thought it was appropriate when 

2 he was promoted to detective? 

	

3 
	

A. 	I thought it was -- I had nothing to do with it. 

4 So I don't know one way or the other. 

	

00:111 5 
	

Q. 	But since you worked with him, you observed his 

6 performance, he was good as a detective; right? 

	

7 
	

A. Mike never did anything but work and do what he 

8 was supposed to do. 

	

9 
	

Q. Now, why would you -- if you wanted someone from 

00:281 10 the outside to come in, why wouldn't the removal of Bill 

11 Taylor as deputy chief then create a situation where if 

12 Tim Stehr retired, they would look for someone from the 

13 outside? 

	

14 
	

MR. GRESEN: Speculation. Foundation. 

	

00:381 15 
	

You can answer. 

	

16 
	

THE WITNESS: I was trying to find some sort of 

17 resolution that would be -- that it would be okay for him 

18 to not remove Bill Taylor from his position. I was 

19 .trying to find some happy medium for all this. 

	

:00:551 20 
	

Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: So what else did you say to Mike 

21 Parrinello in that meeting? 

	

22 
	

A. 	It was -- it was all regarding this situation. 

23 It was regarding, you know, him potentially going in 

24 there and making this -- you know, what I believe to be a 

:01:191 25 deal with the chief as to what was going to happen. And 
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~ 	 l 

1 that he was supposed to go to the city council and 

2 
 represent that Bill, you know, has basically burned down 

3 this building. That he's the reason that everything is 

4 going bad. 

	

01:33 5 
	

Q. 	Anything else you talked to Mike Parrinello 

6 about or said to Mike Parrinello? 

	

7 
	

A. 	I can't remember right now. I'm sure -- it was, 

8 you know, like an hour conversation. 

	

9 
	

Q. 	So have you told me everything you remember 

:01:491 10 saying to Mike Parrinello in that meeting? 

	

11 
	

A. 	In sum and substance. I mean, it's a summary of 

12 what, you know, took place. I believe so, yes. 

	

13 
	

Q. 	Did you tell him you thought the chief was 

14 crazy? 

	

02:05 I 15 
	

A. 	Yes. 

	

16 
	

Q. 	Did you tell him you thought the chief was 

17 bipolar? 

	

18 
	

A. 	I might have said that. 

	

19 
	

Q. 	Did you say that the chief should be on 

:02:13 I 20 medication? 

	

21 
	

A. 	Yes. 

	

22 
	

Q. 	Did you say, "The chief needs to go"? 

	

23 
	

A. 	I don't believe I said that. 

	

24 
	

Q. 	Did you tell him you wanted to get the chief out 

.02:25 1 25 today or the next day? 
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1 
	

A. 	No. 

2 
	Q. 	Did you tell him you wanted him to have a 

3 meeting with the BPOA to formulate a plan to get the 

4 chief out immediately? 

:02:34 
	5 
	

A. 	No. 

6 
	

Q. 	Did you tell him that Sergeant Gunn had 

7 50 officers who supported him, Lieutenant Murphy had a 

8  group of officers that supported him, and you had hired 

9 at least 30 officers that supported you, and that you 

:02:52 10 could all mobilize support to get the chief fired and put 

11 Bill Taylor in as chief? 

	

12 
	

MR. GRESEN: Objection. You said "you had hired 40 

13 officers"? It's compound. 

	

14 
	

MS. SAVITT: Has hired approximately 30 officers. 

	

03 :02 1 15 
	

Q. 	Did you say words to that effect? 

	

16 
	

A. 	A part of that is true. A part of it is not. 

	

17 
	

Q. 	Parse it out for me, please. 

	

18 
	

A. 	The part about that we had the support from the 

19 line officers as to what we could do, yes. The part that 

:03:221 20 that support was supposed to be to remove the chief, 

21 absolutely not. That was not it. 

	

22 
	

Q. 	Did you say you had support to get the chief 

23 fired and Bill Taylor in as chief? 

	

24 
	

A. 	No. 

	

03:30 25 
	

Q. 	Did you say if Bill -- if the chief got fired, 
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Bill Taylor would become the chief? 

A. 	I don't believe I said that in that meeting. I 

may have. I don't have a recollection. But at the time 

I thought that, yeah. That if something bad should 

happen to Tim, that the deputy chief would become the 

chief. 

Q. 	And, then, did you think that Bill Taylor would 

make you the deputy chief? 

A. 	No. 

Q. 	Did you tell Mike Parrinello that you have 

worked with the FBI in the past? 

A. 	Yes. 

Q. And did you tell him that you've put cops in 

prison? 

A. 	Yes. 

Q. And did you tell him that you knew how the FBI 

works? 

A. 	Yes. 

Q. 	And did you tell him that they're going to kick 

in his door and arrest him? 

A. 	Absolutely not. 

Q. 	Did you threaten him that you would put a case 

against him criminally if he didn't support you in this 

effort to get the chief fired? 

A. 	No. 
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Ir  

1 
	

Q. 	Did you tell him that he, the chief, and Travis 

2 Irving were conspiring against Bill Taylor? 

3 
	

A. 	Yes. 

4 
	

Q. 	Did you tell him words to the effect, "If you 

5 align your votes to support me, I'll make J.J. Puglisi 

6 the next captain"? 

7 
	

A. 	I'm sorry. He was coughing. 

	

8 
	

Could you repeat that question? 

9 
	

Q. 	Did you tell Mike Parrello -- Mike Parrinello, 

04:59 I 10 excuse me, "If you align your votes to support me, I'll 

11 make J.J. Puglisi the next captain"? 

	

12 
	

A. 	No. 

	

13 
	

Q. 	Did you observe Sergeant Gunn put his hand on 

14 his gun in the course of your conversations with Mike 

:05:12 15 Parrinello? 

	

16 
	

A. 	No. 

	

17 
	

Q. 	Did you tell Mike Parrinello you would put on a 

18 case against him for corruption? 

	

19 
	

A. 	No. 

	

05:21 I 20 
	

Q. 	Did you tell Mike Parrinello, "I've always 

21 gotten everything I wanted. I never lose. Are you with 

22 me or against me?" 

	

23 
	

A. 	No. 

	

24 
	

Q. 	Did you tell him, "Those who go against me know 

05:38 I 25 I kick their ass"? 
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A. 	No. 

Q. 	Did you complain to Mike Parrinello -- let me 

back up. 

Did Neil Gunn say that he had been in SED and 

gotten removed and no one from BPOA had protected him? 

A. I think that was said, 	yes. 

Q. Did you tell Mike Parrinello, 	"This man," 

referring to Neil Gunn, 	"got tucked"? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Did you tell him, "The chief fucked Neil"? 

A. No. 

Q. Did you tell Mike Parrinello, 	"We are" -- "The 

chief is trying to fuck Bill Taylor the same way he 

fucked Neil Gunn"? 

A. No. 

Q. Were you angry in this meeting? 

A. At times. 

Q. Were you pointing your finger at Mike 

Parrinello? 

A. At times. 

Q. Were you pounding the desk? 

A. I don't recall that. 	I may have. 

Q. Did you have your little green tennis ball that 

you were squeezing? 

A. I don't remember. 
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Did you tell Mike Parrinello, "We need to make 

A. 	I don't recall saying that. 

Q. 	Did you tell him to call a meeting of the 

executive board of BPOA to fire the chief? 

A. 	A part of that is true. 

Q. 	Okay. 	Tell me what I said was wrong and what is 

I true. 

A. 	That I asked him to convene with the board of 

directors to talk about what we could do to smooth this 

problem over to make it right. And he told me that he 

was actually going to a meeting with them that afternoon 

and that he was -- that he was going to meet with them 

when he -- when he left my office. 

Q. 	Okay. He told you, in fact, that he had to 

leave to go to a BPOA meeting; correct? 

A. 	I can't remember if he said it was a BPOA 

meeting. But he said he had to meet with everybody. And 

I told him -- I go, "Why don't you ask to call right now 

an emergency meeting with all the membership to talk 

about this, to let everybody know what's happening, and 

just" -- "just rectify amongst the department, just 

amongst us." 

Q. 	Did you threaten to put him in prison for this? 

A. 	No. 
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Q. Did you threaten to put the board members of the 

BPOA in prison? 

A. 	No. 

Q. 	Did you tell him when he left, "We're not 

finished with this meeting. We're going to meet again 

this afternoon"? 

A. 	No. I think that was the day before. I said, 

"Hey, I'd like to continue the meeting." 

Q. 	I'm asking you about the 15th. 

Did you say -- 

A. 	No. 

Q. 	As I understand it, Mr. Parrinello had to leave 

to go to a BPOA meeting; correct? 

MR. GRESEN: Asked and answered. Speculation. 

THE WITNESS: He -- he had to go to a meeting with --

for the BPOA. I don't know if it was -- like they were 

going to go have lunch together and he was going to talk 

with them because they talked casually or if he was going 

to meet with them. But I know he had -- I know he had to 

leave and go do that. And they were even calling him on 

the phone. Somebody was calling him on the phone telling 

him, "Hey, where are you at?" You know, asking him where 

he was at. 

Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: Do you understand that 

threatening to file false criminal charges against 
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1 someone is a crime? 

2 A. 	I don't know that one way or another, but I 

3 didn't threaten anybody. 

4 Q. 	Did you tell Detective Parrinello you wanted to 

09:17 5 meet that afternoon with him, Travis Irving, Lieutenant 

6 Murphy, and Neil Gunn? 

7 A. 	I think I did say that. 	I don't know who the -- 

8 who it was, but I think we were trying to meet up later 

9 after that when he left to come back to see if we could 

09 : 41 10 try to resolve this or to find out what he was going -- 

11 what answers he was going to get from the association. 

12 Q. 	And did you tell him if you didn't meet this 

13 afternoon with Travis Irving, himself, Lieutenant Murphy, 

14 and Neil Gunn, you were going to make a case on him? 

:ZO:o1 15 A. 	That's absolutely not true. 

16 MR. GRESEN: 	Are you done with the meeting? 

17 MS. SAVITT: 	If you want to take a break, we can take 

18 a break. 

19 MR. GRESEN: 	Thanks. 

10:24 20 THE VIDEOGRAPHER; 	Okay. 	Of f the record at 3:10 p.m.  

21 (A recess was taken.) 

22 THE VIDEOGRAPHER: 	Back on the record at 3:26 p.m. 

23 Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: 	Okay. 	Mr. Rodriguez, when you 

24 were initially investigated by the department for the 

26:52 25 Porto's Bakery investigation, am I correct that that 
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the 

foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed this 	 day of 

07:33 

X2009, at 
	

California. 

OMAR RODRIGUEZ 
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1 	THE VIDEOGRAPHER: And we're back on the videotape 

	

2 	record at 11:09 a.m. 

	

3 	MS. SAVITT: Okay. Could we just have the last 

	

4 	question and answer read back so that we're all on the 

	

5 	same page. 

	

6 	 (Record read.) 

	

7 	Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: Okay. Can you tell me what else 

	

8 	you told Rolando? 

	

9 	A. 	Yes. 

	

10 	 I told him that after that investigation 

	

11 	incident that -- after the chief became -- after Tim 

	

12 	Stehr became chief in August of 2007, you know, within a 

	

13 	very short amount of time, some people were changed from 

	

14 	their positions, and board members were placed in -- 

	

15 	in -- in those positions just as he had stated at that -- 

	

16 	when I told Rolando that that did occur. And -- 

	

17 	Q. 	Did you tell him who? 

	

18 	A. 	I don't recall whether I did or not. 

	

19 	Q. 	Okay. 

	

20 	A. 	And I told him that several things started 

	

21 	happening during that time. Many complaints had been 

	

22 	coming in. One in particular. 

	

23 	 I told Rolando that since about 2007 of two 

	

24 	thousand and -- I'm sorry. Since January of 2007, you 

	

25 	know, I -- as a part of my duties in the COPS, it was to 
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1 	hire -- to recruit and hire officers for the police 

	

2 	department. And I told him that in -- in doing so, that 

	

3 	1 had become aware that the detectives conducting the 

	

4 	background investigations were inappropriately 

	

5 	disqualifying minorities and females from the background 

6 	process. 

	

7 	 That being -- I explained to him that what would 

	

8 	happen is citizens from the county and elsewhere would 

	

9 	come and take a written test. If they passed the written 

	

10 	test, they would then come and do a physical agility 

	

11 	test. And if they passed that test, they would take an 

	

12 	oral interview with the department. 

	

13 	 And I made him aware that, you know, during each 

	

14 	section of the testing process, people would be 

	

15 	eliminated more and more. 

	

16 	 If they passed the oral interview, then they 

	

17 	would be placed on a list by the City to be hired. And 

	

18 	the investigators would take that list and go down from 

	

19 	one numerically all the way down. Usually it would be 

	

20 	approximately 25 to 30 people. And that the 

	

21 	investigators would call these people in for a 

	

22 	prebackground screening. And it was during that 

	

23 	prebackground screening is when they have really the most 

	

24 	influence to do something improper. And that's what I 

	

25 	basically caught them doing, that during those 
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prescreening, they were disqualifying these people. 

Q. 	This was when you were in charge of COPS? 

A. 	That's correct. 

JUDGE WAYNE: When you were in charge of? 

MS. SAVITT: COPS. 

THE WITNESS: Community Outreach and --

JUDGE WAYNE: Thank you. 

THE WITNESS: -- Personnel Services. 

JUDGE WAYNE: Okay. 

THE WITNESS: So when -- as 	I -- I - I waited 

several months until I had a pattern or until they 

established a pattern of what they were doing. 

It sometimes would go beyond the prescreening. 

They would actually get into the beginning portion of the 

background investigation, but then come back to me with, 

you know, some disqualification that was illegal. And 

many times I questioned them regarding those. And 

sometimes there was many arguments that took place 

between me and the detectives. 

I started reporting these -- these problems 

to -- I -- Tim Stehr was the deputy chief at that point. 

I told him. I believe I had a conversation about what 

they were doing with Captain Lowers regarding this same 

information about that they were eliminating females and 

minority candidates for no reason, in my opinion. 
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1 	 As time went on and I was watching them and 

	

2 	disagreeing with their ---- well, not disagreeing. I was 

3 	telling them that their -- their disqualification of 

	

4 	these candidates were illegal. And I gave Rolando some 

5 	examples of what I believed to be some illegal 

6 	disqualifications. 

	

7 	 Would you -- 

	

B 	Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: What did you tell Rolando? 

	

9 	A. 	I gave Rolando an example of Jonathan Dugas, who 

	

10 	is an African-American -- was an African-American 

	

11 	candidate who had grown up in Cerritos and I believe got 

	

12 	an academic scholarship to UCLA, and he was an economics 

	

13 	major. And while at UCLA, he walked onto the football 

	

14 	team on his second year. And when he graduated from 

	

15 	UCLA, he went to work for an accounting firm or a law 

	

16 	firm doing some accounting work. And he got himself 

	

17 	involved in Krav Maga, which is an Israeli defensive 

	

18 	tactics -- self-defense tactics that he got himself 

	

19 	involved in, and he 1became an instructor. 

	

20 	 This guy was probably one of the best candidates 

	

21 	that I've ever seen in the 22 years, at the time, that I 

	

22 	had been at the police department. 

	

23 	Q. 	Didn't Jonathan Dugas get hired in August of 

	

24 	2007? 

	

25 	A. 	He ultimately graduated, I think, in -- I can't 
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1 	remember when he graduated from the academy. I think 

	

2 	his -- I think he first tested in January of '07. He was 

	

3 	in that batch, because it was my first month. And that's 

	

4 	when I got to know him. And then, you know, obviously 

	

5 	the -- the period -- the time period takes at least -- 

	

6 	for him to do his written, his oral, his physical 

	

7 	agility, and then the prescreening and get into 

	

8 	background probably takes a good four to five months. 

	

9 	Q. 	Didn't he get hired as an officer with the 

	

10 	Burbank Police Department in August of 2007? 

	

11 	A. 	Like I said, ma'am, I -- I don't know if that's 

	

12 	when he was hired to go to the academy or when he 

	

13 	graduated. I don't know. 

	

14 	Q. 	All right. What -- 

	

15 	A. 	Ultimately he was. 

	

16 	Q. 	Okay. What else did you tell Rolando? 

	

17 	A. 	Well, I told Rolando using -- I was giving him 

	

18 	an example of Jonathan Dugas, and I told him what a great 

	

19 	candidate he was. And that ultimately -- when they got 

	

20 	to the initial stage of the background, Detective 

	

21 	Orlowski, which is one of the detectives I was having 

	

22 	problems with, came to me and gave me a disqualification 

	

23 	on Jonathan Dugas. 

	

24 	 And I didn't -- I had already received many of 

	

25 	these from Orlowski and Racina, and I didn't even look at 
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1 	it, and I remember asking him, "What is the problem now 

	

2 	because this guy is one of the best candidates I've ever 

3 	seen?" But, you know, keeping in mind I knew he was 

	

4 	African-American. 

	

5 	 And he said, "Well," he says, "as you know, he's 

	

6 	been hired by El Segundo Police Department." 

	

7 	 And I said, "Yes." 

	

8 	 And Paul explained, "Well, when he was" -- "when 

	

9 	he did, he took his lie detector test with the El Segundo 

	

10 	Police Department. On the initial lie detective test, it 

	

11 	came back inconclusive. So they had to do a second one. 

	

12 	And the second one came back that he was being truthful. 

	

13 	So ultimately the El Segundo Police Department hired 

	

14 	him." 

	

15 	 So I asked Paul, and I told Rolando this, "So 

	

16 	what's the problem?" 

	

17 	 And he says, "Well, you know, if it came back 

	

18 	inconclusive, that means he was lying, and he's sure to 

	

19 	be a liar. So we don't need any of these problems 

	

20 	there." 

	

21 	 And I -- again I told Rolando that I was in the 

	

22 	habit of grabbing the Peace Officers Standards and 

	

23 	Training manual. And I handed it to Paul and said, "Why 

	

24 	don't you look in there and tell me once again where you 

	

25 	see that that is a disqualifying factor to disqualify 
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1 	anybody from these positions." 

	

2 	 And, you know, he got very upset with me, and he 

	

3 	told -- 

	

4 	MR. GRESEN: May I see what you gave her, please. 

	

5 	JUDGE WAYNE: Just the order that I asked for. 

	

6 	MR. GRESEN: I don't know. There was several orders. 

	

7 	 May I just take a look? 

	

8 	Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: Do you know why Officer Dugas 

	

9 	did not go to work for the El Segundo Police Department? 

	

10 	A. 	He chose to come to Burbank. 

	

11 	JUDGE WAYNE: I'm sorry. "He chose to"? 

	

12 	THE WITNESS: He chose to come to Burbank PD. 

	

13 	Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: Okay. So you and Detective 

	

14 	Orlowski had a disagreement about whether someone should 

	

15 	be disqualified, and you, as the head of the COPS bureau, 

	

16 	was able to overrule him; correct? 

	

17 	A. 	I wouldn't put it that way. 

	

18 	Q. 	You had a disagreement; right? 

	

19 	A. 	I caught him making an illegal -- it wasn't a 

	

20 	disagreement. 

	

21 	Q. 	What was illegal about it, sir? That's a very 

	

22 	strong word. 

	

23 	JUDGE WAYNE: Let him -- let him finish. 

	

24 	MR. GRESEN: Argumentative. 

	

25 	JUDGE WAYNE: I don't think he finished his answer. 
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1 MS. SAVITT: I'm 	sorry. 

2 THE WITNESS: It's an illegal disqualification. 

3 O. BY MS. SAVITT: 	Why was it illegal? 

4 A. Because it's against the POST standards, 

5 California Peace Officers Standards of Training. 

6 Q. Okay. What -- what section? 

7 A. I don't know. 	Somewhere in the manual. 

8 Q. Is that a Penal Code violation? 

9 A. No. 

10 Q. Okay. So when you use the word "illegal," 	I 

11 mean, what are you -- what -- 

12 Are the POST standards law? 

13 A. No. 	They're policies and -- 

14 MR. GRESEN: Objection. 	Calls 	for speculation. 

15 THE WITNESS: Policies and -- 

16 MR. GRESEN: Speculation. 

17 JUDGE WAYNE: Hold on. 

18 THE WITNESS: I'm sorry. 

19 MR. GRESEN: Sorry. 

20 JUDGE WAYNE: Overruled. 	It's 	a fair question. 

21 You don't mean "legal" in terms of state or 

22 federal statutes; right? 

23 THE WITNESS: I don't know whether it's a crime or 

24 not. 	It's against policies and procedures. 

25 Q. BY MS. SAVITT: 	Okay. 	And you disagreed with 
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1 	A. 	Yes. But if I could explain. 

	

2 	JUDGE WAYNE: Sure. 

	

3 	THE WITNESS: That as time went on and these things 

	

4 	were obvious, it was very obvious to me that it was 

	

5 	only -- these disqualifications were only occurring on 

	

6 	females and on minority candidates. I believe that 

	

7 	there -- there could have been some civil rights 

	

8 	violations involved. 

	

9 	Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: Isn't it true that when Chief 

	

10 	Stehr became chief he asked you to increase your hiring 

	

11 	of females and minorities? 

	

12 	A. 	Chief Hoefel when he put me into COPS -- 

	

13 	JUDGE WAYNE: Excuse me. 

	

14 	 What's his name? "Hopeful"? 

	

15 	THE WITNESS: H-o-e-f-e-1. 

	

16 	MS. SAVITT: He's the prior chief. 

	

17 	JUDGE WAYNE: Yes. But I thought you were saying 

	

18 	"Hopeful." 

	

19 	THE WITNESS: Hoefel. 

	

20 	JUDGE WAYNE: Hoefel. 

	

21 	THE WITNESS: When he asked me to go into COPS, he 

	

22 	had told me that the police department -- - many police 

	

23 	departments within the county had been having problems in 

	

24 	recruiting and hiring, and he wanted to see if maybe I 

	

25 	could change that around. And he said that even to 
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1 	compound the problem, that they had a definite problem 

	

2 	recruiting minorities and women into the position of 

	

3 	police officer. So he said that he -- the depart- -- 

	

4 	that the City had a target percentage number that they 

	

5 	wanted those recruits to come in as. And I believe it 

	

6 	was -- I can't recall the percentage right now. But I 

	

7 	told him that I would do what I could. 

	

8 	 I didn't change -- ultimately I didn't change 

	

9 	any -- and I told this to Rolando also. I didn't change 

	

10 	any policies or procedures. I didn't change the testing 

	

11 	or anything that had been done. But what I did find is 

	

12 	that these detectives were doing this. And I believe 

	

13 	that that is the reason why we were having such a problem 

	

14 	recruiting and hiring. 

	

15 	 And during his tenure as chief -- 

	

16 	MS. SAVITT: I'm going to move to strike. It's not 

	

17 	responsive to my question. 

	

18 	MR. GRESEN: He's not done with the answer. 

	

19 	 Let him -- 

	

20 	MS. SAVITT: My question was, "Didn't Chief Stehr 

	

21 	tell you," and I got a total -- 

	

22 	JUDGE WAYNE: Let him finish his answer. 

	

23 	THE WITNESS: During -- during that time, ma'am, when 

	

24 	I started hiring, it was probably in the summer of '07, 

	

25 	Chief -- Chief Hoefel and Deputy Chief Stehr then came 
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1 	into my office to talk to me about the recruitment 

	

2 	practices that I had been doing. And I told -- 

	

3 	 He said, "What's going on because," he goes, 

	

4 	"you're bringing them in now. They're all coming in. 

	

5 	You're hiring them." You know, "What's going on?" 

	

6 	 And I told him -- these were my exact words to 

	

7 	the best of my recollection. "I'm not recruiting in 

	

8 	South Central. I'm not recruiting in Pacoima, sir. And 

	

9 	I'm not recruiting in East L.A. I'm not changing 

	

10 	anything that I've done. What I am doing, I'm stopping 

	

11 	the detectives from what" -- "from what they're doing 

	

12 	here, and I think that was your problem." 

	

13 	 And -- 

	

14 	Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: Are you finished? 

	

15 	MR. GRESEN: Your Honor 

	

16 	JUDGE WAYNE: Let him -- let him finish. 

	

17 	THE WITNESS: And we discussed it a little bit 

	

18 	further, and they walked away. They didn't give me an 

	

19 	opinion one way or another. 

	

20 	MS. SAVITT: Okay. I'm going to move to strike as 

	

21 	not responsive to my question. 

	

22 	Q. 	My question was, after Chief Stehr became the 

	

23 	chief, didn't he instruct you to try to hire minorities 

	

24 	and females? 

	

25 	A. 	Yes. 
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1 Q. Thank you. 

2 And, 	in fact, 	during Chief Stehr`s first year as 

3 chief, didn't the department hire approximately 70 

4 percent minority and female officers? 

5 A. I think it was higher than that. 

6 Q. Okay. 	All right. 	So what detectives other than 

7 Detective Orlowski did you identify for Rolando in your 

8 conversation? 

9 A. Detective Racina. 

10 Q. Anyone else? 

11 A. No. 

12 Q. What did you tell ---- so the two detectives you 

13 identified to Rolando were Orlowski and Racina; 	correct? 

14 A. That were going against policies and procedures 

15 for hiring, yes. 

16 Q. Okay. 	So as to Orlowski, 	did you tell Rolando 

17 anyone other than Jonathan Dugas? 

18 A. Yes. 

19 Q. Who? 

20 A. I spoke to him about, 	I believe, 	Chris Hensley. 

21 I spoke to him about a problem with -- Chris Hensley, 

22 Jonathan Dugas. 	There were several candidates that ---- 

23 that had problems, 	and I can't recollect which ones I 

24 told Rolando about, but I know I gave him examples 

25 similar to what I just discussed with you about Jonathan 
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1 	Dugas. I just can't remember which ones. 

	

2 	Q. 	Okay. Chris Hensley was hired by the department 

	

3 	in September of 2007; correct? 

	

4 	A. 	I don't know when he was hired, ma'am. 

	

5 	Q. 	Okay. Anyone else you can specifically identify 

	

6 	for me that you told Rolando about that were recruits 

	

7 	that you thought Orlowski had disqualified improperly? 

	

8 	A. 	No. 

	

9 	Q. 	Okay. What did you tell Rolando about Detective 

	

10 	Racina? 

	

11 	JUDGE WAYNE: Is it Racina or Racine? 

	

12 	THE WITNESS: Racina. 

	

13 	 The same. That I felt that he was, you know, 

	

14 	improperly disqualifying -- disqualifying females and 

	

15 	minorities. And I told him that about the first month 

	

16 	that I was in COPS, I told him that Detective Racina had 

	

17 	come in, and it was probably within the first few weeks 

	

18 	of me being there, and he -- he wanted to talk to me 

	

19 	about expectations and whatnot, and he told me that he 

	

20 	wanted me to know right from the get-go that he wasn't 

	

21 	hiring any women. 

	

22 	 And I told him -- I actually started laughing 

	

23 	because I thought he was joking. 

	

24 	 And, you know, he looked at me very seriously, 

	

25 	and he says, "I'm telling you right now, I'm not hiring 
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1 	any females." 

2 	 And I told Rolando that I told Racina, "Not only 

3 	are you going to hire females, but the first one that we 

	

4 	hire is going to be hired by you." And I told him that 

	

5 	he was going to embrace diversity or diversity was going 

6 	to embrace him. 

	

7 	Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: Okay. Can you identify any 

	

8 	recruits that you identified to Rolando that you thought 

	

9 	Racina had improperly disqualified? 

	

10 	A. 	I can't recollect specifically which ones I 

	

11 	described to him other than the incident with Hensley. 

	

12 	Q. 	So is Racina involved with the incident with 

	

13 	Hensley, or Orlowski? 

	

14 	A. 	Both were. 

	

15 	Q. 	All right. Now, when you do background checks 

	

16 	on officers ---- or potential officers, there is some 

	

17 	percentage that don't pass the background checks; isn't 

	

18 	that correct? 

	

19 	A. 	Oh, absolutely. 

	

20 	Q. 	Okay. What is that normal percentage, or what 

	

21 	is the range of percentages of applicants that you go out 

	

22 	and investigate and conclude would not make good 

	

23 	officers? 

	

24 	A. 	I'd probably say about -- by the time we weed 

	

25 	them out, about 50 percent. 
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1 Q. Okay. By the way, 	didn't you tell Captain 

2 Lowers that you did not want her to promote Cindy Guillen 

3 to detective? 

4 A. I don't recall ever making that statement. 

5 Q. You don't recall one way or the other, 	or are 

6 you saying you never said that to Captain Lowers, 	"Don't 

7 promote Cindy to detective"? 

8 A. I 	can't -- I don't recall it, 	and I can't ever 

9 see saying that about Cindy Guillen because I championed 

10 her. 	I mean, 	I thought she was a very good officer. 

11 Q. Did you think she had the potential to be a good 

12 	detective? 

13 A. 	Absolutely. 

14 Q. 	All right. 	What else did you tell Rolando? 

15 A. 	I told him the incident with Chris Hensley. 	I 

16 told him that, 	you know, 	I had obviously found out what 

17 these guys were doing. 	So I was doing some checking of 

18 some -- a little bit of the background myself. 	And I 

19 figured that because he was African-American, 	that there 

20 was going to be a problem, and there was. 

21 Chris Racina came in to me with a 

22 disqualification notice telling me -- he explained it 

23 first. 	And I told Rolando exactly what Chris Racina told 

24 me. 

25 He said, 	"Hey," he told me, 	"this guy's a 
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1 	no -hire. His" -- "His dad doesn't like the white po-po." 

	

2 	Those were Chris Racina's statements. 

	

3 	 And I told him, "What are you talking about?" 

	

4 	 He says, "Well, I think his dad's a militant -- 

	

5 	a black militant." 

	

6 	 And unbeknownst to Chris Racina, I had done some 

	

7 	checking of my own and had found out that Hensley's 

	

8 	mother was like a 30-year educator, and his stepfather -- 

	

9 	it's not his father. His stepfather was a blue collar 

	

10 	worker. You know, a very hard worker for like 25 years 

	

11 	himself. Something like that. And I brought this to 

	

12 	Chris -- Chris Racina's attention. 

	

13 	 And he -- he said to me, "Well, you know what? 

	

14 	Regardless," he goes, "this guy doesn't like the police." 

	

15 	He goes, "The apple doesn't fall too far from the tree." 

	

16 	 And I -- I told him -- I go, "It's not his 

	

17 	father, first of all. Not that it matters. The guy 

	

18 	raised him." And I said -- I grabbed the manual again, 

	

19 	and I said, "Tell me in here where it says that if you 

	

20 	have a personality conflict with one of the people's 

	

21 	parents, that he's not hirable." 

	

22 	 And he once again told me, "Hey" -- you know, 

	

23 	that I didn't understand the way things were done around 

	

24 	there and that that's not the way Gabriel did it. 

	

25 	Lieutenant Gabriel was the person who was there before 
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1 	me. 

	

2 	 And I told him that that was all well and good 

	

3 	but to conduct the -- conduct the background and finish 

	

4 	it. And he did. 

	

5 	 And I told Rolando that shortly thereafter, when 

	

6 	Chris Hensley was placed on a recruitment list, that both 

	

7 	Racina and Orlowski had a running joke that -- that 

	

8 	Hensley looked like a -- a black militant and that he 

	

9 	looked like he belonged to one of the Farrakhan groups 

	

10 	because he wore, you know, at the time these thick 

	

11 	glasses. And they had been making these comments. And I 

	

12 	had gotten very upset with them about it. And I had told 

	

13 	the sergeant at the time -- I can't remember which one it 

	

14 	was -- to, you know, fix this issue. 

	

15 	 Well, during that same time frame -- the 

	

16 	detectives have a grease board in their office where they 

	

17 	write all the candidates that have made it through 

	

18 	background and they're going through other things like a 

	

19 	psychological, a medical background. And they have them 

	

20 	divided up in these groups. 

	

21 	 Well, on that board, under Hensley-'s name, in 

	

22 	about six-foot tall letters, they had put "Christopher 

	

23 	'Malcolm X' Hensley" on the board where anybody that 

	

24 	walks into their office can see this. 

	

25 	 Well, I flipped out when I saw -- 
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1 	Q. 	Six-feet tall? 

	

2 	A. 	No. About six-inch letters. 

	

3 	 And on the grease board they had these. And I 

	

4 	became very angry. 

	

5 	 Paul was in the office at the time -- Paul 

	

6 	Orlowski -- and I questioned him about it. And he told 

	

7 	me -- he denied ever writing it. He said that Chris had 

	

8 	to have done it. 

	

9 	 So when Chris Racina came back -- I don't know 

	

10 	where he was -- I called him into my office, and I spoke 

	

11 	to him about this. And he said, "I didn't write those 

	

12 	things on there." He said, "It was Orlowski." 

	

13 	 And then so I said, "Orlowski just got through 

	

14 	telling" -- "denying that he did it." 

	

15 	 And he goes, "Omar, I'm telling you." 

	

16 	 So I called Orlowski in. And then Orlowski 

	

17 	admitted in front of Racina that he had been the one that 

	

18 	wrote it. 

	

19 	 And I said, "Okay. Go away." 

	

20 	 I brought it to the attention of -- I believe it 

	

21 	was Deputy Chief Taylor at the time. And I asked -- I 

	

22 	can't remember if it was Deputy Chief Stehr or Stehr --- 

	

23 	if Deputy Chief Stehr was the chief then or who was the 

	

24 	actual chief. But I know that I reported it to both Tim 

	

25 	Stehr and Bill Taylor. And I asked them to remove -- to 
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1 
	

conduct an investigation. In the meantime, remove 

	

2 
	

Orlowski immediately from the unit. 

	

3 
	

I actually -- I believe I told Bill that he 

	

4 
	

needed to be fired. That -- I mean, "There's too many 

	

5 
	

incidences, and now he's writing things up on grease 

	

6 
	

boards." 

	

7 
	

And Taylor was just as angry. Stehr told me I 

	

8 
	

believe through -- I don't believe he told me directly. 

	

9 
	

I can't recollect if it was him directly or not. But I 

	

10 
	

know that ultimately I was told either by him or by 

	

II 
	

Taylor that all we were going to do about it was note it 

	

12 
	

on a comment card. And ultimately, that's what I did. I 

	

13 
	

told the sergeant to put it in his -- in Paul Orlowski's 

	

14 
	

comment card about the incident. And nothing else was 

	

15 
	

done about that. And I explained that to Rolando about 

	

16 
	

that particular incident. 

	

17 
	

Q. 	And hadn't you, in fact, commented that Chris 

	

18 
	

Hensley wore glasses that looked -- sunglasses that look 

	

19 
	

like Malcolm X? 

	

20 
	

A. 	That I commented that? 

	

21 
	

Q. 	Yes. 

	

22 
	

A. 	Never. 

	

23 
	

THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Pardon me, Counsel, for 

	

24 
	

interrupting. 

	

25 
	

Can I have you adjust your mike. 
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1 	MS. SAVITT: Oh, I'm sorry. 

	

2 	THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Raise it a little bit higher. 

	

3 	MS. SAVITT: I sure can. 

	

4 	JUDGE WAYNE: There you go. Make a fashion 

	

5 	statement. 

	

6 	THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Thank you. 

	

7 	Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: Okay. So what else did you tell 

	

8 	Rolando? 

	

9 	A. 	I believe I told him about other incidences that 

	

10 	had occurred regarding the hiring of candidates, but a 

	

11 	can't recall which ones. There were many -- there were 

	

12 	many incidences that occurred, and I can't recall which 

	

13 	ones. But I know I spoke to him about Hensley and Dugas 

	

14 	then. 

	

15 	Q. 	Let me just ask you this. 

	

16 	 What was your purpose in telling Rolando about 

	

17 	these prehiring recommendations for officers that 

	

18 	ultimately got hired? 

	

19 	A. 	I believe that there were civil rights 

	

20 	violations. 

	

21 	Q. 	Because they got hired? 

	

22 	A. 	No. 

	

23 	MR. GRESEN: Argumentative. 

	

24 	Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: Why -- why did you think it was 

	

25 	a civil rights violation if somebody made a 
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1 
	

recommendation that there was something in their 

	

2 
	

background that may not work and ultimately the person 

	

3 
	

got hired anyway? 

	

4 
	

A. 	It was the totality of what had been occurring. 

	

5 
	

I mean, I haven't explained to you everything I've told 

	

6 
	

Rolando. And it was the totality of what had been 

	

7 	occurring in the department, this black cloud of racism 

	

8 
	

that had just become worse than it had ever been. 

	

9 
	

Q. 	Well, you said that about 50 percent of the 

	

10 
	

candidates don't even pass the background. 

	

11 
	

So what percentage of the 50 percent were 

	

12 
	

Caucasian that didn't pass? 

	

13 
	

MR. GRESEN: At what time? 

	

14 
	

Vague as to time. 

	

15 
	

Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: During the time you were in 

	

16 
	

COPS. 

	

17 
	

MR. GRESEN: Long time. 

	

18 
	

Still vague. 

	

19 
	

THE WITNESS: I'd be -- I'd be speculating. I 

	

20 
	

couldn't even -- I don't know what that percentage is. 

	

21 
	

Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: Okay. Well, some of the people 

	

22 
	

who didn't pass the background were Caucasian; correct? 

	

23 
	

A. 	And some of them were minorities, and some of 

	

24 
	

them were females -- 

	

25 
	

Q. 	Right. 
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1 A. -- and different ethnicities. 

2 Q. Okay. 	And some of the people that did pass the 

3 background were minorities; 	correct? 

4 A. While I was the lieutenant there? 

5 Q. Yes. 

6 A. I'd say -- I would almost be safe to say that 

7 the only reason any of them were hired was because I 

8 rejected and questioned the detectives for their tactics. 

9 MS. SAVITT: 	Okay. 	I'm going to move to strike as 

10 not responsive to the question. 

11 Q. My question was that 50 percent of the 

12 applicants who sought to become Burbank police officers 

13 were disqualified in the backgrounds, 	and 50 percent, 

14 therefore, passed the backgrounds. 

15 In the 50 percent that passed, 	some were women; 

16 right? 

17 A. Yes. 

18 Q. Some were minorities; 	right? 

19 A. Yes. 

20 Q. And some were Caucasians; 	right? 

21 A. Yes. 

22 Q. Okay. 	What else did you tell Rolando? 

23 A. I told Rolando that during that time, probably 

24 in December of 	'06 or January of 	'07, 	is when I began to 

25 	get complaints from officers that were working patrol. 
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I 	These were minority officers that had been coming to me 

	

2 	reporting that people were treating -- treating them 

3 	unfairly and making, you know, racial comments to them 

	

4 	and things that they believed would be unappropriate 

	

5 	race-based problems down in patrol. 

	

6 	 And I told -- I told Rolando that at the 

	

7 	beginning it wasn't so often. It was probably -- I -- I 

	

8 	probably talked to somebody maybe once or twice a month. 

	

9 	But as time went on and I began hiring minority officers, 

	

10 	all the way through April of 2009, it just became almost 

	

11 	on a weekly basis these officers were coming to me and 

	

12 	complaining about what was going on in patrol. 

	

13 	Q. 	Since you were not assigned to patrol and since 

	

14 	you were not assigned to the field and were assigned to 

	

15 	COPS, do you have any idea why they came to you instead 

	

16 	of their chain of command? 

	

17 	A. 	Yes. 

	

18 	Q. 	Why? 

	

19 	A. 	I think they felt -- because I was probably the 

	

20 	highest ranking minority at the time. 

	

21 	Q. 	Okay. Give me the name of every patrol officer 

	

22 	who came to you and complained about race-based comments. 

	

23 	A. 	Well, I can give you the names of the ones that 

	

24 	I remember. I don't -- I can't -- couldn't give you the 

	

25 	names of everyone. But I could probably give you the 
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1 	ones that I -- I remember. Because I don't recollect 

	

2 	every incident. 

	

3 	Q. 	Okay. Give me the names of everyone you recall. 

	

4 	A. 	Sure. 

	

5 	 Elfego Rodriguez, Robert Barillas. 

	

6 	 Now, you're only sticking to race-based 

	

7 	comments, not incidences; correct? 

	

8 	Q. 	Let's start with comments. 

	

9 	A. 	It's very hard for -- it's going to be very hard 

	

10 	for me to discern the comments and the incidences because 

	

11 	I can't put them together. But I can tell you the 

	

12 	officers that came to me to complain about something. 

	

13 	Q. 	That's fine. 

	

14 	A. 	Okay. 

	

15 	 Sergeant Ed Ruiz. 

	

16 	Q. 	What's his name? 

	

17 	A. 	Sergeant Ed Ruiz, R-u-i-z. Robert Barillas, 

	

18 	which I stated. Officer Mike Macias. Steve Karagiosian. 

	

19 	Jamal Childs. Emil Brimway. 

	

20 	 I can't recollect any of the others' names that 

	

21 	I told Rolando or that I, right now as I sit here, 

	

22 	recollect. But -- and some of those people that I just 

	

23 	mentioned to you -- some of them were more than once that 

	

24 	came to me regarding issues that had occurred, either 

	

25 	people making comments or incidences that occurred that 
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1 	they felt were race-based in nature. 

	

2 	Q. 	Okay. So what else did you tell Rolando? 

3 	A. 	I told Rolando that during the time that the 

	

4 	burglary occurred in my office, during that same time 

5 	there had been a burglary or items taken from the 

6 	vice/narcotics office and that officers had been 

	

7 	reporting in patrol that there was petty thefts being 

	

8 	committed, that some small personal items had wound up 

	

9 	missing. 

	

10 	 Additionally, during that time, I told Rolando 

	

11 	that the other things that had been occurring was that 

	

12 	somebody had carved or etched on Chief Stehr's conference 

	

13 	room table and that I was informed that it had occurred 

	

14 	twice. I actually saw the damage to the table. it 

	

15 	looked -- it appeared as if somebody had carved it with 

	

16 	a -- with a knife -- damaged it with a knife. 

	

17 	Q. 	What -- what did -- what did it say? 

	

18 	A. 	Oh, no. It didn't say a word. It was just 

	

19 	scratches. They had put scratches all along it. 

	

20 	 And reported this to Rolando to inform him that 

	

21 	there had been these, you know, petty-type crimes going 

	

22 	on in the department all at the same time with the -- the 

	

23 	vandalism of the chief's office -- or rather his 

	

24 	conference room office. Small petty thefts going on down 

	

25 	in patrol, and then the burglary in my office, burglary 
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1 Q. Okay. 	So you don't know whether he was 

2 qualified or not qualified to become a sergeant in gangs, 

3 do you? 

4 A. I absolutely have an opinion as to whether or 

5 not he was qualified to work there or not. 

6 Q. Okay. 	But without knowing all of his background 

7 and all of his training and all of his experience, 	you 

8 don't have a solid basis for having an opinion, 	do you? 

9 A. I have a solid basis as to what -- what kind of 

10 an officer and whether he was going to respond. 

11 Q. Okay. 	So you don't like Losacco; 	right? 

12 A. I really like Losacco. 	I'm friends with him. 

13 THE VIDEOGRAPHER: 	Pardon me, 	Counsel. 

14 We have approximately ten minutes left on this 

15 tape. 

16 MS. SAVITT: 	Okay. 	So then we'll take our break in 

17 nine minutes. 

18 Q. All right. 	So you -- who called you in? 	Chief 

19 Taylor called you in to investigate the Porto's Bakery? 

20 A. Yes. 

21 Q. Okay. 

22 A. It wasn't to investigate. 

23 Q. Okay. 	What did he call you in for? 

24 A. He told me that there was people being brought 

25 	in to be interviewed at the station and that the 
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1 	lieutenant in charge and other supervisors had to be in 

2 the field at the time. 	So he wanted a manager to come in 

3 to, 	you know, 	do the lieutenant duties at the station. 

4 Q. Did he have any criticisms of Losacco -- 

5 MR. GRESEN: 	Foundation. 	Speculation. 

6 Q. BY MS. 	SAVITT: 	-- when he called you? 

7 A. No, 	no. 

8 Q. Okay. 

9 A. Not that I recollect. 

10 Q. And is it true that the suspects and a number of 

11 the witnesses in the Porto's Bakery robbery spoke 

12 Spanish? 

13 A. Yes. 

14 Q. And you speak Spanish? 

15 A. Yes, 	ma'am. 

16 Q. So you're bilingual? 

17 A. Yes, 	ma'am. 

18 Q. So that's helpful in the job to speak with 

19 Spanish witnesses and Spanish suspects sometimes? 

20 A. Yes. 

21 Q. Okay. 	So what else did Chief Taylor say to you 

22 about the Porto's Bakery? 

23 A. That was pretty much it. 	He asked me to come 

24 in. 	I ultimately did. 

25 And I told Rolando this story in length about 
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1 MR. GRESEN: 	Those Cuban appetizers with the potato 

2 on the outside and the meat on the inside. 

3 What are those called? 	I love those things. 

4 Q. BY MS. 	SAVITT: 	So did -- did you ever find out 

5 that four people were convicted and four other people 

6 pled guilty to the robbery ultimately? 

7 A. I don't recollect that. 

8 Q. Did you ever find out what the outcome was with 

9 these people that were charged with the robbery? 

10 A. I don't recollect ever finding out what happened 

11 to the suspects. 

12 Q. Okay. 	So is it your recollection -- and I could 

13 be wrong; so, 	you know, 	feel free to disagree with me -- 

14 that a number of people who were in the bakery were tied 

15 up and bound and gagged as part of the robbery? 

16 A. I was told that. 

17 Q. Okay. 	And who told you that? 

18 A. I don't 	recollect. 

19 Q. And there were guns drawn on these people? 

20 MR. GRESEN: 	Vague. 

21 You may answer if you understand. 

22 THE WITNESS: 	I don't recollect that. 

23 Q. BY MS. 	SAVITT: 	Okay. 	Did you interview a 

24 suspect by the name of Jose Luis Guevara? 

25 A. I don't recollect interviewing anybody, 	ma'am. 
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1 I didn't interview -- 

2 This is a suspect in the -- everything you're 

3 talking about is the Porto's Bakery robbery 

4 investigation; is that correct? 

5 Q. Correct. 

6 A. I didn't interview anybody, 	ma'am. 

7 Q. Did you talk to an employee by the name of David 

8 Serrone Romero? 

9 A . Not to my recollection. 

10 Q. Are you familiar with Angelo Dahlia's 

11 allegations against you? 

12 A. Yes. 

13 Q. Did you place a gun to a witness's eye and say, 

14 "How does it feel to have a gun in your face, 

15 motherfucker ?" 

16 A. No. 

17 Q. Did you ever hit a suspect or a witness or a 

18 victim? 

19 MR. GRESEN: 	In the Porto case? 

20 MS. SAVITT: 	In the Porto's case. 

21 THE WITNESS: 	No. 

22 Q. BY MS. 	SAVITT: 	Did you ever witness Edgar 

23 Penaranda beat a suspect, 	a witness, 	or a victim? 

24 A. No. 

25 Q. Did you ever witness Edgar Penaranda hit a 
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1 suspect, a witness, 	or a victim? 

2 A. No. 

3 Q. Did you ever threaten Angelo Dahlia that he not 

4 tell what happened at the interrogation of witnesses and 

5 suspects and victims? 

6 A. No. 

7 Q. Did you ever have Chris Canales threaten Dahlia, 

8 tell him to watch his back and, 	"Keep your head down"? 

9 A. No. 

10 Q. Did you ever tell any witness or suspect or 

11 victim, 	"We're not the fucking LAPD here"? 

12 A. No. 

13 Q. Did you ever call in Neil Gunn to interrogate a 

14 witness? 

15 A. On the Porto's matter? 	No. 

16 Q. In December of 2007 -- we're talking about Neil 

17 Gunn, 	Sr. -- what was his assignment, 	if you recall? 

18 A. He was the sergeant in charge of the special 

19 enforcement detail. 

20 Q. And you never brought in -- did you bring in the 

21 SED to help investigate this? 

22 A. I 	didn't. 

23 Q. Was the SED involved in investigating the 

24 Porto's robbery? 

25 A. That was my understanding, 	is what I was told 
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1 	that evening that they were out in -- in the 	field. 

2 	Q. Okay. 	And did you ever observe them come in and 

3 	interview any victims, 	suspects, or witnesses? 

4 	A. No. 

5 	Q. Now, 	did Penaranda -- was he the one who told 

6 	you it was an inside job? 

7 	A. Yes. 

8 	Q. He figured that out on Saturday morning? 

9 	MR. GRESEN: 	Foundation. 

10 You may answer. 

11 THE WITNESS: 	It was Saturday evening when I came in 

12 at approximately -- it was approximately 8:00 p.m. by the 

13 time I got there. 	He was the sergeant that spoke to me 

14 and had told me what had happened. 

15 Q. BY MS. 	SAVITT: 	Do you know who Jose Alvarenga 

16 is? 

17 A. No. 

18 Q. Did you punch him three times on the right side 

19 of his face when he was handcuffed? 

20 A. I didn't punch anybody. 

21 Q. Were you ever in any room with any witness, 

22 suspect, or victim who was being interrogated? 

23 A. I believe I was. 	I don't have an independent 

24 recollection of which room or who it was, but I do 

25 remember as I -- I -- I believe I stated earlier, 	at 
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1 	times I was monitoring the interviews from the recording 

	

2 	room, watching the television. 

3 	 And I recollect that on a couple of occasions, 

	

4 	the people that were conducting the interview were 

	

5 	getting off task a little bit or I thought maybe there 

	

6 	was better questions to ask. And I know that I either 

	

7 	knocked on the door or I -- I tripped them up on the 

	

8 	Nextel to tell them to come out, somehow I did that, and 

9 	I gave them instruction. 

	

10 	 Now, I -- I can't remember -- sitting down with 

	

11 	someone and conducting an interview the way I normally 

	

12 	do, that never happened. But I may have been in that 

	

13 	room giving instruction to the officer or detective or 

	

14 	sergeant that was actually doing the interview. But that 

	

15 	was -- you know, I was in and out of there. I was doing 

	

16 	work in my office most of the time. 

	

17 	Q. 	What do you mean by "they were off task"? 

	

18 	A. 	They were asking questions that I thought could 

	

19 	be -- I thought there was questions that could be asked a 

	

20 	better way. 

	

21 	Q. 	Okay. Who did you think was off task? 

	

22 	A. 	I can't recollect that, ma'am. 

	

23 	Q. 	Which officers did you go in and talk to and 

	

24 	give suggestions for questions to? 

	

25 	A. 	I -- I can't recollect which ones they were. I 
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1 	Q. 	Okay. Look at 125. 

	

2 	 This is Jose Luis Guevara. And I'll represent 

	

3 	to you -- at least it's my understanding he was convicted 

	

4 	of the Porto's Bakery robbery. 

	

5 	 Do you know how he obtained those facial 

	

6 	injuries? 

	

7 	A. 	No. 

	

$ 	Q. 	Did you see the booking photo at the time he was 

	

9 	booked? 

	

10 	A. 	No. 

	

11 	Q. 	Were you the lieutenant in charge when he was 

	

12 	arrested? 

	

13 	A. 	No. 

	

14 	Q. 	Were you the lieutenant in charge when he was 

	

15 	booked? 

	

16 	A. 	No. 

	

17 	Q. 	Were you the lieutenant in charge when he was 

	

18 	interviewed? 

	

19 	A. 	No. 

	

20 	Q. 	How is it you're so sure that you were not the 

	

21 	lieutenant in charge for any of those instances? 

	

22 	MR. GRESEN: Argumentative. 

	

23 	JUDGE WAYNE: Overruled. 

	

24 	THE COURT REPORTER: I'm sorry? 

	

25 	JUDGE WAYNE: Overruled. 
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1 	THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Pardon me for interrupting. 

	

2 	 Judge, is your microphone -- 

	

3 	JUDGE WAYNE: No. It's on the floor. Sorry. 

	

4 	THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Thank you. 

	

5 	THE WITNESS: The -- the -- reason I'm so sure -- 

	

6 	 Would you like me to answer that? 

	

7 	Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: I would. Please. 

	

8 	A. 	-- is because I was never present during any 

	

9 	arrest -- the Porto's Bakery robbery investigation was 

	

10 	over a period of approximately two to three months. 

	

11 	 I don't know exactly because I was only -- I 

	

12 	only ever participated in any part of it, one, was the 

	

13 	first night on the 29th, the Saturday that I was called 

	

14 	in. That was in -- in the station. None of those 

	

15 	people, to my knowledge, were arrested at all. 

	

16 	 Then we went out in the field the early morning 

	

17 	hours. No one was arrested. 

	

18 	 Then on another occasion, sometime I think in 

	

19 	January or February, maybe a month or a month and a half 

	

20 	later, I was asked to assist the group of people that 

	

21 	were arresting these Porto's Bakery robbery -- as time 

	

22 	went on, they were identifying where they were. I was 

	

23 	asked to be the lieutenant in charge of a search warrant 

	

24 	that took place, and I -- and I did that. I don't recall 

	

25 	anybody there being arrested, but they quite could have 
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I 	been. 

	

2 	 Other than those two incidences in that 

	

3 	three-month or two-month span of the entire 

	

4 	investigation, those were the only times I was ever 

	

5 	present. And during those two times, I don't ever recall 

	

6 	anybody being arrested, any use of force having to take 

	

7 	place in those two days that I was there, in that long 

	

8 	period. 

	

9 	 And if -- if, in fact, this was the result of a 

	

10 	use of force, what you're showing me here, these -- these 

	

11 	people, if it wasn't something else, if it was a use of 

	

12 	force, I would remember that. 

	

13 	Q. 	You worked on the 29th. 

	

14 	 What were the hours you worked on the 29th? 

	

15 	A. 	I -- I got into the station approximately 

	

16 	8:00 p.m. or so. But I was called out about an hour 

	

17 	prior to that because I had to, you know, get myself 

	

18 	ready and go because I was on my day off. And I worked 

	

19 	until the following morning. So into the 30th in the 

	

20 	early morning hours. And then I went home. 

	

21 	Q. 	Okay. And then you said you worked one other 

	

22 	day on the investigation. 

	

23 	 What day was that? 

	

24 	A. 	I -- I don't recollect. I think it was -- it 

	

25 	was either sometime in January or February. I want to 
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1 	Lieutenant Murphy or Lieutenant Dermenjian were there 

	

2 	aside from me. And I think it was Sergeant Penaranda and 

	

3 	several other officers and detectives, but I can't recall 

	

4 	exactly who they were. 

	

5 	Q. 	So a lot of you went out to search the -- to 

	

6 	serve the search warrant? 

	

7 	A. 	Yes. 

	

8 	Q. 	Why -- why did three lieutenants go out to serve 

	

9 	•the search warrant? 

	

10 	A. 	Like I said, I can't remember if -- if it was me 

	

11 	and one other lieutenant. I said maybe it was me and one 

	

12 	other. Maybe Dermenjian or Murphy. I cannot remember. 

	

13 	 The reason I say those two names is because 

	

14 	Murphy was in charge in persons of -- of this 

	

15 	investigation as a lieutenant. And Lieutenant Dermenjian 

	

16 	was in charge of the property detail which is in charge 

	

17 	of SED and vice/narcotics, and they were being used a lot 

	

18 	on this case. 

	

19 	Q. 	Now, did you come to learn that in the spring of 

	

20 	2008, there was an internal affairs investigation about 

	

21 	various officers' behavior during the Porto's Bakery 

	

22 	robbery investigation? 

	

23 	JUDGE WAYNE: I'm sorry. The spring -- 

	

24 	MS. SAVITT: Spring of '08. 

	

25 	JUDGE WAYNE: Okay. 
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1 	THE WITNESS: No. 

	

2 	Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: Were you ever interviewed as 

	

3 	part of an internal affairs investigation about the 

	

4 	Porto's Bakery robbery investigation? 

	

5 	A. 	Yes. 

6 	Q. 	When did that occur? 

	

7 	A. 	I was interviewed in the summer or spring of 

	

8 	2008 regarding this investigation. 

	

9 	Q. 	Okay. So before you were interviewed, did you 

	

10 	know there was an investigation going on -- an IA 

	

11 	investigation going on about this? 

	

12 	A. 	Yes, ma'am. But it was regarding me. It wasn't 

	

13 	regarding other officers. 

	

14 	Q. 	Okay. So you knew it was about yourself. 

	

15 	 How did you learn it was about yourself? 

	

16 	A. 	The first time I heard about it was -- and I 

	

17 	might be able to remember the exact date here. 26th, 

	

18 	27th -- I think it was April -- the latter part of April 

	

19 	because I know it almost coincided with being put on 

	

20 	administrative leave to the year. 

	

21 	 It was the latter part of April -- like the last 

	

22 	week of April of 2008, Chief Stehr came into my office 

	

23 	holding a complaint. And he said, and I quote, "You 

	

24 	didn't do any of this shit they're saying you did, did 

	

25 	you?" 
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1 	 And I asked him, "What are you talking about?" 

	

2 	 And he said, "This shit that occurred during 

	

3 	Porto's." 

	

4 	 And I told him, "I was at" -- I go, "You know I 

	

5 	was at Porto's only a day or so." I go, "What are you 

	

6 	talking about?" 

	

7 	 And he says, "Well, a complaint has come 

	

8 	through." And he had it in his hand. But I could see 

	

9 	that it was a -- a citizen complaint. 

	

10 	 He says that Officer Kerry Schilf had alleged -- 

	

11 	not me, not the way he said it. He said that a Hispanic 

	

12 	supervisor had put a gun in a suspect's mouth to coerce a 

	

13 	confession out of him. 

	

14 	 And, I mean, we had a discussion about that at 

	

15 	length. You know, probably for about 10 or 15 minutes. 

	

16 	And that was the first time that I found out that that 

	

17 	was happening. 

	

18 	Q. 	Okay. So what did you and Chief Stehr talk 

	

19 	about at that time? 

	

20 	 A. 	I told him it was ridiculous. I told him that 

	

21 	nothing like that happened, that I certainly wasn't 

	

22 	involved in anything like that during the time that I was 

	

23 	there, that -- the couple of days that I was there, and 

	

24 	that I never saw anything like that happen and I never -- 

	

25 	no one ever reported to me that anything like that 
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1 	happened. 

2 	 I had asked him during that time something to 

3 	the effect -- I don't remember the exact words. But I 

4 	said, "What would Kerry Schilf know about this? Kerry 

5 	Schilf's never been a part of the investigation division. 

6 	He's a motor officer and wasn't -- as far as I know, 

7 	wasn't a part of the Porto's investigation. How" -- "How 

8 	would he know about this?" 

9 	 And he had said -- these weren't the exact 

10 	words, but something to the effect of, "Well, you know, 

11 	you better ask around a little bit to figure out what's 

12 	going on because it sounds to me," and I agreed with him 

13 	that something was wrong. Somebody was doing -- you 

14 	know, claiming -- starting a rumor or claiming that I had 

15 	done something for some -- some obvious reason. 

16 	 And I -- you know, he goes, "They're 

17 	conduct-" -- "They're going to conduct an investigation." 

18 	 And I told him, "Yeah, no problem. Whatever 

19 	they have to do, you know, they'll do." I wasn't worried 

20 	about it. 

21 	Q. 	Did Neil Gunn ever tell you that he punched or 

22 	beat a suspect? 

23 	A. 	No. 

24 	Q. 	Did you ever ask Jose Duran at or about the time 

25 	you learned of the internal affairs investigation to go 
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1 	that was it, me and Murphy. 

	

2 	Q. 	Okay. So you were the two top dogs. Six people 

	

3 	are brought in. 

	

4 	 And how many interrogation rooms do you have? 

	

5 	A. 	Two. 

	

6 	Q. 	Okay. So you have six people. You've got two 

	

7 	interrogation rooms. 

	

8 	 Where are the other four people when the two -- 

	

9 	when the two interrogation rooms are being occupied? 

	

10 	A. 	I do not know, ma`am. 

	

11 	Q. 	Where were you when you were watching the 

	

12 	television cameras? 

	

13 	A. 	In the -- inside the monitoring room. 

	

14 	Q. 	Okay. And where is that relative to the 

	

15 	interrogation rooms? 

	

16 	A. 	It's next door to one of the interview rooms. 

	

17 	Q. 	Okay. So then when these people got off task 

	

18 	and you got out of your monitoring room and went over to 

	

19 	the interview rooms, did you see any of the other four 

	

20 	people that were there to be interviewed? 

	

21 	A. 	No. 

	

22 	Q. 	And did you ever see anybody in handcuffs? 

	

23 	A. 	I did not. 

	

24 	Q. 	Did you ever go up to anybody that was not in an 

	

25 	interview room but that was waiting to be interviewed and 
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1 	have any conversations with them? 

	

2 	A. 	No. 

3 	Q. 	Did you ever have a conversation with any 

	

4 	suspect, witness, or victim? 

	

5 	A. 	I don't have an independent recollection of it 

	

6 	because I may have said something or asked something when 

	

7 	I stepped into or called someone out of the interview 

	

8 	room to give them a suggestion. But I don't have any 

	

9 	independent recollection of interviewing anybody. 

	

10 	Q. 	So did you ever have a conversation or make a 

	

11 	statement, whether it was in an interview or not in an 

	

12 	interview, to any suspect, witness, or victim that they 

	

13 	better tell the truth? 

	

14 	A. 	I don't recall saying that. 

	

15 	Q. 	Did you ever make a statement or have a 

	

16 	conversation with them not in an interrogation or 

	

17 	interview setting that, "We're not the fucking LAPD"? 

	

18 	MR. GRESEN: Asked and answered. 

	

19 	JUDGE WAYNE: You did. You did. 

	

20 	 But go ahead. 

	

21 	MS. SAVITT: No. I asked about an interview. And 

	

22 	now I'm saying specifically not an interview. 

	

23 	JUDGE WAYNE: Okay. I'm sorry. You're right. 

	

24 	THE WITNESS: I never said that. 

	

25 	Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: Did you ever strike anyone that 
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1 	Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: Okay. So all humor aside, can 

	

2 	you think of one thing E. Rod complained to you about? 

	

3 	A. 	There were comments and incidents, but I can't 

	

4 	recall what they were. I can tell you this. I --- I do 

	

5 	remember specifically one incident, what I told him. 

	

6 	Q. 	Okay. 

	

7 	A. 	Did you want to hear that? 

	

8 	Q. 	What was that? 

	

9 	A. 	And I probably told him and the others this, 

	

10 	what I'm about to tell you, more than once because I'll 

	

11 	be willing to bet I must have said this at least two 

	

12 	dozen times. 

	

13 	 "You have three choices. You report it, you 

	

14 	don't report it and do -- do absolutely nothing and you 

	

15 	ignore it, which I don't suggest, or you take matters 

	

16 	into your own hands and speak to these people directly, 

	

17 	which I also don't suggest." 

	

18 	 And I told them, "By you coming to me and 

	

19 	telling me what you're telling me is putting me on the 

	

20 	spot because you are looking for advice. You are not 

	

21 	looking to report this. You are coming to me trying to 

	

22 	say, 'What do I do? I want this to stop.' But in 

	

23 	telling me, you are forcing me to report it because I'm 

	

24 	going to." 

	

25 	 And I must have said that at least on -- I would 
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1 	say safe to say probably a dozen occasions, maybe even 

2 more, 	to these individuals. 	And that's what I did. 	I 

3 reported it. 

4 Q. Who did you report it to? 

5 A. Some of it to Chief Stehr. Some of it to Deputy 

6 Chief Taylor. Some of it to Captain Pat Lynch because 

7 these were patrol officers, 	and that was his division at 

8 the time. 

9 Q. Did you report it verbally or in writing? 

10 A. Verbally. 

11 Q. Why didn't -- 

12 A. I'm sorry. 

13 There may have been a few occasions that I 

14 reported it in writing. 

15 Q. Okay. 	Can you identify any of those occasions? 

16 When? 	To whom? 	Specifics of the allegation? Anything. 

17 A. No. 

18 Q. Did you keep a copy of your verbal report -- 

19 your written reports? 

20 A. Yes. 

21 Q. Where are those today? 

22 A. They were stolen, 	or taken, according to Captain 

23 Varner. Or missing. 

24 Q. So didn't Lieutenant Murphy bring you numerous 

25 	boxes from your office? 
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1 	have the recollection of him making the complaint about 

	

2 	Moody saying, "I'll be checking Popeyes." I'd like to 

	

3 	get that whole conversation completed. 

	

4 	A. 	That's all I recollect. 

	

5 	Q. 	Okay. Any other times he made a complaint to 

6 	you or told you about an incident or a comment that he 

	

7 	had heard? 

	

8 	A. 	Yes. 

	

9 	Q. 	When was that? 

	

10 	A. 	I don't know when it was. 

	

11 	Q. 	What was it? 

	

12 	A. 	He was complaining about Officer Cutler making 

	

13 	racial comments. 

14 Q. What did he say Cutler said? 

15 A. He -- I can't recall. 

16 Q. Did you report it to anyone? 

17 A. Yes. 

18 Q. Who did you report it to? 

19 A. I reported that to either and/or Deputy Chief 

20 Taylor and Captain Pat Lynch. 

21 Q. What do you recall Lynch saying? 

22 A. I don't have an independent recollection of --- I 

23 have one memory of all of those complaints that I made to 

24 him, 	and that was of he was disinterested. 

25 Q. What do you recall Chief Taylor saying, 	if 
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I I'd like to take a break. 

2 MS. SAVITT: It was a joke. 

3 MR. GRESEN: I need -- I need to calm down. 

4 I think that was racist. 	I think it was wrong 

5 and inappropriate. 

6 JUDGE WAYNE: Mr. 	-- Mr. 	Gresen, 	we are not taking a 

7 break. Sit down. 

8 Let me just ask you this question. 

9 What's your theory as to -- 

10 MR. GRESEN: Your Honor, 	how can you let her make 

11 Cuban -- 

12 THE WITNESS: Let her -- Sol -- 

13 MR. GRESEN: -- references in the -- in the -- 

14 MS. SAVITT: I said "or all people." 

15 MR. GRESEN: This is reprehensible. 

16 THE WITNESS: Sol 	--- 

17 MS. SAVITT: Oh, 	I'm reprehensible. 

18 JUDGE WAYNE: Would you please be quiet. 

19 MR. GRESEN: I agree with that. 

20 We'll put that on the record. 

21 JUDGE WAYNE: The question, 	sir, 	is what was your 

22 theory as to what those writings were? 

23 THE WITNESS: Can I explain it? 

24 JUDGE WAYNE: Sure. 

25 THE WITNESS: Thank you. 
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1 	JUDGE WAYNE: That's what I'm asking you to do. 

	

2 	THE WITNESS: Thank you. 

	

3 	 I was the sergeant of the robbery/homicide 

	

4 	detail and had to deal with these detectives -- racist 

	

5 	detectives; okay? Racist. And they would write things 

	

6 	up on that board constantly, and constantly I would erase 

	

7 	them and admonish them about it. Constantly I was 

	

8 	reporting it. Nobody did anything about it. 

	

9 	JUDGE WAYNE: I'm talking about specifically -- 

	

10 	THE WITNESS: I'm -- I'm -- I'm coming to it. 

	

11 	JUDGE WAYNE: Okay. 

	

12 	THE WITNESS: This is the same board -- okay? -- that 

	

13 	I was constantly telling these same detectives that had 

	

14 	white power posters with swastikas and lightning bolts in 

	

15 	their offices. And nobody did anything about those 

	

16 	things. I bet you those -- they're still up there -- 

	

17 	okay? -- behind there. And -- 

	

18 	 I'm getting to the point. 

	

19 	JUDGE WAYNE: Okay. 

	

20 	THE WITNESS: Ultimately, when -- when those -- when 

	

21 	those quotes were up on that grease board ---- that grease 

	

22 	board is never used to put up evidence or quotes that are 

	

23 	being said. Why wasn't it on their notes? Why wasn't it 

	

24 	in their report? What purpose did it serve to be up 

	

25 	there? There was no purpose for it. 
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1 	JUDGE WAYNE: Can I ask you the following question? 

	

2 	 So the grease board was used -- 

	

3 	MS. SAVITT: Can I just move to strike his answer as 

	

4 	not responsive to any question and argumentative. 

	

5 	JUDGE WAYNE: The grease board wasn't used during an 

	

6 	investigation. Is that what your testimony is? 

	

7 	THE WITNESS: I've never seen that grease board used 

	

8 	for an investigation. The grease boards that are used 

	

9 	for investigations are in the lunchroom, and that's where 

	

10 	the investigation division people gather. That 

	

11 	particular grease board is in this little hallway that 

	

12 	only leads to two detectives' office, and it's very --- 

	

13 	it's hidden. You have to actually jog and actually walk 

	

14 	in there to see it. And it's not open for everybody. I 

	

15 	mean, the only people that would be walking through there 

	

16 	is -- really on a day-to-day is the detectives that have 

	

17 	their office in that location, which are two detectives. 

	

18 	JUDGE WAYNE: Okay. 

	

19 	Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: Okay. When did this incident 

	

20 	occur? 

	

21 	A. 	I don't recall. 

	

22 	Q. 	It wasn't when you were a sergeant; correct? 

	

23 	A. 	No. 

	

24 	Q. 	It was in March of 2009; right? 

	

25 	A. 	I believe it was in 2009. 
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1 	Q. 	So you hadn't been a sergeant for three years; 

	

2 	right? 

3 	A. 	That's correct. 

	

4 	Q. 	Okay. Who are the detectives that have the 

	

5 	swastikas? 

	

6 	A. 	Chuck Howell. It's not a swastika. He has a 

	

7 	poster 

	

8 	JUDGE WAYNE: Do you need a break? 

	

9 	THE WITNESS: No. 

	

10 	 -- of lightning bolts and swastikas. And has a 

	

11 	picture of himself next to a Mexican flag that is -- was 

	

12 	outside of a -- if I can recollect correctly, outside of 

	

13 	a home of a search warrant he served, and he's got his 

	

14 	hand raised in this fashion, doing kind of like this 

	

15 	Hitler type of raising his arm to Hitler in his office 

	

16 	which I asked to be removed. 

	

17 	Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: Okay. I'm a little bit confused 

	

18 	because I said, "Who had the swastika?" and you said, 

	

19 	"It's not a swastika. It's a lightning bolt." And then 

	

20 	you said it's a swastika. So a swastika is a very 

	

21 	specific designation. 

	

22 	A. 	It was. It's 	it was on a -- it was on a 

	

23 	poster. 

	

24 	Q. 	And when was the last time you saw it? 

	

25 	A. 	When I was a sergeant in -- in robbery/homicide, 
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1 which was two thousand -- --- 2005. January of 2005 

2 through -- till I got promoted May of 2006. 

3 Q. And you complained to somebody about this 

4 poster? 

5 A. Yes. 

6 Q. Who did you complain to? 

7 A. Pat Lynch. 

8 Q. And do you know if Chuck Howell was ever asked 

9 to remove the poster? 

10 A. I don't know. 

11 Q. Do you know why it was down as of May of 	'06? 

12 A. No. 

13 MR. GRESEN: 	Assumes facts not in evidence. 

14 JUDGE WAYNE: 	No. 

15 Q. BY MS. 	SAVITT: 	You said you haven't seen it 

16 since May of 	'06. 

17 So my question is, 	do you know why it's gone? 

18 A. It could very well still be up there. 

19 THE VIDEOGRAPHER: 	Pardon me, Counsel. 

20 We have approximately ten minutes left on this 

21 particular tape. 

22 MS. SAVITT: 	Okay. 

23 Q. And you said there's also something about "white 

24 power"? 

25 A. It's on this same poster. 
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1 Q. Okay. 	So other -- so you think Chuck Howell is 

2 a racist? 

3 A. Yes. 

4 0. Okay. 	And who else do you think is a racist? 

5 Because you said all the detectives are racist. 	So I 

6 want to know each one. 

7 A. In the police department? 

8 Q. I want you tell me all the detectives -- 

9 A. No, 	no. 	Okay. 

10 Q. All the detectives that you say use the white 

11 board that you say are racist. 

12 A. Just the detectives that use the white board? 

13 Q. Well, 	let's 	start there. 	It's a good 	start. 

14 A. Detective Racina. 	He was, also a detective at 

15 that time when -- when I was a -- when I was a sergeant 

16 there. Detective Orlowski. 

17 Q. Who else? 

18 A. You only want the detectives? 

19 Q. We're 	starting with the detectives. 	So let's 

20 stick with the detectives who use the white board. 

21 JUDGE WAYNE: 	Well, 	wait. 

22 MR. GRESEN: 	Well, 	see -- 

23 JUDGE WAYNE: 	Hold on. 

24 You're -- you're asking two different things. 

25 The detectives or the detectives who use the 
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1 	white board? 

	

2 	MS. SAVITT: Okay. He said all the detectives who 

	

3 	use the white board were racist. 

	

4 	JUDGE WAYNE: But you're changing -- 

	

5 	MS. SAVITT: That's why -- 

	

6 	JUDGE WAYNE: -- the question. 

	

7 	Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: But I'm changing it to all the 

	

8 	detectives that you think are racist. 

	

9 	A. 	All the detectives that I think are racist? 

	

10 	 Detective Schiffner. Detective Racina. 

	

11 	Detective Orlowski. Detective Howell. Detective -- I 

	

12 	can't think of his name right now. It will come back to 

	

13 	me. Detective Dahlia. Oh, Detective Ross. 

	

14 	Q. 	Okay. Anything other than the poster that 

	

15 	you've described for us about Chuck Howell that leads you 

	

16 	to conclude he's racist? Anything other than that? 

	

17 	A. 	Comments. 

	

18 	Q. 	Okay. So what are the comments you've heard 

	

19 	that he -- that he's made that are racist? 

	

20 	A. 	Numerous. 

	

21 	Q. 	Well, we've got all afternoon. So tell me them. 

	

22 	MR. GRESEN: That's argumentative, your Honor. 

	

23 	 "We've got all afternoon"? Enough with the glib 

	

24 	attitude, please. 

	

25 	JUDGE WAYNE: All right. Enough with the comments 
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1 too. 

2 MR. 	GRESEN: 	What leads you -- 

3 Q. 	BY MS. 	SAVITT: 	What are the comments -- 

4 JUDGE WAYNE: 	Hold on. 

5 Q. 	BY MS. 	SAVITT: 	What are the comments he made 

6 that you think made him a racist? 

7 A. 	I have heard him -- and I can't -- I don't have 

8 an independent recollection word for word what he has 

9 said. 	But I have heard him make comments -- and I will 

10 explain those in a minute, 	comments regarding 

11 African-Americans, Armenians, 	and Hispanics. 

12 Some of the things that I've heard him say time 

13 and time again, 	they're not words in of themselves, 	but 

14 they are -- 

15 	 I recall a particular time where I've asked him, 

16 	you know, "Who are these people you're investigating?" 

17 	Or, "What is this about?" I was partners with Chuck 

18 	Howell in SED. I was also partners with him in 

19 	vice/narcotics. And I supervised him in 

20 	robbery/homicide. 

21 	 And this not just goes for him, but for others 

22 	when I've asked them about particular -- dealing with 

23 	particular groups of people when they're Armenians. He 

24 	would say the term, "Vat, vat, vat," instead of saying 

25 	"what," indicating to me that he was speaking about 
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1 	Armenians. 

	

2 	Q. 	So he mimicked their accent? 

	

3 	A. 	Yes. 

	

4 	Q. 	Okay. 

	

5 	 A. 	I've also heard him say on a few occasions -- 

	

6 	referring to African-Americans, I have heard him say -- 

	

7 	you know, I've asked him the same types of questions. I 

	

8 	can't tell you exactly what it was. But the response I 

	

9 	got from him was the shaking of his head back and forth, 

	

10 	sucking on his teeth, and going, "Umm-hmm." 

	

11 	JUDGE WAYNE: Wait, wait, wait. 

	

12 	 She's got to take down what you're saying -- 

	

13 	THE WITNESS: Okay. 

	

14 	JUDGE WAYNE: -- and that's going to be a little 

	

15 	hard. 

	

16 	 Is it mocking? 

	

17 	MS. SAVITT: Well, let -- let him describe it. 

	

18 	JUDGE WAYNE: I just want to make -- 

	

19 	MS. SAVITT: I don't know what he's saying. 

	

20 	JUDGE WAYNE: I can't -- she just can't take that 

	

21 	down. 

	

22 	THE WITNESS: You -- you don't understand what I was 

	

23 	saying? Because I can describe it for you. 

	

24 	Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: I -- I want to know why you 

	

25 	think he's racist and what the comments are that he made. 
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• 1 	And so all you made was a grunt. And I -- I don't know 

	

2 	what that means. 

	

3 	MR. GRESEN: Your Honor, I believe --- 

	

4 	Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: So if you can explain it, that 

	

5 	would be helpful. 

	

6 	JUDGE WAYNE: He's perfectly capable of answering. 

	

7 	THE WITNESS: Sure. 

	

8 	MR. GRESEN: It's the soliloquy that I have a problem 

	

9 	with. It's so offensive. 

	

10 	JUDGE WAYNE: Well, she -- she can -- 

	

11 	MR. GRESEN: It's argumentative. 

	

12 	JUDGE WAYNE: He completely can answer her question. 

	

13 	MR. GRESEN: Okay. 

	

14 	THE WITNESS: Like I said, I don't know in -- what 

	

15 	caused him to do it. Obviously something that I asked 

	

16 	him to do or I asked him what he was doing to provide me 

	

17 	an answer who he was dealing with, and he would shake his 

	

18 	head back and forth, suck his teeth, and make the comment 

	

19 	in a humming sound, "Umm-hmm," which I thought that was a 

	

20 	racial comment or sound against African-Americans. 

	

21 	Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: Why? 

	

22 	A. 	Because in the context that I was discussing 

	

23 	with him referred to African-Americans. 

	

24 	Q. 	What was -- what did you say to him? 

	

25 	A. 	I can't recollect exactly what it was. 
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1 	Q. 	Is going "umm -hmm" something that's unique to 

2 	African-Americans? I'm not following. 

3 	A. 	I believe so. 	And I think that -- I'll give you 

	

4 	another example. 

5 	 It was -- I can't remember, again, because I 

6 	would be guessing what it was that I -- how I told him or 

	

7 	the others. But many of them, when I've told them, you 

	

8 	know, "Are these people Spanish speaking?" or, "Who is it 

	

9 	that you're booking?" or, "Who are you dealing with?" 

	

10 	And they say to me, you know, in the affirmative, "Si, 

	

11 	Senor," and they do the whole sound of, you know, a 

	

12 	Mexican accent. And I know what "Si, Senor" means. I 

	

13 	know that they're referring to Hispanics in general. 

	

14 	Q. 	Okay. But right now we're talking about Chuck 

	

15 	Howell and "umm-hmm." So I'd like to stick to what I'm 

	

16 	talking about; okay? 

	

17 	JUDGE WAYNE: Why don't you just refer to it as "the 

	

18 	hum." 

	

19 	MS. SAVITT: "The hum." Okay. 

	

20 	THE WITNESS: He was mocking African-Americans. 

	

21 	Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: What was mocking about that? 

	

22 	MR. GRESEN: Objection. Asked and answered. 

	

23 	JUDGE WAYNE: Sustained. 

	

24 	THE WITNESS: I guess I'm just not -- 

	

25 	MR. GRESEN: You -- no, no, no, no. It's been 
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1 	sustained. 

	

2 	JUDGE WAYNE: You don't have to answer it. 

	

3 	Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: Okay. When was the last time 

	

4 	you worked with Chuck Howell? 

	

5 	A. 	Directly it was when I supervised him in 

	

6 	robbery/homicide. 

	

7 	Q. 	When was that? 

	

8 	A. 	I left in May of 2006. 

	

9 	Q. 	And so have you heard him make the hum or say 

	

10 	"vat" since May of 2006? 

	

11 	A. 	I don't believe so. 

	

12 	Q. 	Okay. And did you ever write him up or give him 

	

13 	a comment card for either of those actions? 

	

14 	A. 	I counseled him. 

	

15 	Q. 	Okay. So you took some disciplinary action 

	

16 	against him? 

	

17 	A. 	And I reported it. 

	

18 	Q. 	Okay. So you took some action? 

	

19 	A. 	Yes. 

	

20 	Q. 	And after you took the action, did he continue 

	

21 	to do that? 

	

22 	A. 	I don't think he ever did anything twice. 

	

23 	MS. SAVITT: Okay. Do we need to go off the tape 

	

24 	now? 

	

25 	THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Yes, ma'am. 
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1 Would that be all right if we go off? 

2 MS. SAVITT: 	Yes. 

3 THE VIDEOGRAPHER: 	We'll go off the videotape record 

4 at 	3:28 p.m., 	concluding Tape No. 	2 of Volume No. 	2. 

5 (A recess was 	taken.) 

6 THE VIDEOGRAPHER: 	We're back on the videotape record 

7 beginning Tape No. 	3 of Volume No. 	2 at 4:00 p.m. 

8 Q. BY MS. 	SAVITT: 	Okay. 	Mr. 	Rodriguez, 	you said 

9 earlier today that you thought Detective Racina was a 

10 racist. 

11 What about him leads you to conclude that he's a 

12 racist? 

13 A. What I experienced with him working for me in 

14 the COPS bureau and the types of things that he was 

15 doing, 	not only led me to believe that he was a racist 

16 but that he was a male chauvinist. 

17 Q. Okay. 	So what did he do that you thought he was 

18 a racist? 

19 A. He was trying to keep out well--qualified 

20 minority candidates from becoming police officers at the 

21 Burbank Police Department. 

22 Q. Okay. 	So the only one you identified earlier 

23 was Chris Hensley. 

24 A. That's correct. 

25 Q. Okay. 	Who else did he try to keep out or 
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1 	disqualify from the police department? 

	

2 	A. 	There was Kristiana Ortega. 

	

3 	Q. 	Okay. Did he disqualify her? 

	

4 	A. 	I can't remember if he officially disqualified 

	

5 	her in paper. But I know he spoke to me about it 

	

6 	verbally saying -- she was a cadet with us at the time. 

	

7 	And he had made mention to me that she was too soft, that 

	

8 	she should stick to being a nurse or a teacher somewhere. 

	

9 	She couldn't be a cop. 

	

10 	Q. 	Okay. So she had been hired before you ever 

	

11 	went into COPS; right? 

	

12 	A. 	As a cadet. 

	

13 	Q. 	As a cadet. 

	

14 	 So that -- she was going to go into the police 

	

15 	academy; right? 

	

16 	A. 	No. 

	

17 	Q. 	She was going to come into the police department 

	

18 	to work as a trainee or what? What's a cadet? 

	

19 	A. 	The cadet program is a program for people who 

	

20 	have an interest in law enforcement but who are college 

	

21 	students. And they work part time, 20 hours a week, 

	

22 	while they go to school. And they file paperwork, run 

	

23 	errands, sometimes write nonvictim reports. Things to 

	

24 	that nature. But it's a very good -- it's a very good 

	

25 	way of gathering experience if you're interested in law 
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1 	enforcement and gives you a good perspective into what 

	

2 	police work is about and certainly tries to get you into 

	

3 	the culture of what to experience in law enforcement. 

	

4 	But it's 	it's -- it's not a law enforcement position. 

	

5 	They don't have any enforcement powers. 

6 	Q. 	Okay. So she was hired as a cadet before you 

	

7 	came into COPS; right? 

	

8 	A. 	Yes. 

	

9 	Q. 	And then she was promoted to a police officer in 

	

10 	May of 2007; right? 

	

11 	A. 	Well, she wasn't promoted. She had to do all 

	

12 	the testing. And she did. And she passed. And she got 

	

13 	into the initial stage of background. And when she -- 

	

14 	because they have to do a background all over again. It 

	

15 	doesn't matter that she was a cadet. It's a little bit 

	

16 	more streamlined, but they still have to do a background. 

	

17 	 And when that occurred, he had told me that he 

	

18 	felt that she, you know, was better suited -- those were 

	

19 	his words -- you know, to be a nurse or a teacher 

	

20 	somewhere, that she was just too soft. 

	

21 	Q. 	Okay. Well, some -- some people are soft, 

	

22 	aren't they? 

	

23 	A. 	Oh, absolutely. Absolutely. 100 percent. Just 

	

24 	not made for the job. 

	

25 	Q. 	And isn't it true his wife was a police cadet? 
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1 	A. 	Racina's? 

	

2 	Q. 	Yeah. 

	

3 	A. 	I believe so, yes. 

	

4 	Q. 	So because he thought that Kristiana Ortega was 

	

5 	soft and maybe had some concerns about her abilities to 

	

6 	do the physical aspect of the job, you concluded he was a 

	

7 	male chauvinist? 

	

8 	A. 	It wasn't just that one. There was several 

	

9 	events that took place. I recall some of them, not all 

	

10 	of them. 

	

11 	 But it was like all of these people -- I 

	

12 	don't -- I don't -- I don't label somebody with that kind 

	

13 	of -- just like I wouldn't you by the comment that you 

	

14 	made here. Obviously that was just, you know, in jest. 

	

15 	I'm not going to label you a racist. 

	

16 	 These are incidences that occur, and they're the 

	

17 	totality of what they do that lends me to believe that 

	

18 	they're doing this. When they simply are doing things 

	

19 	just because of somebody's gender or race or sexual 

	

20 	preference, which we've had that problem too, you know, I 

	

21 	believe it lends to be that they're either prejudiced 

	

22 	against the person themselves or they're a racist. 

	

23 	Q. 	Okay. So you told me that he had some concerns 

	

24 	against Hensley's background and he had some concerns 

	

25 	about Ortega's physical ability to do the job. 
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1 	 What else led you to conclude that he's a 

	

2 	racist? 

	

3 	A. 	Let me think if I could think about specific --- 

	

4 	well, obviously there's the statements about -- what he 

	

5 	said about Hensley. And there was other -- oh, I'll give 

	

6 	you one. I remember one. 

	

7 	 When we hired Tommy Perez -- when we were going 

	

8 	to hire Tommy Perez, he says to me -- during the 

	

9 	background phase, he says, "Hey, this" -- "this" -- "this 

	

10 	kid, he grew up in Burbank. He went to Burroughs, and 

	

11 	he's ball player." And he goes, "He comes up squeaky 

	

12 	clean. He's never been contacted by the police or 

	

13 	received a ticket or anything. But he grew" -- "he grew 

	

14 	up down in the Lake Elmwood area." 

	

15 	 The Elmwood area of -- of our city here when I 

	

16 	first came on in the '80s was a gang-infested area, okay, 

	

17 	down there by a gang named Bario Elmwood Rifa. It's BER. 

	

18 	Q. 	Say that again. 

	

19 	A. 	It's -- it's basically Bario Elmwood Rifa. It's 

	

20 	BER. It stands for BER. It's a gang. That's 	they're 

	

21 	called "Elmwood" for short. 

	

22 	 And he grew up in that neighborhood. And Racina 

	

23 	said to me, "Listen." He says, "He comes up squeaky 

	

24 	clean. He's never been contacted. But he plays ball 

	

25 	with these guys down there on Elmwood," and he goes, "and 
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1 	he hangs out with them. You know he's one of them. He 

	

2 	just" -- "He just squeaked through it and we never caught 

3 	him." 

	

4 	 And I recall having a conversation with him 

	

5 	about that and his opinion. 

	

6 	 And like I said, had it been the first time, I 

	

7 	probably wouldn't have given it a second thought, just 

	

8 	thought that maybe he, you know, wasn't viewing it 

	

9 	correctly. Or maybe his point was legitimate because 

	

10 	when I first got into COPS, I was extremely naive. And 

	

11 	they 	those detectives got away with things that should 

	

12 	have never had occurred. In particular, one with Racina. 

	

13 	That brings up another point that I remember. 

	

14 	 The first testing process that I went through 

	

15 	was in January. The person who came out first on the 

	

16 	list was a Hispanic female. And when the list -- we got 

	

17 	the list over from the City, he said to me in front of 

	

18 	Paul Orlowski, "Isn't this typical." He goes, "This is 

	

19 	what this testing process in this police department gives 

	

20 	us. Number one, some little sorority girl comes out 

	

21 	number one on the top of our list." He goes, "Now, do 

	

22 	you think that that could possibly be?" 

	

23 	 Now, I know that he was saying it in a - -- in a 

	

24 	tone and in a way where he was being prejudicial against 

	

23 	not only this female but probably because of her 
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1 	ethnicity. Regardless of -- what he said was 

	

2 	inappropriate. He shouldn't have said it. But because 

	

3 	it was my first -- you know, I was a brand new 

	

4 	lieutenant, and it was kind of like the first impression 

	

5 	that I had of him, I didn't make that big of a deal of 

	

6 	it. 

	

7 	 Ultimately they had that female who came out 

	

8 	number one in our testing process submit a --- I forget 

	

9 	what it's called now. She -- she took herself out of the 

	

10 	running process. 

	

11 	Q. 	What's her name? 

	

12 	A. 	I can't remember. But I'll tell you what 

	

13 	happened. And you could find all these names. 

	

14 	 I would be willing to bet that if you went back 

	

15 	five years before I got hired and you -- and somebody 

	

16 	interviewed everybody that had been rejected that was -- 

	

17 	you will find a consistent pattern that they were either 

	

18 	female, gay, or a minority. And -- and that they will 

	

19 	have the same story that this girl did. Because the 

	

20 	reason I learned the whole story was because later when 

	

21 	I -- I figured this whole system out of what these guys 

	

22 	were doing, I started calling people that had been 

	

23 	wronged. 

	

24 	 I called this girl in particular. I found her 

	

25 	phone number, and I contacted her sometime later. I told 
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1 	her who I was. She told me that she had graduated at the 

	

2 	top of her class by the Ventura County Sheriff's, that 

	

3 	she had since been hired by the Ventura County Sheriff's 

	

4 	and graduated at the top of her class and had gone to -- 

	

5 	I don't recall the police department that she went to. 

	

6 	It wasn't Ventura County Sheriff's. It was another 

	

7 	smaller agency that she had gone to. 

	

8 	 And I told her that I believed that there may 

	

9 	have been something going on at the police department 

	

10 	that shouldn't have, and I was going to invite her to 

	

11 	come back to our testing process, but I said, you know, 

	

12 	"You obviously have a job now." 

	

13 	 And she said to me something to the effect of, 

	

14 	"With all due respect, I cried for a week for what that 

	

15 	detective put me through." And she goes, "I would never 

	

16 	work at your department." 

	

17 	 Ultimately I contacted several people. Same 

	

18 	type of story. They had complaints. But they had either 

	

19 	been hired by another agency or were no longer 

	

20 	interested. 

	

21 	 I ran -- I came up along a person during that 

	

22 	same time when I was calling people back up. His 

	

23 	last name is Chang. I want to say Adam. We have a 

	

24 	Jonathan Chang and an Adam Chang. I think it was Adam 

	

25 	was his first name. Regardless, I know his last name is 
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1 	Chang. And I spoke to him, and he told me the same 

	

2 	story, but he told it to me about Orlowski and that he 

	

3 	had had him remove himself from this list. 

	

4 	 And I invited him to come back, and he did. And 

	

5 	I had Mike Parrinello do the background. And he passed 

	

6 	everything. He passed his background. Everything was 

	

7 	great, and we hired him. And he's a police officer now 

	

8 	with us. 

	

9 	Q. 	Did -- did you know he was let go from the 

	

10 	military for misconduct? 

	

11 	A. 	He wasn't let go from the military. His 

	

12 	background -- he has an honorable discharge. He went to 

	

13 	officer candidate school. And he didn't ---- he got to the 

	

14 	last stage of officer candidate school, and he was asked 

	

15 	to remove himself from that. But he was not discharged 

	

16 	from the military. 

	

17 	Q. 	Do you know he was terminated from Cal State 

	

18 	Security? 

	

19 	A. 	Is that for an accident he had? 

	

20 	Q. 	I don't know. I'm just asking you if you know 

	

21 	if he was terminated from the Cal State Security 

	

22 	Department. 

	

23 	A. 	No. I would have -- if he was, that's something 

	

24 	that I would have seen in his background. 

	

25 	Q. 	Do you know if he was disqualified from four to 
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1 six agencies before Burbank? 

2 A. Yes. 

3 Q. Okay. 	And the female, 	do you know that she 

4 didn't pass probation in two different police 

5 departments? 

6 A. That she didn't pass probation? 

7 Q. Right. 

8 A. No. 

9 Q. Okay. 	So why else are you accusing Racina of 

10 being a racist? 

11 A. Other comments. 	You know, 	I can't be specific 

12 about what I've heard him say. 	But I believe he's -- 

13 well, I know for a fact that he's one of the guys that 

14 likes to describe African-Americans and Armenians as 

15 "zogs." 

16 Q. Do you know his wife is Middle Eastern? 

17 A. Yes. 

18 Q. Have you ever said something in the department 

19 smells like "black ass"? 

20 A. What's that? 

21 Q. Have you ever said, 	"It smells like black ass 

22 around here"? 

23 A. That I've said that? 

24 Q. Yeah. 

25 A. Absolutely not. 
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1 Q. Okay. 	Anything else you can tell me about 

2 Officer Racina -- Detective Racina? 

3 A. Not at this time. 

4 Q. Okay. 	So other than Orlowski disqualifying or 

5 recommending disqualification of Duras 	(sic), 	why do you 

6 think he's a racist? 

7 A. Again, 	it was a totality of hearing him make 

8 comments. 

9 Q. What are the comments? 

10 A. I've heard Paul use the term -- I've never heard 

11 him or his partner Racina say the "N" word, 	but I have 

12 definitely heard them refer to people as -- both of them, 

13 as a matter of fact, were referring to a candidate that 

14 we had who was Middle Eastern -- they were referring to 

15 him as "Aladdin." 

16 Q. As what? 

17 A. "Aladdin." 

18 Q. Okay. 	What does "zogs" mean? 

19 A. That's pretty interesting that you should ask me 

20 that. 

21 	 I didn't -- I didn't know what that meant up 

22 	until about a week ago. But that is a comment that I 

23 	have heard several officers in this department make. 

24 	MS. SAVITT: Okay. I'm going to move to strike as 

25 	not responsive to the question. 
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1 	Q. 	What does it mean? 

	

2 	MR. GRESEN: He's not done with the answer. 

	

3 	Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: What does it mean? 

	

4 	MR. GRESEN: Your Honor, would you let him finish the 

	

5 	answer before ---• 

	

6 	JUDGE WAYNE: Hold on. 

	

7 	 Could you explain what it means. 

	

8 	THE WITNESS: It's a -- it's a racial term describing 

	

9 	any minority. And it's used by white supremacist groups 

	

10 	to -- to call minority groups a hateful term. And I 

	

11 	can't remember exactly because I just recently found out 

	

12 	about it. 

	

13 	JUDGE WAYNE: Can I ask a question? 

	

14 	MS. SAVITT: Yeah. 

	

15 	JUDGE WAYNE: Is it x-o-g or z-o-g? 

	

16 	THE WITNESS: Z-o-g. 

	

17 	JUDGE WAYNE: So it's not -- okay. 

	

18 	Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: And how did you find out what it 

	

19 	meant? 

	

20 	A. 	I had -- looking through the Web site -- looking 

	

21 	on Google, I Googled it and found this terminology. 

	

22 	Q. 	So at the time you heard it, you didn't even 

	

23 	know what it meant? 

	

24 	A. 	No. 

	

25 	Q. 	Did you ask anybody what it meant? 
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1 	A. 	No. But I --- if you allow me to describe how it 

	

2 	was said is why I knew that it was -- I thought at the 

	

3 	time that it was some sort of racial comment towards 

	

4 	African-Americans. 

	

5 	Q. 	Okay. 

6 	A. 	I can explain further, but... 

	

7 	Q. 	I'm sure you can. Let me ask my next question. 

	

8 	 What did Orlowski say that led you to conclude 

	

9 	he was racist? 

	

10 	A. 	Those -- totality of not hiring minorities and 

	

11 	making comments such as -- I've heard him call Hispanics 

	

12 	"Julio" and "Juan" openly, you know, in -- in front of me 

	

13 	and in front of Chris Racina. And separately, just -- 

	

14 	you know, with me referring to Hispanics throughout the 

	

15 	years. Particularly when I was a rookie officer and he 

	

16 	was a training officer, he used the word "wetback," 

	

17 	"Julio," "Juan" to refer to Hispanics. 

	

18 	 I heard him make racial comments towards 

	

19 	African-Americans. Not -- not the "N" word, but other 

	

20 	racial-type comments. I can't recollect right now what 

	

21 	they were. But very coarse and just rude and 

	

22 	disrespectful to minorities. 

	

23 	Q. 	So would most of this that you're referring to 

	

24 	have occurred during your early years at the department? 

	

25 	A. 	Some of it occurred while I was his lieutenant. 
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1 	the pool of candidates were before you drew a conclusion 

	

2 	as to whether there was a disproportionately high or 

	

3 	disproportionately low number of either minorities or 

	

4 	females? 

	

5 	A. 	Well, I -- I did my own analysis. 

	

6 	Q. 	But you didn't look at the pool of candidates; 

	

7 	correct? 

	

8 	A. 	No. I just looked at the pool that was hired 

	

9 	before I got there and the pool after. 

	

10 	Q. 	But you didn't look at the applicant pool; is 

	

11 	that -- 

	

12 	MR. GRESEN: Asked and answered. 

	

13 	Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: I want to make sure we're on the 

	

14 	same wavelength when we're asking about pools. 

	

15 	MR. GRESEN: But he's answered you. 

	

16 	Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: Did you look at the applicant 

	

17 	pool? 

	

18 	JUDGE WAYNE: You can answer. 

	

19 	THE WITNESS: I don't recollect -- recall whether I 

	

20 	did or not. 

	

21 	Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: What did Detective Schiffner do 

	

22 	that led you to conclude he was racist? 

	

23 	A. 	As an officer and a detective, and when I was 

	

24 	that rank, as officer or detective, I've heard Schiffner 

	

25 	use the "N" word to individuals directly to their face, 
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1 	to African-Americans. Terms like "wetback." Just being 

	

2 	vicious, mean to people to their face. 

	

3 	Q. 	And this was when you were in patrol as an 

	

4 	officer? 

	

5 	A. 	Yes. And as -- I believe I was a detective, and 

	

6 	he was a -- also an officer in gangs. And I've 

	

7 	personally heard him use that language. 

	

8 	Q. 	When is the last time you heard him use the 

	

9 	language? 

	

10 	A. 	Probably in two thousand and -- right about 

	

11 	there. Probably around 2000. It's been quite some time. 

	

12 	Q. 	Okay. When you were on patrol and you were a 

	

13 	young officer, did you ever call anybody you pulled over 

	

14 	nasty names? 

	

15 	A. 	No. 

	

16 	Q. 	You ever call -- 

	

17 	A. 	Racial names? 

	

18 	Q. 	Nasty names of any sort. "Scuzbag." "Slime 

	

19 	bucket." Anything like that? 

	

20 	A. 	To their face, no. 

	

21 	Q. 	Never? Always used "mister," "gentleman," stuff 

	

22 	like that? 

	

23 	A. 	Not always used "mister" and "gentleman," but --- 

	

24 	you know, sometimes -- you know, if a conversation starts 

	

25 	out good, it might end up bad, and you no longer call 
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1 	that person "mister." 

	

2 	Q. 	Did you ever use any derogatory terms or racist 

	

3 	terms towards them? 

	

4 	A. 	No. 

	

5 	Q. 	Did you ever use any misogynist terms toward 

	

6 	women? 

	

7 	 A. 	No. 

	

8 	Q. 	Did you ever say about Cindy Guillen you'd like 

	

9 	to shove it up her ass? 

	

10 	A. 	No. 

	

11 	Q. 	Okay. So what about Detective Dahlia? Why do 

	

12 	you think he's a racist? 

	

13 	A. 	Angelo, like some other particular people in our 

	

14 	department, is a -- in a class all by themselves. He -- 

	

15 	he is uncontrollable to the point where even when a 

	

16 	supervisor's there, he will continue with his -- with 

	

17 	making his comments, even when he's pulled away from 

	

18 	situations. He just won't stop. 

	

19 	 I've heard him use -- the language I've heard 

	

20 	him use the most -- the term I've heard him use the most 

	

21 	repeatedly is "zog" to describe minorities. He has -- 

	

22 	I've heard him use the "N" word. I've heard him say 

	

23 	racial comments. I can't tell you exactly which ones. 

	

24 	But talking bad about Armenians, Hispanics. I've never 

	

25 	heard him say anything against women or anything like 
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1 	that. But definitely the different races. In 

	

2 	particular, he has a definite hatred towards the Armenian 

3 	community. 

	

4 	Q. 	Have -- the comments that you've heard, have 

	

5 	they been towards the criminal element, or have they been 

	

6 	towards fellow officers? 

	

7 	A. 	I don't think I've ever heard Angelo make 

	

8 	comments -- I'd have to really think about it. 1 don't 

	

9 	think I've ever heard him make comments against officers. 

	

10 	I've heard him make comments towards employees -- 

	

11 	civilian employees in the police department, and 

	

12 	definitely towards citizens. Not just suspects. 

	

13 	Citizens. 

	

14 	Q. 	Okay. Did you ever tell Angelo Dahlia, "Why 

	

15 	don't you quit hanging out with the white guys?" 

	

16 	A. 	No. 

	

17 	Q. 	When is the last time you heard Dahlia use the 

	

18 	"N" word? 

	

19 	A. 	Several years ago. When I was a detective. 

	

20 	Q. 	So you were a detective -- 

	

21 	A. 	Yeah. Between '95 and 2001, 2002. And it was 

	

22 	probably around then. That was probably the last time I 

	

23 	heard him use the "N" word. I've heard him use --- you 

	

24 	know, the last thing I've heard him say, probably the 

	

25 	last two -- couple years was against Armenians. 
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1 	Q. 	And what did you hear him say about Armenians? 

	

2 	A. 	You know, referring to them as "togs," "Armo." 

	

3 	This thing that became some verbiage that came up in the 

	

4 	last couple years in -- at the Burbank PD, using, "What 

	

5 	is this? The three Cs?" Which I didn't even know what 

	

6 	that was about. I had to be told what that was because I 

	

7 	didn't -- I had no idea what that was. But I've heard 

	

8 	Angelo had made that comment probably in the last couple 

	

9 	years. And I had been hearing that around. 

	

10 	 It's the same with "zog." When I heard it, I 

	

11 	didn't know what it was. I thought it was just a racial 

	

12 	comment, you know, some acronym or something. And then 

	

13 	later on, I was told what that meant. 

	

14 	Q. 	What does "three Cs" mean? 

	

15 	A. 	Evidently these guys, they would describe young 

	

16 	Armenian males --- and I don't know if it's just towards 

	

17 	them, but that's what I was told. Young Armenian males, 

	

18 	three Cs, the three things that they have in common -- 

	

19 	cars, cologne, and chains. 

	

20 	Q. 	Okay. So you thought that was derogatory? 

	

21 	A. 	Yes. 

	

22 	Q. 	Do Armenian young men wear chains? 

	

23 	MR. GRESEN: Overbroad. Foundation. 

	

24 	THE WITNESS: I would assume that some do, yes. 

	

25 	Q. 	BY MS. SAVITT: Okay. Co they tend to wear 
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1 see it unless -- you can't -- at least where it was, 	you 

2 couldn't see the poster un- -- unless the door was 

3 closed. 

4 Q And did you find this poster offensive? 

5 A Yes. 

6 Q Why did you find it offensive? 

7 A I think it  was inappropriate for the workplace. 

8 Q What about it was inappropriate for the 

9 workplace? 

10 A I took what I had experienced with 

11 Detective Howell in the past, 	which I believe to be a 

12 form of racism, and what was on the poster to be 

13 offensive. 

14 Q Is one of the jobs of law enforcement to be 

15 aware of and look for hate crimes? 

16 A Yes. 

17 Q Okay. And was this poster at all related to 

18 identifying hate crimes? 

19 A I don't recall that. 

20 Q How many times did you look at this poster? 

21 A I've seen it probably two or three times. 

22 Q Okay. And you testified you complained about 

23 it? 

24 A I told -- 

25 MR. GRESEN: Asked and answered. 
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